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ABSTRACT
I The stiffness and strength analyses of composite materials pre-
viously presented have been reviewed and extended to cross-ply and
helical-wound cylinders, as well as flat laminates. Consideration has been
given to the composite behavior after initial yielding, including the influence
u_ ........... crossovers in h_]_r_l-wound cylinders. In doing so, a modified
"netting analysis" has been used in conjunction with the continuum analysis
to predict both initial yielding and post-yielding behavior.
Cylinders were assumed to be subjected to various loading condi-
tions, including axial tension and compression, torsion, and internal pres-
sure. Theoretical results were then compared with experimental data
obtained using glass-epoxy composites.
Investigations have also been made of the relative contributions of
the constituent material properties to the gross behavior of a unidirectional
fiber-reinforced composite when subjected to various loading conditions.
Theoretical values obtained for the prediction of the stiffness and strength
of the composite as a function of constituent properties have been compared
with experimental data obtained using both glass-epoxy and boron-epoxy
systems.
Complete digital computer programs, developed in conjunction with
the strength analyses of flat laminates and laminated composite cylinders,
and the investigation of stress distributions in the fibers and matrix of a
composite subjected to either longitudinal shear or transverse normal loading,
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A = In-plane stiffness matrix, ib/in.
A = Intermediate in-plane matrix, in./ib
A' = In-plane compliance matrix, in./ib
I ._ngfh nf thp .pper and lower boundaries of the first
quadrant of the fundamental region surrounding one
inclusion, in.
B = Stiffness coupling matrix, ib
B = Intermediate coupling matrix, in.
B' = Compliance coupling matrix, 1/ib
Length of the left and right boundaries of the first
quadrant of the fundamental region surrounding
one inclusion, in.
Anisotropic stiffness matrix, psi
D = Flexural stiffness matrix, ib-in.
D = Intermediate flexural matrix, ib-in.
D' = Flexural compliance matrix, i/ib-in.
Modulus of elasticity, psi
Composite axial stiffness, psi




































= Intermediate coupling, matrix, in.
Total thickness, in.
= Distributed bending (and twisting) moments, lb
= Thermal moments, lb
= Effective moment = M. + M. T
1 1
cos 8 or cross-ply ratio (total thickness of odd layers
over that of even layers}
= Stress resultant, 1b/in.
Thermal stress resultant, lb/in.
Effective stress resultant = N. + N. T
1 1
Stress in the direction of the fibers per inch of thickness,
lb/in.
sin 8, or total number of layers
Internal pressure, psi
Radius, in.
Ratio of normal strengths = X/Y
Shear strength of unidirectional composite, psi





Percent fiber content by volume




















Axial compressive strength of unidirectional composite, psi
Transverse tensile strength of unidirectional composite, psi
Transverse compressive strength of unidirectional composite, psi
Distance as measured from the middle surface, in.
Thermal expansion coefficient, in./in./degree F
Matrix effectiveness in "shear transfer"
In-plane strain component, in./in.




Fiber bundle strength, psi








1, 2 .... 6 or x, y, z in 3-dimensional space, or







kth layer of a laminated composite
Inverse matrix
Hoop layers (odd layers) of a cross-ply cylinder or
pressure vessel





This is a continuing attempt to develop a rational approach to the
design and utilization of composite materials in structural applications.
Previous effortsl 2 _:-"
' were concerned with the establishment of the independ-
The current effort is concerned with the development of guidelines
for the design of composite structures. The determination of the deforma-
tion and load-carrying capacity of filamentary structures is outlined.
Helical-wound tubes subjected to various loading conditions are examined in
detail. • The behavior of this structural element is expressed in terms of
various lamination parameters including the helical wrap angle, number of
layers, etc., and material parameters such as the properties of the con-
stituent materials, the cross-sectional shape of the filaments, etc. The
present theory of design of composite materials can be applied to the anal-
ysis and design of filamentary structures.
The weak link in a fiber-reinforced composite, as exhibited by the
initial yielding, is closely associated with the low strength levels attainable
in a direction transverse to "-u_-_u_r"_...._ and in" o_.a_._- F _ *_-_o_.._reason, *_....
transverse and shear properties of a unidirectional composite are analyzed,
the results providing information needed in improving composite materials.
+.:..
References are listed at the end of this report.
The present theory of design of composite materials is only prelimi-
nary. A number of refinements and appropriate experimental verification
remain to be explored. In particular, inelastic behavior both on the macro-
scopic and microscopic levels and the effect of filament crossovers are two
problems that deserve immediate attention. It is hoped that as the theory is
improved, the extent of empiricism can be substantially reduced in the de-





The anisotropic yield condition, as reported in Reference Z, is
4er_vpd from a generalization of the yon Mises yield _ondition for iso-
3
tropic materials. It is assumed that the yield condition is a quadratic
function of the stress components
zf(_ij)= F(_ -%)z G(% _x)z +Y + _ H(_x _ (_y)Z
ZLTZ Z Z+ + ZM 'r + ZN r = 1
yz zx xy
(1)
where F, G, H, L, M, N are material coefficients characteristic of the
state of anisotropy, and x, y, z, are the axes of the assumed orthotropic
material symmetry. Equation (1) reduces to the yon Mises condition if
F = G = H = I/6k Z
L = M = N = i/Zk Z
where k is a material parameter governing the yielding of isotropic
materials.
Since the composite material of present interest is in a form of rela-
tively thin plates, a state of plane stress is assumed. Equation (i) can be
reduced to:
_ I {Y g @
x y + y + s = 1 (Z)
r X Y Y
The validity of this yield condition has been demonstrated in Reference Z,
using unidirectional glass-epoxy composites subjected to tensile loads.
,l
For the strength analysis of a filamentary structure subjected to
combined loading, compressive properties must be known. Analogous to
the tensile strengths X and Y, the compressive strengths X' and Y' are
determined from 0- and 90-degree specimens subjected to uniaxial com-
pressive loads, respectively. Shear has no directional property, hence,
S =S'.
It is assumed that the anisotropic yield condition remains applicable
for materials with properties different in tension and compression. It is
only necessary to use the principal strengths compatible with the prevailing
stress components, i.e., tensile strength for positive normal stress and
compressive strength for negative normal stress. This method of taking
into account different tensile and compressive properties follows those used
previously by other investigators. 4,5 Equation (Z) can now be written in
four forms corresponding to the four quadrants of the {Y - a stress space.
x y
The quadrant descriptions are as follows:
Axial T ransve r s e St r ength
Quadrant CYx
__ _y_ Strength Strength Ratio
1 positive positive X y r I = X/Y
Z negative positive X' y r 2 = X'/Y
3 negative negative X' y' r3 = X'/Y'
4 positive negative X Y' r4 = X/Y'
4
In terms of these definitions, the yield condition given by Equation (Z)
becomes, in the order of the corresponding quadrant:
(:x) ,(s)-- I (3)
¥
= 1 (4)
- -- _ _ -4- 4-
_X') r 3 X' Y' \Y'J kS ]
= 1 (5)
= 1 (6)
The signs for the principal strengths are always positive; those for the
stress components are positive or negative, corresponding to the appro-
priate quadrant in the stress space. Diagrammatically, the yield surface
can be represented in dimensionless form as shown in Figure i.
For unidirectional glass-epoxy composites (vf = 70%),
r I = X/Y = 150/4 = 37.5
r Z = X'/Y = 150/4 = Ji.D
r 3 = X'/Y' = 150/Z0 = 7.5
r 4 = X/Y' = 150/Z0 = 7.5
This is represented by the solid curves in Figure Z.
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ANISOTROPIC YIELD SURFACES






















Figure 2. Yield Surfaces for Glass-Epoxy Composites
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The yield conditions of Equations (Z) through (6) apply to an ortho-
tropic material in the directions of its material symmetry axes. For uni-
directional composites, the symmetry axes are parallel and perpendicular
to the fibers. If the fibers are oriented other than 0- or 90-degrees with
respect to the externally applied load, the applied stress components (Yi'
i = I, Z, 6, must be transformed to the symmetry axes, i = x, y, s, before
Z
the yield condition can be applied. The usual transformation equation for











-mn mn m -n
CrZ (7)
For uniaxial tension,
(Yl = positive, _2 = (_6 = 0 (8)
From Equation (7),
Z Z
= = nal, (_ = -mn(y I (9)
_x m (;I' Cry s
Substituting these values into the appropriate yield condition, Equation (3),
one obtains :
m + s 1 - 1 m n + r 1 n =
(I0)
which is identical with Equation (9) of Reference Z, where
s 1 _- s = X/S, r I = r = X/Y
8
In the same manner, for uniaxial compression, the appropriate yield condi-
tion equation is
4 ( Z ) 4 /_l)Zm + s 3 - 1 mZn + r Z n = (X' (II)
where s 3 = s = X'/S, r 3 = r = X'/Y'
For pure shear, the yield condition corresponding to the second or
fourth quadrant will be needed. This can easily be derived by taking (;6 as
the only nonzero stress component. If r Z and r 4 are different, which is
usually the case, the shear strength of a unidirectional composite will have
Live or negative shear.
In summary, the initial yielding of a unidirectional composite, when
subjected to a complex state of stress, is governed by one of four possible
yield conditions. The appropriate condition to be used is determined by the
signs of the normal stress components. If the tensile and compressive
strengths are equal, the four conditions reduce to one equation; such is the
case in Equation (4) of Reference 3.
Compressive Properties
In a previous study, Z the principal strengths were limited to tensile
loading only. However, in the strength analysis of a structure subjected to
combined loading, the compressive properties of unidirectional composites
must also be known.
Compressive elastic moduli have been found to be approximately the
same as tensile moduli for glass-epoxy composites I and boron-epoxy
6
composites. Compressive axial and transverse strengths, X' and Y',
respectively, canbe determined by the compressive loading of 0- and
90-degree specimens. Compression tests are known to be difficult to
perform. Test results often are affected by the geometric configuration
of the specimen. Competing modes of failure, i.e. , buckling and strength,
are operative.
As an indication of the difficulty of direct measurement of the com-
pressive axial strength, X', the numerical value of X' for glass-epoxy
composites has been reported as anywhere within a range of from I00 to
Z50 ksi, depending upon the test method used. In flexural tests of 0-degree
specimens, which include a hoop-wound ring pin-loaded at diametrically
opposite points, most failures are of the tensile type. It appears reason-
able to assume that the compressive strength is at least equal to, if not
higher than, the tensile strength. In the present work, a value of 150 ksi
is assumed for both the tensile and compressive strengths of the glass-
epoxy composite. This value is undoubtedly conservative.
The compressive transverse strength Y' is comparatively simple to
determine because of its low numerical value. For glass-epoxy composites,
with vf = 70 percent, the value of Y' is between 16 and Z4 ksi. The lower
values were obtained using specimens having rectangular cross sections;
the higher values, circumferentially wound tubes with over-wound (rein-
forced) ends. No gross buckling of the specimens was observed. Using the
experimentally determined principal strengths,
X' = 150 ksi
Y' = Z0 ksi
S = 6 ksi
I0
from which,
r 3 = X'/Y' = 150/20 = 7.5
s 3 = X'IS = 150/6 = Z5
one can determine, using Equation (Ii), the uniaxial compressive strength
a I as a function of fiber orientation. The resulting curve, together with
experimental data, is shown in Figure 3. The corresponding uniaxial stiff-
ness and tensile strength are also shown. The tensile and compressive
stiffnesses are practically identical when the strain is small, i.e., in the
order of 0. I percent.
Strengthof Laminated Composites
For the sake of completeness, the strength analysis of laminated
composites described in Reference Z is summarized here. Essentially, the
strength of materials approach is used, whereby the normals to the middle
surface remain undeformed during the stretching and bending of the compos-
ite plate. The total strain at any point in the plate is defined as
O
(. = (. + zx. (lZ)
1 i I
It is further assumed that each constituent layer of the laminated composite
is mechanically and thermally anisotropic, i. e. ,
(Ti = Cij ((j - _jT) (13)
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Figure 3. Unioxiol Properties of Gloss-Epoxy Composites
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Equation (13), when integrated across the thickness of the laminated
composite, becomes:
N i : N. + N T : A. {.o + B. ×j (14)1 1 lj j lj
Y/l. = M. + M. T : B.. {°+ D.. X. (15)
1 1 1 lJ J 1J J
where
h/Z
: ; O. (i z) dz (16)(Ni' Mi) ,_ ,_ 1 '
h/Z
( ' h/Z Cij_.T_ (1, z)dz (17)
2
, _-_h/2 C. (1, z, z ) dz (18)
(Aij Bij' Dij) = J-h/Z lj
Equations (14) and (15) are the basic constitutive equations for a laminated
anisotropic composite, taking into account equivalent thermal loadings.
The stress at any location across the thickness of the composite can
2
be expressed in the following manner. Having established that







































B* = - A-IB
H* = BA- 1
, .1 BD = D -BA (zz)
* B'D*- IH*A' = A -
* * - 1
B' = H'-- BD
* - 1
D' =D
Substituting Equation (2 1) into (iZ)
= . Nj ' _.DIj)M.Ei (A_j + zB_j) + (Bij + J (Z3)
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From Equation (13), the stress components for the kth layer are:
C!k) (k)
= - 0_ . T) {Z4)i ij (cj 3
[, - -! != C!k)lj Ajk + ZBjk) N k + (Bjk+ ZDjk} M k - O_( )T
This is the most general expression for stresses as functions of stress
resultants, bending moments, and temperature. The same material coeffi-
cients A', B', andD', as reported in Reference Z, can be used for the thermal
stress _nalysis: This simple link between the isothermal and nonisothermal
analyses is achieved by treating thermal effects as equivalent mechanical
loads, e.g., N.Tand MTin Equation (17). Determining the level of external
1 1
load N. and/or bending moment M. that will initiate failure in one or several
1 1
of the constituent layers is not a straightforward calculation. This is due to
the fact that the stress components ai {i = I, 2, 6) computed from Equation
(Z4) must be transformed into the x-y coordinates (i = x, y, s), which repre-
sent the material symmetry axes, before the signs of the stresses _x and (ry,
whether positive or negative, can be determined. Only after the signs of ax
and (r are known, can the proper yield condition be selected. The actual
Y
numerical method by which the maximum allowable loadings (N. and/or M.)
i i
are determined is outlined in detail in Appendix A.
A cylindrical shell is one of the basic structural shapes. When a
shell is subjected to homogeneous loading, e.g., uniaxial tension or com-
pression, internal or external hydrostatic pressure, or pure shear, the shell
maintains its shape. There is no change in curvature in either the circum-
ferential or the longitudinal direction. Because of this geometric constraint
imposed on cylindrical shells under homogeneous loadings, the induced stress
distribution can be represented by simpler relations than those just outlined.
By assuming no change in curvature {this can be represented by letting
x =- 0), the total strain is now equal to the in-plane strain. This is obtained
directly from Equation {1Z) by letting× _ 0. Strain is therefore homogeneous
across the thickness of the shell, i.e., independent of z.
i5
For cylindrical shells, the stress components for each layer are also
constant, as given by Equation (13). Using Equation (Z0), one can immediately
determine the in-plane, i.e., total strain caused by Nj,
¢? = A':'N (aS)
I zj j
The stress components are:
a!k)=I c!k)[A!zJ jk Nk - _!k)T]J
(Z6)
Being independent of z, this equation is considerably simpler than
Equation (Z4).
The strength analysis of cylindrical shells subjected to a few fre-
quently occurring loading conditions has also been programmed. The entire
program is outlined in detail in Appendix A.
Post-Yielding Behavior
For most fiber-reinforced composites presently available, initial
yielding is often dictated by the values of the transverse and shear strengths,
which are significantly lower than the axial strength. The initial yielding
introduces failures parallel to the fibers. These failures are audible during
the loading and become visible soon after the theoretically predicted yield
stress is attained.
The post-yielding behavior of cross-ply composites has been investi-
Z
gated previously. For a cross-ply composite subjected to a uniaxial tensile
load in the direction of the fibers of one of the constituent layers, additional
load can be supported after initial yielding until ultimate fiber failure is
induced. Thus, initial yielding does not necessarily determine the load-
carrying capacity of a laminated composite. After one or more layers have
yielded, the layers of the laminated composite which are still intact must be
16
investigated to ascertain whether or not they can support the prevailing
externally applied load.
However, in the case of an angle-ply composite under uniaxial tension,
the still intact layers cannot carry the existing load after initial yielding. For
Z
this reason, there is no post-yielding load-carrying capability. Thus, under
uniaxial tension applied along one of the material symmetry axes of the com-
posite, cross-ply composites can carry additional load after the initial yield-
ing but angle-ply composites cannot.
A general theory for the analysis of the post-yielding behavior of a
laminated composite is diffiuulL Lu fo_1_ulatc bccausc the material is tr__ns-
formed from a continuum to a "d[scontinuum" on the microscopic scale. A
theory will be proposed in this report, using some of the assumptions of the
conventional netting analysis. It is assumed that, after initial yielding,* the
unidirectional layers of a composite can carry tensile load only along the
fiber axis. To maintain static equilibrium, load transverse to the fibers
and distortional load must be carried by other internal agencies of the
composite. Such agencies may be derived from filament crossovers in the
case of a helical-wound structure, or from some end constraint typical of
shell-type structures, e.g., at the shell-and-head junction.
An internal agency is necessary for the transfer of the externally
applied loads to axial loads along the unidirectional fibers. Before initial
yielding, this internal agency is achieved by the binding matrix. The entire
composite is a continuum. After initial yielding, failure in the matrix and/or
at the fiber-matrix interface is introduced. J:iDers are appaz_iL-y __--11:....
In the case of angle-ply composites under uniaxial loading, no internal agency
*A composite, after initial yielding occurs, is referred to as a "degraded"
composite in Reference Z.
_m
is operative after the initial failure. Complete failure of the composite occurs
immediately after initial yielding. However, in the case of cross-ply
composites, an internal agency is not needed for transferring the external
load. Since some of the filaments are aligned parallel to the applied load,
they can continue to carry load until filament failure is reached.
Filament-wound structures often acquire filament crossovers during
winding with a helical pattern. This type of composite may be represented by
an angle-ply with filament crossovers. The geometric distribution and the
frequency of occurrence of filament crossovers for a given helical-wound tube
depend on the helical angle, the width of the roving, the diameter of the tube,
and other process parameters, which may include the characteristics of the
winding machine. In the present investigation, it is assumed that the effect of
filament crossovers introduces two factors:
(i) As an internal agency, filament crossovers provide
additional load-carrying capacity to helical-wound
composites. This strengthening of angle-ply
composites is exhibited by higher effective transverse
and shear strengths, designated as Y'and S', respectively.
(z) In contradiction to the strengthening effect above, filament
crossovers will be sources of stress concentrations,
since filaments can be subjected to direct abrasion among
themselves. Therefore, crossovers will tend to reduce
the axial strength X of the constituent layers.
Because of the existence of filament crossovers, it may be necessary
to treat helical-wound composites differently than angle-ply composites. It
may be possible for helical-wound composites to carry a higher load because
of the internal agency generated by the crossovers. The ultimate load that
the composite can carry will be governed by either the breakdown of the
internal agency which is needed to transfer external loads or filament failure.
18
In conclusion, the post-yielding behavior of laminated composites is
dictated by the ability of the filaments which are still intact to sustain con-
tinued loading. This is accomplished in cross-ply composites when subjected
to uniaxial tension or internal pressure, for example, by having filaments
aligned parallel to the applied load. The post-yielding capability can also he
achieved by means of an internal agency in the composite, an example of
which is due to the filament crossovers which exist in woven fabric and
helical-wound structures. Angle-ply composites under uniaxial load do not
have a post-yielding capability because fibers are not aligned in the direction
of applied loads, nor is there an internal agency for load transfer. Assuming
that an internal agency is available in a composite such that the externally
'" ..... I, Z, C. be trznsfe_ad to an axial load, N., in the
_ppn_u zu{_u, _., i = v, Cg. _-
1 I
unidirectional layers, one can derive the relation between the axial stress;
Nf, of a unidirectional constituent layer and N.I as follows.
As shown in Figure 4a, the equilibrium of forces between the exter-
nally applied load, N I, and the induced load, Nf, in the direction of the fibers
must satisfy the relation:
Nf cos {x N I
A - A cos
(ZT)
or
Nf = N1/cosZ_ : N1/m 2 (Z8)
In order to maintain equilibrium in the Z-direction, an internal
force, NZI, must be:
NZI Nf sin (x




NZI = - Nf sin Z _ = - nZNf = - nZNl/m Z (30)
Similarly, in Figure 4b, the equilibrium of forces between the
externally applied load, N 2, and the induced load, Nf, results in the
condition:
Nf = N Z/n Z (31)
NIZ = mZNf = mZNz/n z (3Z)
In the case of an externally applied shear force, N 6, the equilibrium
condition, as shown in Figure 4c must satisfy:
Nf N 6 sin _ N 6 cos _ N 6
-- = + + = + (33)
A -- A cos _ -- A sin 01 -- Amn
or
Nf = +_ N 6/an (34)
The internally induced load, N66, in this case is zero because
N66 N 6 cos (_ N 6 sin
= A cos o_ A sin _ - 0 (35)
Equations (Z8), (31), and (34) show the contribution of each externally
applied load, N I, N2, and N 6, to the axial stress along the unidirectional
layer with an orientation of 0_ degrees from the l-axis. The total axial
stress is, by superposition:
N N z N 6
















Figure 4. Netting Analysis - Notation
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This equation gives the maximum load-carrying capacity of each uni-
directional constituent layer of a laminated composite. The ultimate load is
governed by the axial strength, X, of each unidirectional layer. It is, of course,
assumed that some internal agency of the laminated composite, by virtue of
the filament crossovers, is capable of supporting the internal forces NIZ and
NZ 1 at least up to the axial strength of the constituent layers.
The validity of this analysis is limited to the capability of the internal
agency to transfer the load. In particular, the filament crossovers in helical-
wound tubes will be examined as a specific internal agency. As stated pre-
viously, the effect of crossovers may be characterized by effective transverse
and shear strengths, Y and-S, higher than those of unidirectional composites,
and by a reduction in the effective axial strength X, possibly caused by the
abrasive action between filaments at crossover points. Presently, the exact
change in magnitude of these effective strengths must be determined experi-
mentally. Future investigations may provide a basis for the theoretical pre-
diction of these values.
In the next two sections, detailed procedures for the determination of
the load-carrying capacity of cross-ply and helical-wound tubes will be out-
lined. The theoretical results will be compared with experimental data,
using E glass and epoxy as the constituent materials.
92
JCross-Ply Composites
In this paragraph, the deformation and ultimate strength of
cross-ply composites are discussed. Theoretical predictions, using the
strength analysis program outlined in Appendix A, are made. A sample
problem is presented in detail and numerical results are tabulated. The
theoretical results are then compared with experimental data.
A cross-ply composite consists of two systems of unidirectional
constituent layers with adjacent layers orlented orLhugu,_l to each other.
There are two lamination parameters: (i) the total number of layers, n, (each
layer may consist of one or more unidirectional plies of roving, all of which
must have the same fiber orientation), and (Z) the cross-ply ratio, m, which
is defined as the ratio of the total thickness of all the layers oriented in one
direction to the total thickness of the layers in the orthogonal direction. For
laminated beams and plates, as reported in References 1 and 2, the cross-ply
ratio is computed using the layers with 0 degree orientation, as measured
from the reference coordinate system, as the first system of layers. In the
case of cylindrical pressure vessels, which will be discussed in this para-
graph, the cross-ply ratio is defined on the basis of the outermost layer as
being in the first system of layers. If the outermost layer is a hoop winding,
which is usually the case, then the cross-ply ratio is the ratio of the thick-
ness of all the hoop windings to that of the longitudinal windings.
The deformation and ultimate strength of cross-ply specimens
subjected to uniaxial tension has been reported previously. I, 2, 7 However,
a computational error in the calculation of the stress at initial yielding (the
knee) has been discovered. The corrected theoretical result is as follows:






These results have been computed using the following material
properties, which are the same as those reported previously:
(15 = C_Z2) = 7.97 x 106 psiCII
C (15 = C (Z) = 066 x 106 psi
IZ 12 "
C '1" ' = C_-'/'_ = Z. 66 × 106 psi
Z2 11
(25 6c;',' = c = 1._._ lO psi66or)
C(16) = C(261) = C(Z)16 = C(262) = 0
_15 =_) = 3.5 x 10-6in./in./°F
= (x_.Z)l= ii 4 x 10-6in. /in. /° F
0_2 1
(375
_(1) = _z) = o
T = -Z00°F (lamination temperature)
n = 3 (number of layers)
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In addition, the following strength data are used:
X = X' = 150 ksi
Y = 4 ksi
Y' = Z0 ksi
S = 6 ksi
(38)
These material properties are requir'ed inputs in the strength analysis
prograH_ outlined in Appendix A. The corrected theoretical results show
better agreement with the experimental results, as can be seen in Figur_ 5
(which is Figure 6 of Reference 2 and Figure 3 of Reference 7 with the cor-
rected initial yielding curve shown). The procedure for the determination of
the post yielding stiffness and the ultimate load is also outlined in these
references. Essentially, post-yield load carrying capability is possible for
cross-ply composites because the filaments in the direction of the applied
uniaxial load can carry the prevailing load. No internal agency for load
transfer is required in this case. The ultimate load is obtained when the
axial strength of the unidirectional layer is reached, i.e., when
X = 150 ksi.
It is important to recognize that the value of the axial strength X is
experimentally determined. It is not calculated from the fiber strength using
the rule-of-mixtures equation, from which, for E glass, the computed axial
strength would be 400 x 2/3 = Z66 ksi (filament strength times percent fila-
ment volume).
Cross-ply pressure vessels will now be examined. A typical vessel
is shown in Figure 6. The middle third of the vessel is the test section,
the ends being built up from special aluminum fittings. The basic design of
the vessel was developed at Aeronutronic under another research program.
The longitudinal layers were laid up by hand and the hoop layers wound by
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Figure 5. Glass-Epoxy Cross-ply Composites Subjected to Uniaxial Loads
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P 
Figure 6. Cross-Ply Pressure Vessels 
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resin. Two-element strain gages were bonded to each pressure vessel with
the elements oriented in the hoop and longitudinal directions. Internal pres-
surization was achieved using hydraulic oil and a pumping arrangement
specifically designed for testing pressure vessels. Internal pressure and
strains were recorded by a multi-channel continuous recorder. Using the
material properties listed in Equations (37) and (38) in the program outlined
in Appendix A, the results given in Table I were obtained for cross-ply
ratios of 0.4, 1.0 and 4. 0. _','_
TABLE I






A11 AI 2 A22
(10 -6 in/Ib)
0. 158 -0.025 0. Z44
0. 191 -0.024 0. 191













':'The numerical values of the A _,_ matrix are also given on pp 65, 67, and 69
of Reference 2 with the axes 1 and Z interchanged. This change is necessary
because of the differences in the definitions of the cross-ply ratio cited
earlier in this section.
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Using a reference coordinate system with the 1-axis in the
longitudinal direction and the 2-axis in the hoop direction, strains along
these axes can be computed using Equation (25):
Longitudinal Strain = 1 = All Nl + AI2 N2
1 ;:-_+ .-:.-
= (-_ All AI2 ) N g
(39)
o ;_ .u
Hoop Strain = E2 = AI2 NI + A22 N2




where 2N 1 = N 2 = PR is assumed and P = internal pressure, R = radius.
Strain after initial yielding is obtained by the usual neeting analysis,
which assumes that each unidirectional layer retains only its axial stiffness,
Ell, the transverse stiffness and shear modulus being zero. The resulting
relations, as shown in Equation (9-5) of Reference l, are:
Ellh o _ i + m (41)
PR (i 2
Ellh (o _ i + m (42)
PR 2 m
where h represents the total waii thickness of *'-- prcssure ...... lLL.L_.. . ...
6
Taking EII as 7.8 x l0 psi, which is representative of an E glass -
epoxy composite with a fiber volume of approximately 65 percent, the
longitudinal and hoop strains, before and after initial yielding (the knee),
are obtained from Equations (39) through (42). These are given in Table II.
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TABLE II
LONGITUDINAL AND HOOP STRAINS OF CROSS-PLY VESSELS































The burst pressure of the cross-ply vessels may be predicted as
follows: First, the axial stress in the unidirectional composite at the initial
yielding must be determined. Assuming that the outermost layer of all
vessels is in the hoop direction {along the 2-axis), the stress components
that represent the normal stress along the fibers are:
(1) Hoop layers {odd layers) : (_21) or JH)
(L)(2) Longitudinal layers (even layers) : (_ 2) or _Yl
where the superscripts designate the layers, and the subscripts the direction
of the normal stresses. These stresses can be computed from Equation (26).
In the present case, 2N 1 = N2, N 2 being equal to the lowest yield stress,
since the computed yield stress for each constituent layer may be different.
As a sample problem, the case of m = 0.4 will now be outlined. The
lowest initial yield stress for this case is N 2 = 9.3 ksi {from Table I}. The
yielding occurs in the longitudinal layer. The yield stress of the hoop layer
would be N 2 = 23.3 ksi if the longitudinal layer could sustain a load equal to
or higher than this value. The axial stresses in the longitudinal and hoop
layers can be calculated from the stress coefficients, which are obtained
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directly from the program outlined in Appendix A (or from page 65 of
Reference 2 provided subscripts I and 2 are interchanged). Substituting
N 2 = 9.3 ksi and N 1 = N2/2 = 4.65 ksi, one can compute the axial
stresses:





a_L)l = 1.239 (4. 65) 0.0381 (9.3) - 0.0062 (200)
= 4. 17 ksi (44)
_'oI" CrOSS-DIv. . composites, it is assm-ned ,u_+_,,,_,_,_._¢+,_-4,_{_I..........yielding..
a complete uncoupling of constituent layers of the laminated composite is
induced. Each layer will operate independently. This complete uncoupling
has been reported in Reference Z and appears reasonable for cross-ply com-
posites in general because of the lack of an internal agency to bind or lock
the laminates together. From Equations (43) and (44), each layer is axially
stressed either to 12. 30 or 4. 17 ksi. Fiber failure will be induced if the
axial stress reaches 150 ksi, which is the experimentally determined axial
strength. Thus, the first layer (the odd or hoop layers) can sustain an
additional axial stress of:
N_ H) = 150 - 12 = 138 ksi (45)
and the second layer:
N_ L) = 150 - 4 = 146 ksi (46)
In a completely uncoupled laminate,
N H) E11 .(L) o
= , i,4f = Ell (1 (47)
v_
Substituting these conditions into Equations (41) and (42) and solving
for the additional hoop stress, N Z, that the pressure vessel can sustain be-
yond the initial yielding:
m E o m N_ H) hN_ H) = PR = I + m Eli 2 h - i + m (48)
_L = 2 E ° 2 . (L) hN ) = PR 1 + m Ell 1 h = 1 + m l'_f (49)
Using the values of Equations (45) and (46) and m = 0.4,
N_H)/h = 0.286x 138 = 39.4 ksi (50)
N_g)/h = 1.43 x 146 = 209 ksi (51)
Thus, the burst strength is
N_H)/h = 39.4 + 9.3 = 48.7 ksi (52)
and the fiber failure is induced in the hoop layers.
Similar calculations for other cross-ply ratios have also been com-












(N Z/h) (N Z/h) FailureLocation
9.3 48.7 Hoop
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The theoretical results listed in Tables II and III will now be compared
with experimental data obtained for cross-ply pressure vessels. During
pressurization, both hoop and longitudinal strains were recorded by a con-
tinuous strain recorder, along with the internal pressure. In the neighbor-
hood of the predicted initial yielding, a cracking noise could be heard, this
being attributed to a failure either in the matrix or at the fiber-matrix
interface. Upon further pressurization, the recorded strains followed a
secondary slope which agreed well with the theoretical prediction based on
netting analysis. The observed burst pressures came within Z0 percent of
those predicted in Table III. Typical results of theory-versus-experiment
for pressure vessels with cross-ply ratios of 0.4, 1.0, and 4.0 are shown
in Figures 7, 8, and 9. In each of these figures, the number of layers
equals two and three. According to the theory, there should be no differences
between the two cases for pressure vessels because change of curvature does
not occur. The stress in each layer does not vary across its thickness
(radial direction). The experimental data, which are shown as dots, agree
well with the theoretical predictions, not only at the burst pressure but also
in predicting initial yielding and the primary and secondary slopes (the slopes
before and after yielding). As stated in Reference 2, the conventional netting
analysis is less exact than the present theory. The pressure-versus-strain
relations are linear rather than bilinear in a netting analysis. Also, the
ultimate burst pressure is computed using some value of glass strength cor-
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Figure 9. Glass-Epoxy Cross-Ply Pressure Vessels, m = 4.0
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experiments, the strength is approximately 400 ksi. Using a volume ratio
of 67 percent glass, the strength in the direction of the fibers would be
approximately 270 ksi, which is considerably higher than the experimentally
determined strength of 150 ksi. In fact, the factor between the theoretically
predicted strength using a linear correction factor of the fiber volume and
those actually measured is 270/150 = 1.8. It is, therefore, important to
emphasize that the 150 ksi axial strength is a moi:e realistic value, not only
under unidirectional loading but also for the design of filament-wound compo-
sites subjected to biaxial loading.
For glass-epoxy systems, the initial yielding occurs at approximately
20 percent of the ultimate burst pressure. The exact level of the initial
yielding can be predicted accurately ior tI_e present _y_t_iii and the pre__ent
theory is equally applicable to other fiber-reinforced composites. Depending
upon the relative values of the transverse strength and the axial strength, the
level of the initial yielding will vary. In fact, an optimum composite material
may very well be one in which the initial yielding, signifying failure of the
matrix and/or the interface, coincides with the ultimate burst pressure, which
in the case of cross-ply pressure vessels signifies fiber failure. Optimization
can also be achieved such that both the longitudinal and hoop windings fail
simultaneously. Using a netting analysis, the latter condition is satisfied if
the cross-ply ratio is 2. According to the present theory, this ratio is
dependent upon the basic properties of the constituent layers. Such proper-
ties include the elastic moduli and the axial, transverse, and shear strengths.
In Figure i0 are shown typical failures of cross-ply pressure vessels.
In the upper vessel, a failure in the longitudinal layer was apparently initiated
first. This vessel had a cross-ply ratio of 4. In the lower pressure vessel,
hoop failure occurred first. This will be the case for cross-ply ratios of
both 0.4 and i. 0.
37
Figure 70. Typical Pressure Vessel Failures 
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Helical-Wound Tubes
The deformation and strength of helical-wound tubes subjected to
homogeneous loadings will now be examined. Helical-wound tubes are of
special interest for two reasons: (1) this is a very common method of fab-
rication of filamentary structures, and (2) the occurrence of filament cross-
overs, which provide additional load-carrying capability after initial yielding
because of filament crossovers, can be anticipated. The types of loadings
that will be examined include uniaxial tension, uniaxial compression, pure
torsion, and internal pressure. The strength analysis outlined in the pre-
vious paragraph, using both the continuum and '" *"-u_a_.u_L_.uum ft..ode!s, _i11
be utilized. Experimental results will also be presented to demonstrate the
degree of accuracy of the theoretical predictions of deformation and strength.
The filament-wound tubes fabricated during the present test program
include 1-1/2, 3, and 5-inch I. D. tubes with helical angles from a low value
of 27 degrees up to the maximum of 90 degrees. A few of the 1-1/2-inch
tubes are shown in Figure 11 with the helical angles marked on each tube.
The external load was applied to the tubes by means of end plugs, which were
adhesive-bonded into the tubes. The uniaxial tension tests were performed
as shown in Figure 12.
For uniaxial compression, the ends of the tubes were reinforced with
additional hoop winding (over-wound) to prevent local buckling. The uniaxial
compression tests were performed as shown in Figure 13. Torsion tests
were conducted on the torsion machine shown in Figur_ 14. Internal pres-
surization was obtained in a manner similar to that employed in the case of
cross-ply pressure vessels. For the 5-inchI. D. tubes, internal pressure
6nly was applied.
As previously stated, the effect of filament crossovers may be
characterized by higher values of transverse and shear strengths than for
unidirectional composites. The exact amount of the increase must be
determined experimentally at this time. Taking advantage of the strength
39
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Figure 12. Uniaxial Tension Test 
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Figure 13. Uniaxial Compression Tesf 
Figure 14. Torsion Test 
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analysis program outlined in Appendix A, a parametric study of the contri-
bution of the principal strengths to the level of failure of the internal agency
can be conducted.
In Figures 15, 16, 17, and 18, the effective stiffnesses and various
strength criteria are given for helical angles between zero and 90 degrees.
Appropriate experimental points are also shown in these figures.
The effective stiffness of helical-wound tubes can be readily deter-
mined from the A matrix in Equation (25). The numerical values of the
matrix can be obtained using the elastic moduli of Equation (37) as inputs to
the program outlined in Appendix A.
By assuming that the tensile and compressive moduli are equal, the
uniaxial elongation or compression can be determined from A'_l. The recip-
rocal of this value is plotted in Figures 15 and 16, which is equivalent to the
axial stiffness. In Figure 17, the effective shear stiffness, the reciprocal
of A66, is shown. In Figure 18, the effective circumferential stiffness is
shown as the ratio of the circumferential stress resultant to the measured
circumferential strain. This is obtained using the following relation, where
as before, the l-axis is in the longitudinal direction and the 2-axis is in the
circumferential or hoop direction:
Ehoop = i/ AI2 + A
(53)
Strain rosettes were bonded to the helical-wound tubes with elements
oriented in the longitudinal and hoop directions and the tubes were subjected
to uniaxial or internal pressure loadings. For the torsion tube, the rosettes
were oriented at angles of +45 degrees from the longitudinal axis. The
effective stiffnesses of the tubes subjected to various loadings were com-
puted from the recorded strains and are shown in Figures 15 through 18.
They agree reasonably well with the theoretical predications of the program
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Figure 18. Internal Pressure Test, E Glass-Epoxy Helical-Wound Tubes
The results of the strength analysis are also shown in these figures.
From the strength analysis, the various criteria for the determination of the
load-carrying capacity of the helical-wound tubes can be determined.
Initial yielding was determined by using the constituent layer mate-
rial constants given in Equations (37) and (38). The results of the computa-
tions are shown as solid lines and labeled "initial yielding" in Figures 15
through 18.
The strength criterion, assuming fiber failure, can be readily com-
puted from Equation (36) using an axial strength of X -- 150 ksi. The
resulLs of Lhis con_putation for variou_ loading conditions are shown as solid
lines and labeled "fiber strength" in Figures 15 through 18.
The effect of crossovers can be accounted for by using effective
transverse and shear strengths higher than those of the unidirectional
composites. These higher strengths can be attributed to the additional rein-
forcement of the filament crossovers, similar to that occurring in woven
fabrics. The exact amount of this increase can be experimentally
determined. For the present, it requires a parametric study using the
strength analysis outlined in Appendix A. Various transverse and shear
strengths must be tried and the results that fit the experimental observa-
tions, as shown in Figures 15 through 18, can be considered appropriate.
Consistent values of the effective strengths for various loading conditions
must exist, since the effective strengths are treated as intrinsic character-
istics of the material. Based upon experimental observation, an effective
transverse strength of 12 ksi and an effective shear strength of 10 ksi appear
to give reasonable results. They are shown as solid lines in Figures 15
through 18 and labeled "crossover strength". In all cases, for intermediate
helical angles, the crossover strength criterion falls between the initial
yielding and the ultimate strength based upon fiber failure. In the actual
testing, initial yielding signifies the point where cracking in the matrix and/
or interface becomes audible and visible. Because of the crossovers,
complete uncoupling between the constituent layers is prevented until such
time as the crossovers can no longer act as an effective internal agency to
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perform the necessary load transfer. Beyond the crossover strength, the
composite material will cease to be a continuum. In the case of a pressure
vessel, excessive leakage through the wall is observed and the helical-
wound tube cannot sustain additional pressure.
In the case of uniaxial tensile loading, the crossover strength signi-
fies a complete departure from a continuum and continued loading will cause
the fiber axes to rotate (a tendency to reduce the helical angle) and the load
cannot be increased. The helical-wound tube behaves like an elastic-
perfectly plastic material, permitting a large increase in strain at a
constant stress.
The actual failure under uniaxial compressive loading occurred
between the initial yielding and the crossover strength. The failure mech-
anism involved some buckling of fibers on the microscopic scale. There
was no gross buckling. Away from one or two helical failure lines along
which this microscopic buckling had occurred, the helical-wound tube
remained essentially intact. There was no indication that crossover points
had failed. For this reason, the actual compressive strength was lower
than that predicted bythe crossover strength. The failure mechanism
under pure torsion also involved local buckling. But areas of matrix and
interface failures were much more extensive than for compression.
Crossover failures apparently had occurred. The experimentally deter-
mined ultimate load agreed with the theoretical prediction.
In order to establish the validity of filament crossovers as an inter-
nal agency for load transfer, a comparison has been made between the
behavior of helical-wound tubes under tension and flat specimens cut from
panels made by slitting and flattening out helical-wound tubes before curing.
This comparison demonstrates that the increase in strength of helical-
wound composites is derived from the crossovers rather than the external
constraint provided by the end plugs bonded to a particular helical-wound
tube. The flat specimens have cut fibers, whereas in the helical-wound
tubes, the filaments are continuous and anchored at the end plugs.
Experimental results demonstrate that the ultimate load for both the fiat
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specimens {data shown as squares in Figure 15) and the helical-wound tubes
(data shown as dots in Figure 15) are identical. This leads to the conclu-
sion that crossovers do, in fact, behave as an internal agency for load
transfer, even when the filaments are not continuous, as in the case of
the flat specimens. The circles in Figures 15 and 18 represent data ob-
tained by testing 3 inch I.D. helical-wound tubes. The distribution of cross-
overs for these tubes is different than for the 1-1/Z inchI. D. tubes, the
number of crossovers being fewer. The strength effect of the crossovers is
apparently lower, thus making the strength of the 3 inch I.D. tubes not
much different from that predicted by the initial yielding criteria. Of all
the specimens tested, as shown in Figures 15 through 18, fiber tensile
•aiLur_s w=i= xnuuce,_ _,,._y 5 _,,.-kT.n pre=,_,,,-,_ v,,_,el_, the data
shown as solid squares in Figure 19. In the case of uniaxial tensile and com-
pressive loadings, the failures did not involve breaks in the fibers. This
experimental result is in agreement with the theoretical prediction of the
netting analysis, in which a higher load is required (corresponding to 150
ksi fiber stress) for fiber failures to occur. In the case of torsion, the
failure mechanism involved fiber buckling and again the compressive
strength along the fiber axis was not reached.
Helical-wound tubes under tensile loading exhibited a linear stress-
strain relationship up to the initial yielding. This is shown in Figure Z0,
where both the axial and hoop strains of a 3 inch I.D. tube were recorded.
The effective stiffnesses, as measured by All andA1z ' were in excellent
agreement with the theoretical predictions. The solid lines shown in this
diagram are the reciprocals of All and AIZ ' and represent the results ob-
tained from the computer program outlined in Appendix A, using the data
of Equations (37) and (38). A I-I/Z inch I.D. helical-wound tube, with a
helical angle of Z7 degrees, was also tested. The axial strain readings
indicated a considerable amount of time-dependent effect• This inelastic
behavior is very pronounced after initial yielding occurs. The stress-
strain relation obtained is shown in Figure ZI. The theoretically pre-
dicted axial stiffness is shown as a solid line and the actual strain as re-
corded by a hand-operated strain recorder, is shown as a dotted line.
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strain recording at each load level. It is, of course, anticipated that the
actual strain reading will be different as the rate of loading and the time
required for the strain recording are changed.
The stress-strain relationships obtained for typical compression
tests also exhibited a degree of nonlinearity very similar to that shown
in Figure Zl.
In torsion tests, inelastic behavior becomes apparent after initial
yielding, as shown in Figure ZZ. The initial slope agrees very well with
that predicted by the theory.
In Figure 25, a typlcal pressure versus _£_,_ii, _-I-_:^-=_=_,,_,,for a pres-
sure vessel subjected to internal pressure is shown. Again, the theoreti-
cally predicted slope, represented by the solid line, corresponds closely
to the experimental observation. The ultimate pressure was reached when
excessive leaking occurred. This pressure corresponds to the crossover
strength as predicted by using the effective transverse and shear strengths.
No fiber failure was induced in this case. This can be explained by the fact
that the internal agency could not support the pressure required to cause
fiber failure. In the case of the 5
as solid squares in Figure 19), a
inside the pressure vessel. This
inch I.D. pressure vessels (data shown
very heavy rubber liner was installed
liner prevented leakage through the wall
after the crossover strength was exceeded and internal pressure could be
increased to induce fiber failures. The pressure at which fiber failure oc-
curred agreed with that predicted by the simple netting analysis.
In conclusion, helical-wound tubes tested in the present prograni
had various patterns of filament crossovers, which provided post-yielding
load-carrying capability. The crossovers, however, did not have sufficient
strength to transfer external load necessary to cause fiber failures. The
only exceptions to this, apparently, were the 5 inch I.D. pressure vessels
subjected to internal pressurization. The implication is that the intrinsic
strength of the fibers is not fully developed in helical-wound tubes under
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necessary for many structural applications, particularly those involving
tensile and compressive loads and pure torsion.
Based upon available experimental data, one could very well con-
struct curves using one-half of the values predicted by the netting analysis.
A simple explanation would be that the crossovers induce stress concen-
trations of a factor of about two, and that the experimental data in the case
of tension, torsion, and internal pressure closely follow this prediction.
However, this curve-fitting technique is not reasonable to the extent that
none of these loadings induce fiber failures as assumed in the netting analy-
sis. The failure mechanisms are associated with the breakdown of the
internal agency and it is believed that the theory proposed here on the basis






As discussed in detail in previous investigations, 2, 7 and utilized in
Section 2, a strength analysis of composite materials requires a knowledge
_1 _:22' " ........ " ........... :'^of the stiffness properties l' anct _ ol tne unlu,_'_u_,uL,a, _u,,,p_,_,_,
2
as well as its strength properties X, Y, and S. In previous investigations,
these values were experimentally determined.
In this and the next section, methods will be presented for analyt-
ically predicting the values of E22, G, Y, and S, based upon the constituent
material properties of the unidirectional composite, as well as geometrical
considerations such as filament shape, packing arrangement, and volume
percent.
The material properties G and S, the composite shear modulus,
and composite shear strength, respectively, can be evaluated by consider-
ing a longitudinal shear loading, as will be discussed in this section.
The material properties E2Z and Y, composite transverse modulus
and composite transverse strength, respectively, are obtained from a
transverse normal loading, as discussed in Section 4.
The axial properties of a unidirectional composite, E






To obtain a meaningful solution for the distribution of stresses within
the filaments and matrix of a composite material, the problem must be
accurately formulated. That is, the actual physical behavior must be cor-
rectly represented on the micromechanical scale.
Because of the complex stress state to be solved for, a theory of
elasticity approach must necessarily be utilized. A strength of materials
solution is not applicable because realistic assumptions as to strain distribu-
tions cannot be formulated. Since it can be assumed that no variations of
stress in the direction of the unidirectional filaments occur when a longitu-
dinal shear loading is applied to the composite, the problem is two-
dimensional.
To treat the problem analytically, assumptions must be made as to
filament packing arrangement and geometry of the individual filaments.
The method of solution to be used is based upon the existence of certain
symmetry conditions. A rectangular filament packing array is assumed,
as shown in Figure 24. The individual filament cross-sections are assumed
to be symmetrical about each of the coordinate axes, x and y. Within this
restriction, the filaments can be of arbitrary shape, i.e., circular,
elliptical, diamond, square, rectangular, hexagonal, etc.
Having established the assumptions of rectangular packing and
symmetric filaments, the problem can be formulated exactly {within the
usual assumptions of the theory of linear elasticity). This is perhaps the
key point of the analysis to be presented.
Because of this assumed symmetry, a fundamental or repeating unit,
as indicated by the dashed lines of Figure 24, can be isolated and analyzed,
being typical of the entire composite. When the composite is subjected to
longitudinal shear loads applied at a distance from the element being
analyzed, in the directions indicated by the average values T andT
zx zy







Figure 24. Composite Containing a Rectangular Array of Filaments Imbedded in an Elastic Matrix
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the result of the dissimilar material properties of the filaments and matrix




Figure 25. First Quadrant of the Fundamental Region - Longitudinal Shear Loading
However, because of symmetry, each average longitudinal shear
and _" when applied separately, will cause a uniform axial
stress Tzx zy'
displacement of the boundary of the fundamental region on which it acts.
Thus, the problem can be formulated as a displacement boundary value prob-
lem, interactions between adjacent filaments being automatically and accu-
rately taken into account.
Method of Analysis
The problem of longitudinal shear loading is defined by a displace-
ment field of the form
u = v = 0 w = w (x,y) (54)
For such a system the only nonvanishing stress components are:
w = G bw
Tzx = G'6--_-' _zy -_y
where G is the shear modulus of the material.
(55)
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The equilibrium equations in the x and y directions are identically
satisfied, equilibrium in the z direction requiring that
/_2w _2w_
.. o 7/:o (56)
Consider an infinite elastic body containing a rectangular array of
cylindrical elastic inclusions oriented parallel to the z axis (see Figure 24).
Because of the necessity of establishing certain symmetry conditions in the
solution, the individual inclusions must have two axes of symmetry, these
axes being oriented parallel to the x and y axes. Within this restriction, the
inclusions can be of arbitrary shape.
G f,
It will be assumed that the inclusions, which have a shear modulus
are perfectly bonded to the matrix, which has a shear modulus G m"
The spacings of the inclusions in the x and y directions are taken as
2a and 2b, respectively. The dimensions of the inclusions are arbitrary
within the physical limits imposed by these spacings.
The body is assumed to be loaded at infinity by uniform shear
-- and -- each of arbitrary magnitude.
stresses, 7zx Zzy ,
The stresses in the composite medium can be analyzed by isolating a
fundamental region in the x-y plane consisting of a rectangular element of
dimensions 2a by 2b (see Figure 24) containing an inclusion. The average
shear stresses _ and T acting on the sides of the rectangle will be chosen
zx _.y
as the arbitrary loading parameters.
Because of the assumed double periodicity of the inclusion geometry
and inclusion spacing, the displacement field must satisfy the requirement
w (x,y)= -w (-x,-y) (57)
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It normally is desired to solve the shear problem for a given set of
-- and _ rather than for given
shear loading conditions, i. e. , specifying Tzx zy'
boundary displacement conditions. However, it is much simpler to solve the
problem when expressed in terms of displacements as, for example, in
Equations (55) and (56). Thus, the procedure will be to first solve the prob-
lem for a specified uniform displacement, w I, along the side x = a of the
fundamental region, the boundary condition on the other three straight sides
being, from symmetry conditions:
G By - _0 along y = 0andy = b
w I = 0 along x = 0
(58)
Having solved this problem, defined as Problem l, the average shear
stress T corresponding to this specified displacement, w I, is determinedZX
;I¢
by first calculating T at each node point on the boundary x = a and then
zx
taking the average value.
Assuming that it was desired in the original problem to solve for the
case of a specified average shear loading T_zx, along x = a, the values of
displacements wl(i,j) and the stresses Tzx(i,j) and Tzy(i,j) at each node
point (i,j) in the array corresponding to this loading are obtained by multi-
plying the results above by the ratio
_'ZX
fl - ::-" (59)
Tzx
Thus, a solution for the case of specified average shear loading
r along the boundaryx = a and zero shear along the boundary y = b has
ZX
been obtained (Problem l).
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This same procedure is then repeated to obtain a solution for the
•case of a specified average shear loading _ along the boundary y = b and
zy
zero shear along the boundaryx = a (defined as Problem 2), i.e., specify
a uniform displacement, w 2, along the boundary y = b, and solve the
displacement boundary problem using the boundary conditions:
bw2
G_x -0 along x = 0 and x = a
w 2 = 0 along y = 0
(60)
After calculating an average shear stressz along y = b, all strcs_ a_ld
zy




to obtain the solution for the case of a specified average shear loading




In solving the two individual problems outlined, it is necessary to
establish continuity conditions at the interface between the inclusion and
the matrix. These conditions, which are identical in both problems, are:
(I) continuity of displacement across the interface
wf = w m (62)
(2) continuity of shear stress across the interface
_w _w
Gf -_-_ = Gm _--_ (63)
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where n is in a direction normal to the interface boundary and the subscripts
f and m represent filament and matrix, respectively.












y - w z (o,b)/b =w 2 (o,b)
(65)
Having obtained a solution for each of the two problems outlined, i.e. ,
_zx specified, _zy = 0 and _zy specified, -Tzx = 0, the solution of the general
problem of combined shear loading is obtained by superposition.
Solution Technique
A relaxation method of solution of the two problems outlined in the
previous paragraph has been formulated using a finite difference
representation. The method of solution is presented in Appendix B, along
with a complete description of the digital computer program developed, a
computer program listing, and a sample problem. The program is written
in Fortran IV programming language for the Philco Z000 digital computer.
The program can, of course, be readily converted for use on other
computer systems.
Several unique numerical analysis techniques and computer pro-
gramming methods were developed during the course of this investigation.
These are discussed in Appendix B.
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Presentation of Results
The primary goal of the present investigation has been to develop a
method of determining the distribution of stresses in a composite and the
composite stiffness, rather than to make extensive parametric studies.
However, typical results obtained for several filament geometries and pack-
ing densities are shown in Figure 26. The computer solution calculates
stresses and displacements throughout the region, as indicated in the sample
problem of Appendix B. In Figure 26, only the effective composite shear
L.Judu_u_, G, -_.nd the _t_-_q cnncentration factor, SCF, i.e. the ratio of
the maximum induced shear stress to the applied stress, are shown. A
glass-epoxy system was assumed, using Gf = 4. 0 x 106 psi and
G = 0.2 x 106 psi.
m
The results given for square fibers in a diamond packing were
obtained by a transformation of the coordinate axes through an angle of
45 degrees from the case of square fibers in a square array. It is inter-
esting that the diamond packing, for vf = 70 percent, yields the highest
composite shear modulus (1.92 x 106 psi) without inducing a high stress
concentration (SCF = 2.46).
In Figure 27 are shown typical results obtained for circular fibers
and various composite systems. The reinforcing factor, G/G m, i.e. ,
the ratio of the composite shear modulus to the shear modulus of the,
matrix, is plotted against the ratio of the shear moduli of the constituents,
Gf_Grn, with percent fiber volume as a parameter. A few typical
combinations of constituent materials are indicated. As can be seen, the
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Shear Modulus (G) and Stress Concentration Factor (SCF)
















































SHEAR MODULUS RATIO (Gf/G m)
Figure 2Z Composite Shear Modulus for Circular Fibers in a Square Packing Array
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Based upon available experimental data, the theoretical predictions
presented in Figure 27 are reasonably accurate. For example, for a
fiber volume of 70 percent, and an epoxy shear modulus of 0.2 x 106 psi,
the following values are obtained:




1. 1 x 10 6 psi 1.2 x 10 6 psi
1.4 x 10 6 psi 1.5 x 10 6 psi
To show the specific influence of the matrix material on the com-
posite shear modulus, another plot is shown in Figure 28, in which a
particular fiber shear stiffness is assumed and held constant
(Gf : 24 x 106 psi was used, which is typical, for example, of boron
filaments). Composite shear modulus, G, is plotted against matrix shear
modulus, G , with percent fiber volume as a parameter. Various potential
m
matrix materials are indicated on the abscissa. The range of attainable
composite shear moduli for each matrix material is clearly shown.
The significance of these results to materials design is discussed
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Figure 28. Composite Shear Modulus for Boron Fibers as a






The need for detailed investigations of the stresses developed in
individual fibers and the surrounding matrix of a unidirectional composite
material was discussed in the first two paragraphs of Section 3, longitudinal
shear !o__ding being _'nn,_idered.
A transverse normal loading will be analyzed in this section. The
basic principles of the formulation of the problem are essentially the same
as for a longitudinal shear loading condition. However, the details of the
formulation and the numerical solution required are considerably more
complex. This is primarily because of the fact that two dependent displace-
ment variables, u and v, occur, whereas for longitudinal shear loading,
only a single dependent variable, axial displacement w, exists.
The basic formulation of the problem follows that developed by
Aeronutronic consultant, Dr. H. B. Wilson, Jr., for the case of a doubly
periodic array of rigid inclusions in an elastic matrix. 9
As in Section 3, to treat the problem analytically, assumptions must
_'_ made _ +_ f_l .... + ._1._,,, a_ng_rn_nt and the _eometrv of the indivi-
dual filaments. Because the method of solution to be used is based upon
the existence of certain symmetry conditions, a rectangular filament packing
array has been assumed, as shown in Figure 29. The individual filament
cross sections are assumed to be symmetrical about each of the coordinate
axes, x and y. Within this restriction, the filaments can be of arbitrary
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Figure 29. Composite Containing a Rectangular Array of Filaments Imbedded in an Elastic Matrix
and Subjected to Uniform Transverse Normal Stress Components at Infinity
'14
shape, i.e., circular, elliptical, diamond, square, rectangular,
hexagonal, etc.
Having established the assumptions of rectangular packing and
symmetric filaments, the problem can be formulated exactly (within the
usual assumptions of the theory of linear plane elasticity). As in the
longitudinal shear problem, this is perhaps the key point of the method of
analysis.
The concepts of two-dimensional plane elasticity can be applied to
the problem of transverse loading, since no variations of stress will occur
in the direction of the unidirectional ............ _,:,_...... _+_^_ ,,¢plane
stress or plane strain can be assumed.
Because of the assumed symmetry, a fundamental or repeating unit,
as indicated by the dashed lines of Figure Z9, can be isolated and analyzed,
being typical of the entire composite. When the composite is subjected to
transverse normal loads applied at a distance from the element being
analyzed, as indicated by _ and _ in Figure 29, a complex state of stress
x V
is induced in the composite. This is the result of the dissimilar material
properties of the filaments and matrix and also because of interactions
between the filament being analyzed and adjacent filaments. The stress dis-
tribution along the sides of the fundamental region will not be uniform,
although the average of the normal stresses along the sides must equal the
average applied stresses, _x and _y, from equilibrium considerations.
However, because of symmetry, the originally rectangular funda-
mental region remains a rectangle when transverse normal loads are
applied, i.e., the normal component of displacement of each point on a
boundary of the fundamental region is identical. Thus, the problem can be
formulated in terms of displacements, interactions between adjacent fila-
ments, which induce the nonuniform stresses at the boundaries of the funda-
mental region, being automatically and correctly taken into account.
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Method of Analysis
The composite material is assumed to consist of a rectangular array
of unidirectionally oriented elastic inclusions, e.g., reinforcing filaments,
in an infinite elastic matrix, as shown in Figure 29. The inclusions are
assumed to be perfectly bonded to the matrix and spaced a distance of 2a
apart in the x direction and 2b apart in the y direction. By assuming a
regular packing arrangement, a fundamental or repeating unit can be
isolated, as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 29. Because of the
necessity of establishing certain symmetry conditions in the solution, the
inclusions will be assumed to have two axes of symmetry, these axes being
oriented parallel to the x and y axes of the fundamental unit. Within this
restriction, the inclusions can be of arbitary shape.
The body is assumed to be loaded at infinity by uniform normal
stresses _x and _y in the x and y coordinate directions, respectively,
as shown in Figure 29. These stresses may each be of arbitrary magni-
tude in tension or compression. The influence of thermal stresses induced
by a uniform temperature change T in the composite material, e.g.,
residual stresses induced during cooling from the composite curing tem-
perature, has also been included.
Because of the double periodicity of the inclusion geometry and
inclusion spacing, only one quandrant of the fundamental region need be
considered, as indicated in Figure 30.
The problem can be treated as one of plane elasticity, either a con-
dition of plane stress or plane strain being assumed, as appropriate.
It is normally desired to solve the problem for a specified loading
-- and _ y, rather than for specifiedconfiguration, i. e., for given values of (_x
boundary displacements. However, it is simpler to formulate the problem




Figure 30. First Quadrant of the Fundamental Region
In terms of displacements u and v in the x and y cordinate










1 - 2V plane strain
EG = Shear Modulus = _..
z_l +u)
E = Modulus of Elasticity
v = Poisson's ratio
The stress-displacement equations are of the form:
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Because of the assumed symmetry about each of the coordinate axes,
the original rectangular unit of Figure 30 will remain rectangular when
subjected to transverse loads, i.e., no shear stresses exist along the
rectangular boundaries of the element. This shear stress condition, along
with the specification of a uniform normal displacement of each side of the
rectangular unit, is adequate to de/i**_ _l_ i'equircd boundary cnnelitions.
In addition to the prescribed boundary conditions, stress and dis-
placement continuity conditions must be satisfied at the inclusion-matrix
interface. Defining n as the direction normal to the interface at any point
and 8 as the direction of the normal as measured from the positive x-axis






where the subscripts f and m represent filament and matrix, respectively,
{7n the normal stress at the interface, and The the shear stress tangent to the
interface.
Although displacement boundary conditions are utilized in the solution,
it is normally desired to specify average normal stresses to be acting in a
7g
practical application. Thus, the problem must be solved in three steps and
these steps suitably combined to provide the desired solution. The first
step consists of assuming T = 0, i.e., zero temperature change, and solving




0 along all four rectangular boundaries
0 along x = 0 (points remain on the coordinate axis
because of symmetry)
i
u = 1 along x = a (arbitrarily specified unit displacement) (70)
v = 0 along y = 0 (points remain on the coordinate axis
because of symmetry)
v = 0 along y = b (specified displacement condition)
These conditions, along with the interface continuity equations (Equation 69),
are sufficient to define the problem. A finite difference numerical relaxation
technique has been developed to solve this problem and is presented in detail
in Appendix C.
The second step in the complete solution is to solve another boundary
value problem identical with the first except specifying
u = 0 along x = a
v = 1 along y = b
(71)
Again, a solution is obtained, using the relaxation technique developed.
The third step consists of imposing the desired temperature change T,
specifying all the boundary displacements of Equation (70) to be zero, and
obtaining a relaxation solution.
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These three separate solutions are then suitably combined to obtain a
complete solution for the desired combination of imposed transverse loads
and temperature change. The method of combining solutions is shown
schematically in Figure 31.
In the process of combining solutions, the effective elastic modulus
and effective coefficient of thermal expansion of the composite material, in
each of the two coordinate directions, are also calculated. These steps are
also indicated in Figure 31.
The complete solution for a specified filament geometry, filament
packing arrangement, temperature change, and.loading condition thus
provides £he following ....llllUl'lll _£UI_,
(1) Both u and v displacements at all node points throughout the
matrix and filament, including those on the interface.
(2) All normal and shear stress components in the coordinate
directions at each node point.
(3) The magnitudes and directions of the principal stresses at each
node point.
(4) An evaluation of the von Mises yield criteria at each node point.
(5) The effective elastic modulus of the composite in each coordinate
direction.
(6) The effective coefficient of thermal expansion of the composite in
each coordinate direction.
The details of the numerical solution established, using a finite
difference relaxation technique, are given in Appendix C along with a complete
description of the digital computer program developed.
Discussionof Results
A typical problem solution is presented in Appendix C, showing the
form in which results are obtained. As can be seen, a complete stress dis-
tribution is available, as well as the evaluation of a yield criterion. Since
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the primary purpose of the present investigation has been to develop a
method of solution rather than to make detailed parametric studies, only a
selected number of composite configurations have been numerically evaluated
to date. Now that a solution is available, it will be possible to make detailed
parametric studies of material behavior.
Two plots of typical behavior are presented, however, to show the
utility of the method of solution. Figure 32 is a plot of the transverse rein-
forcement obtained as a function of the stiffness ratio (Ef/Em) of the con-
stituent materials for various filament volume ratios (Vf). Circular
filaments in a square array have been assumed. Stiffness ratios for three
typical composite systems are specifically indicated. As can be seen, the
composite transverse stitlness (E22) is incre_t_d _igi_ificantly az the fila-
ment volume percent increases. As the composite filament packing becomes
more dense, i. e. , as the filaments are moved closer together, interactions
between adjacent filaments become important, the present analysis taking
these interactions into account. The contribution of filament stiffness (Ef)
can be seen by comparing reinforcing factors at various filament volume
percents for the two familiar epoxy composite systems indicated, i. e. ,
glass-epoxy and boron-epoxy. Particularly for the higher filament packing
densities, use of the higher modulus boron results in a considerably higher
composite transverse modulus.
To show the contribution of the matrix stiffness, Era, to composite
transverse stiffness, E22, more directly, another plot is given in Figure 33.
Again circular filaments in a square array have been used and a filament
modulus of 60 x 106 psi (typical, for example, of boron) has been
assumed. As expected, the composite transverse stiffness, E22, increases
as either the matrix stiffness,E m, or the fiber volume, vf, is increased.
A detailed study of the influence of filament geometry and non-
square packing arrangements, an interpretation of the yield criterion as
it relates local stress states to the composite strength, and the establish-
ment of optimum configurations for specific applications will all be fruit-
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Figure 33. Composite Transverse Stiffness for Boron Fibers as a




In this report, a theoretical basis for the determination of the
deformation and load-carrying capacity of laminated and helical-wound
composites subjected to complex loadings has been outlined. With the aid
of the strength analysis program outlined in AppendixA, parametric studies
of the contribution of the intrinsic properties Lu _L_'I_ s_..............._ ... 1 h,_h_v_nr of
filamentary structures can be conducted. The relative importance of each
of the mechanical properties, such as elastic moduli and principal strengths,
can be quantitatively determined. This information can be used in the selec-
tion and design of composite materials for the purpose of achieving an opti-
mum design for a given structural application.
Based on information available thus far, it appears that the elastic
deformation of both unidirectional and laminated composites can be predic-
ted with reasonable accuracy, i.e., withinZ0 percent. In the case of load-
carrying capacity, both cross-ply and angle-ply composites, subjected to
uniaxial or multiaxial loading, are also predictable within the same level of
accuracy as that of the elastic deformation. The ultimate load-carrying
capacity of helical-wound tubes requires further investigation. In this
report, an attempt has been made to assess the effect of filament cross-
overs on the load-carrying capacity of helical-wound .... A s_='_g TM
criterion based on the ability of the crossovers to transfer the externally
applied load to a load parallel to the fibers provides a reasonable prediction
of the load-carrying capacity. This is achieved by assuming some increase
in the effective transverse and shear strengths and a reduction in the axial
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strength. These adjustments to the principal strengths are taken to be inde-
pendent of the helical-angle and other lamination parameters.
Insofar as guidelines for materials design are concerned, several
specific points will be outlined in this section. The implications of the
present discussion may have an influence on the thinking associated with
determining desired properties of the constituent materials, as well as
establishing geometric shapes and arrangements leading to optimum compos-
ite materials design.
Stiffness Ratios
The ratio of the stiffnesses of the fiber and matrix constituents,
Ef/E m, has a direct bearing on the composite material behavior. The
numerical value of this ratio is approximately Z0 for glass-epoxy and IZ0 for
boron-epoxy. In the case of a uniaxial loading along the fibers of a unidirec-
tional composite, this stiffness ratio signifies the relative stress ratios be-
tween the fibers and the matrix. A higher ratio implies that a higher pro-
portion of the externally applied load is being carried by the fibers. Based
on the rule-of-mixtures relation, a linear relationship between the stiffnes-
ses of the constituent materials and the axial stiffness Eli exists. The
stiffness ratio of the constituents, however, does not make a linear contri-
bution to the transverse stiffness EZZ and shear modulus G, as in the case
of axial stiffness. In the numerical results presented in Sections 3 and 4,
the contribution of the stiffness ratio to the composite elastic moduli levels
off after a certain value. As the stiffness ratio exceeds a value of approx-
imately 100, a further increase does not significantly affect the composite
elastic moduli. In fact, the composite moduli will remain finite even when
the stiffness ratio approaches infinity, which represents the case of rigid
fiber s.
Since the elastic moduli of a unidirectional composite involve four
independent parameters, the stiffnesses of unidirectional and laminated
composites can be controlled by varying one or all of these moduli. Which
particular modulus parameter will produce the greatest change can be
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determined using the information contained in this report. For example,
an increase in the fiber stiffness, say in changing from glass to boron, will
have the greatest effect on Eli. In this particular example, the axial stiff-
ness increases from 8 x 106 to 40 x 106 psi. The boron filaments, however,
do not induce a significant increase in the transverse stiffness or shear
modulus. The increases in these moduli are nominal, e.g. , ]EZZ increases
from 2.6 x 106 to 4.0 x 106 psi and G increases from I.Z x 106 to
I. 6 x 106 psi. Thus, the increase caused by the substitution of boron for
glass filaments is significant only in the case of E ii"
However, a higher matrix stiffness will induce a much greater
increase. For example, as shown in Figures Z8 and 33, a boron-nickel
i
composite may have a shear modulus uf '' x .....•u I0 ° psi _'_ _ tr=_nsv_-_e ,_tiff-
ness of 40 x 106 even at a comparatively low fiber volume of 40 percent.
This is significantly higher than for the boron-epoxy system.
In conclusion, the ratio of the stiffnesses of the constituent mate-
rials will have differing influences on the gross elastic moduli. There is
no "rule-of-thumb" that can be established at this time to determine the
most effective way of achieving higher stiffness in a laminated composite.
This has to be determined for each individual case, and other considera-
tions such as strength, fiber volume and fiber cross-sectional shape must
all be taken into account.
The effect of the stiffness ratio Ef/Em on the principal strength
will now be investigated. The axial strength of a unidirectional composite
is dictated by the fiber strength, which can be expressed in terms of the
average and the standard deviation of the fiber strength, u and s, respec-
tively, the fiber volume vf, and a factor 8, which is a measure of the
8
matrix effectiveness in "shear transfer." The relation is:
X = /_Vf_B (72)
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where a B is defined as the bundle strength and can be computed from _- and
Ef/E has no effect on the fiber volume and thes. The stiffness ratio m
bundle strength. The matrix effectiveness _ measures the gross effect of
the interface strength and the stress concentration around a broken fiber.
The stiffness ratio will have a definite effect on the stress concentration and
a possible effect on the interface strength. As shown in Reference 8, B can
vary between 1 and Z for the case of perfect interracial bond. If the bond
strength is zero, _ will remain equal to I regardless of the stiffness ratio.
Thus, qualitatively, _approaches 1 as the stiffness ratio approaches
infinity.
The effect of Ef/E m on the transverse and shear strengths, Y and
S, may be correlated with the stress concentration around fibers. The
higher the stiffness ratio, the higher the stress concentration factor. From
this viewpoint, a lower stiffness ratio may yield higher values of Y and S.
Fiber Volume
Composites can be classified into two broad categories with respect
to fiber volume vf.
(i) Dense Composites. Composites containing a fiber
volume of 50 percent or higher will be classified as
dense composites. Significant interactions among the
fibers are present. Most glass-epoxy and boron-epoxy
composites now in use are in this category.
(z) Dilute Composites. Composite containing a fiber volume
of less than 50 percent will be classified as dilute compos-
ites. The mechanical interaction among the fibers is rela-
tively small. The behavior of a dilute composite on the
microscopic scale may be represented by the solution of
the problem of a single inclusion in an infinite matrix
domain. This type of composite is normally associated
with those utilizing metal matrices.
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It is commonly believed that a higher loading of the fibers, that is, a higher
fiber volume, will necessarily lead to higher performance of the composite.
Based on the present work, this "rule-of-thumb" is by no means conclusive.
Again, one should analyze the influence of the fiber volume on the various
mechanical properties on the macroscopic scale. These properties include
the gross elastic moduli and the principal strengths.
Insofar as the axial stiffness Ell is concerned, a higher fiber volume
will give a higher composite axial stiffness. The axial stiffness is linearly
proportional to the fiber volume. As far as the transverse stiffness and
shear modulus are concerned, a higher fiber volume will increase these
gross .......... ._..i._.,,+_ amount of increase is not linear. The quanti-
tative relations between fiber volume and EZZ or C} can De seen in gi,= dia-
grams of Sections 3 and 4.
Both the fiber volume and the stiffness ratio discussed previously
have a strong influence in the determination of the final gross effective
moduli. It is therefore necessary to examine both the fiber volume and
the stiffness ratio simultaneously. This again can he achieved by using the
diagrams in Sections 3 and 4. In the case of axial stiffness, a simple
linear relationship is adequate and the contribution of each constituent
material and the fiber volume can be determined directly from the rule-of-
mixture s equation.
The influence of fiber volume on the axial strength is not very well
understood. The role of the matrix as a mechanism to isolate fiber breaks
is not defined other than by the use of an experimentally determined
factorS. It may well be true that a dilute composite provides a more
effective means of isolating fiber breaks than a dense composite. This
will presumably give a higher value of 8and, therefore, a higher axial
strength than anticipated. The problem becomes one of a trade-off between
the amount of matrix required to effectively isolate fiber breaks and utili-
zing the properties of the fibers in a given composite. Insofar as transverse
shear strength is concerned, dilute composites are also more favorable
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than dense composites because the interaction among the fibers is reduced.
A more favorable stress distribution results in the case of a dilute compos-
ite. This may provide higher transverse and shear strengths than a dense
composite with equal constituent material properties.
Fiber Cross Section
Noncircular fibers have been investigated in this report. However,
further studies will be necessary before definite conclusions can be made.
In this report, methods of analyses have been outlined and digital computer
programs presented for the determination of the composite elastic moduli and
stress distributions around noncircular fibers. A detailed study can be
carried out in the future for the evaluation of the relative merits of various
fiber shapes.
In Figure Z6, the effective shear modulus for various fiber cross
sections for unidirectional glass-epoxy composites are shown. The moduli
for circular inclusions with fiber volumes of 70 and 40 percent are
1.09 x I06 and 0.45 x 106 psi, respectively. When the fiber cross section
is changed to a Z:l ellipse, the shear moduli for the dense composite
(vf = 70) are l. Z4 x l06 and 0.87 x 106 psi along the major and minor
axes, respectively. The effective modulus of an elliptical inclusion is
greater along the major axis and less along the minor axis than for a cir-
cular inclusion. As a comparison, the product of the two shear moduli is
approximately equal to the square of the shear modulus of a composite
containing circular inclusions. In this sense, the increase along the major
axis is offset proportionally by a decrease along the minor axis. The same
relationship holds for the case of a dilute composite (vf = 40).
Of the shapes studied, the circular fiber has the lowest stress con-
centration factor for a given fiber volume. If the stress concentration
factor can be related to the shear strength of the composite, the circular
fiber should give a higher shear strength than the other shapes studied
under this program. The behavior of noncircular fibers under the action
of transverse loading will presumably follow closely the previous
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conclusions. Both the elastic moduli and the stress concentration factor
will vary as the fiber shape changes. Quantitative information, however, is
not final at this stage.
The cross-sectional shape of the fibers will influence the axial stiff-
ness and strength since the fiber volume and the contribution of the matrix
will vary. No mathematical study has yet been made on the effect of the
binding matrix as a vehicle to isolate fiber failures. However, as the fiber
shape deviates from a circle, the ability of the matrix to heal fiber breaks
may decrease because of the stress concentration induced, e.g., at the
sharp corners of rectangular fibers or at the small radius of curvature at
the end of Lhe _iajor axis in the case of elliptical fibers. The E-factor in
Equation {7Z) will tend to approach unity, which is the lower bound of the
axial strength.
Filament Crossovers
Filament crossovers have been treated as an internal agency contri-
buting to the post-yielding, load-carrying capability of helical-wound tubes.
The influence of crossovers has been quantitatively shown by increases in
the effective transverse and shear strengths, and a decrease in the axial
strength. Thus, crossovers perform two functions: (i) they lock the lami-
nated composite together as an integral unit, thereby providing additional
load-carrying capacity beyond initial yielding, and (Z) they induce stress
concentrations, possibly because of the abrasive action among filaments.
The net effect of the crossovers is to provide a strength level to helical-
wound tubes that usually falls between that corresponding to initial yielding
ai_d "-^ -_ ..... _- .....L,_ _,_,, bas _-_ ,_._fiber fai!,!ren. The test results of this program
indicated that most helical-wound tubes will fail according to the strength
level predicted by the locking capability of the crossovers. This level,
for intermediate helical angles, is higher than the initial yielding but is
lower than the strength predicted by a netting analysis. The influence of
crossovers is apparently insufficient to transfer the external load necessary
to cause fiber failures. On the basis that the strongest composites will be
those governed by the fiber strength, i.e., fibers fail, the glass -epoxy
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helical-wound tubes tested under the present program fell short of the
optimum combination. Fiber failure was induced only in the 5 inch ID
pressure vessels.
A number of S glass helical-wound tubes were also made and tested
in torsion. The axial strength of the S glass is approximately one-third
higher than that of the E glass. The increased axial strength of the S glass
did not produce any increase in the ultimate shear strength of the tubes
subjected to torsion. The test data for the S glass tubes are shown as
crosses in Figure 17. From this figure, one can see that the ultimate
torque that the tubes carried did not differ much from that of the E-glass
tubes. This experimental observation is in agreement with the theoretical
prediction of the strength analysis of Appendix A, where a variation of the
axial strength of the constituent layer from 50 to 150 ksi did not induce any
significant change in the predicted torsional strength.
The optimum strength of a helical-wound tube may be arrived at by
selecting the proper axial strength of the unidirectional composite and the
crossover strength required to transfer external loads. If the externally
applied load on a tube cannot induce fiber failures, it appears unnecessary
to use higher strength fibers, since the higher strength cannot be realized
because of the lack of an adequate internal agency.
Future Research
Two areas of additional investigation appear to be very important at
this time. One area deals with the characterization of filament crossovers.
From the theoretical standpoint, this study will reduce the amount of empir-
icism that is necessary in the present strength analysis. In particular, the
distribution and pattern of the crossovers as a function of various process
parameters, such as the diameter of the tube and the width of the roving,
should be included in addition to the helical angle. These parameters will
change the effective strength values which, in the present program, are
assumed to be constant.
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Another area which is of equal urgency is the investigation of the
inelastic behavior of unidirectional and laminated composites. When external
loading induces a stress level beyond the initial yielding, time-dependent
effects become very significant. Some of the experimental results presented
in this report were obtained by assuming time-independent material
properties. This idealization should be examined more critically in the
future. Assuming that the deformation and strength of structures can be
predicted with reasonable accuracy, it will be an interesting investigation
to consider optimizing materials for various structural applications. The
contribution of the constituent materials to the eventual structure can now be
determined, using the stiffness and strength analyses covered in this report.
..... para:_.etr!c Qf,,dy will have a definite impact on L,,=
objectives of materials scientists. The desired properties of both the fibers
and the matrix can be described in terms of general guidelines. These
guidelines may replace the present "rules-of-thumb, " which basically rely on
the limited validity of netting analysis.
Finally, extensive experimental measurements are needed in order
to conclusively establish the results presented in this report. Only with
sufficient experimental evidence, can designers of filamentary structures
proceed with structural analyses and syntheses with confidence.
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STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF LAMINATED COMPOSITES
A. 1 INTRODUCTION
The Fortran program, btrength Aualysis of Laminate,] Composites,
is written in two parts. The first part, identified by MN CM, i.e., Main-
Composite Materials, determines the coefficient matrices, and the second
part, identified by PARTWO, i. e., Subroutine PARTWO, deals with the yield
criteria. This program is written in Fortran IV programming language and
has been used on the Philco 2000 digital computer, a 3ZK system.
MN CM is used in the stress analysis of a plate,
sure vessel to compute,
(1) the composite moduli A, B, D, A*, Be-', H*,
D*, A', B' and D'.
(2) the thermal forces and moments defined by
h/Z
[ T = f C.. _. T(l,z) dz(N , M ) h/Z iJ J
cylinder, or pres-
for a constant temperature T across the laminated
composite.
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13) the coefficients for each N i, M i, and T in the stress
relation
l Bjk) Djk)a(k)i = c!k)Ij (Ajk' + z ' N k + (Bjk' + z M k
( ' N k + (B' + z D ) M k -
' + zB ) T , T
+ Ajk jk jk jk
for a plate, and
(_i = ij Ajk Nk + Ajk Nk - _ T
for a cylinder or pressure vessel,
from input values of C!. k), c_! k) and h k (k = 1,
D J
number of layers of the laminated composite.
equations is discussed in Section 2.
...n), where n is the total
The derivation of these
A. 2 DETERMINATION OF COEFFICIENT MATRICES
The first part of the Strength Analysis program, MN CM, is used to
determine the coefficient matrices.
It is assumed that each unit layer is homogeneous. Thus, matrices
A, B, and D, whose elements are defined as
= fh/Z
(Aij' Bij' Dij) J-h/Z Cij (l'z'zZ) dz (i,j = 1, Zand6)
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are computed from the relations
k=1 ij hk+1
n _(k) / 2
Bij = 1/2 E t'ij _hk+lk=l 2)- h k (i,j = 1,2 and 6)
Dij 1/3k_l c!k)( 3k)= = lj hk+l h
k4afvlr_ A::: R _::. T-q::: and T)::: ara cornnuted from matrices A. B and D as
A =
;:' - A- 1B = B
;:_" - 1
H : BA
D = D - BA-IB
Matrices A', B' and D' are computed from matrices A _:" B _:" H _:'and D;'"
, , as
-,-" _ ;:'- I ;:-"
A' = A - B D H
_:' *- I





The coefficients of the thermal forces are computed from the relations
NT fh/Z
= Cij _j Tdz
t -h/2
k== k=l c!k)13 _tj(k) hk+l _ hk T i,j = 1,2 and 6
and the coefficients of the thermal moments are computed from the relations
M' T [h/2= C.. _. Tzdz
1 J-h/2 ij j
t n ,k,i_ _)I_k:, n= I/2 E C!k) _" hk+l i,j = 1 2 and 6
k= I 13 J
For a cylinder or pressure vessel it is assumed that, _: = 0, and thus the
stress components for each layer are given as
t M AJ kNk + _ jk Ck_ (_g dz- _ k) T
t I; / Is.por,criptk:, .mc!k) * T a(k) T "'13 AjkN k + A N k j i,j,k = 1,2 and 6 "
From these relations the coefficients of N l, N 2, N 6 and T are computed for
the stress components of each layer.
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For a plate the stress components at the surface of each layer
(_(k)i : c!._I_|IAjk+ zBjklNk+ IBjk+ zDjklM_
+ [{Ajk + ZB!k)fCk_ _£dzJ 3
+ (Bjk + ZDjk) f Ck_ a_zdz
c(k)lij (Ajk' + ZBjk) Nk + (Bjk' + ZDjk) Mk
+ (Ajk + ZBjk ) Nk + (Bjk + T °_!k) ] T Ij
where
superscript k = 1...n
and subscripts i,j,k = 1,2 and 6
From these relations, the coefficients of N1, N2, N 6, M1, M2, M 6 and T
are computed for the stress components at the surface of each layer.




N is the total number of layers
THTA, defined for angle-ply composites,















LPP defines the particular case under
con s id er ation.
LPP = I implies a cylinder or pressure
vessel.
LPP = 2 implies a plate.
J is a format control which defines the
heading to be printed.
J = l implies cross-ply
J = 2 implies angle-ply
J = 3 implies general laminate
RM is the cross-ply ratio (total thickness
of the odd layers divided by that of the even
layers)
LKL is a format control which defines the
heading to be printed.
EKE = 0 implies all layers intact
LKL = l imples all layers degraded
H(K) is the thickness of the kth layer (in.)
C(I, J, K) is the C.. element (psi) of the
lj
anisotropic stiffness matrix C for the kth
layer.
ALPHA (I, K) is the ith element, i = 1,2
and 6, (in. /in. /OF) of the thermal
expansion matrix for the kth layer.
THETA (K) is the fiber orientation or
lamination angle (radians) for the kth layer.
f
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A. 2.2 INPUT DATA CARD LISTING
Card No. Parameter Data Field Format
N 1-2 I2
THTA 3-7 F5. 2
LPP, J 8, 9 l l
RM 10-21 F12.6
LKL 22 Ii
2top H 1-72 FI2.6
"" ! l_-'l ,:.,here N _ the total
Note: Card 1_o. F - Z I [--6 J
number of layers and E ] represents the greatest
integer function.
P + I to Q C 1-72 E12.6
Note: Card No. Q = (P + 1) + (N-l)
Q + 1 to R ALPHA 1-72
Note: CardNo. R = (Q + I)+ I--_]
R + 1 to S THETA 1-72
Note: Card No. S = (R + 1) + [-_]
A. 2.3 OUTPUT OF PROGRAM
E12.6
E12.6
(i) Repeated Input Data.




A, the in-plane stiffness matrix (10 +6 ib/in.)
A , the intermediate in-plane matrix (10 -6 in./ib)
A', the in-plane compliance matrix (10 -6 in. /ib)
B, the stiffness coupling matrix (10 +6 ib)
_:_ _-',_
B = - A B, the intermediate coupling matrix (in.)
B', the compliance coupling matrix (10 -6 I/ib)
H = BA , the intermediate coupling matrix (in.)
D, the flexural stiffness matrix (10+6 ib-in. )
* (10 + 6D , the intermediate flexural matrix Ib-in)
D' the flexural compliance matrix (10 -6 i/lb-in. )
Coefficients of the thermal forces (ib/in. /deg F)
Coefficients of the thermal moments (ib/deg F)
For a plate:
The coefficients of N l, N 2, N 6 (I/in.), M l, M 2,
M 6 (I/in. 2) and temperature (ib/in./°F) for stress
components SIGMA l, 2 and 6 for each layer
surface.
For a cylinder or pressure vessel:
The coefficients of N l, N 2, N 6 (I/in.) and tempera-
ture (Ib/in.2/°F) for stress components SIGMA i, 2
and 6 for each layer.
A. 2.4 SUPPORTING SUBROUTINES
(I) Subroutine PARTWO:
Description is outlined in Paragraph A. 3
(2) Subroutine RW MATS:
This Fortran IV subroutine computes the inverse of
a matrix B from the linear matrix equation BX = C
where C is the identity matrix and X is the matrix
where the inverse is stored.
(3) Aeronutronic Library Subroutine F4MAMU:
This Fortran IV subroutine computes the real matrix




(4) Aeronutronic Library Subroutine F4MSB:
This Fortran IV subroutine computes the difference of
real matrices A and B where the matrix difference A-B
replaces matrix B.
MN CM can be used without entering Subroutine Partwo. This is
effected by the data control card KQR defined in Paragraph A. 3. I.
In this case matrix THETA is not used in the computation; hence,
this data card may either be blank or contain any arbitrary numbers
formatted El2.6.
A. 3 YIELD CRITERIA
Subroutine PAR'I'WU determines gl,ou_ v_u=_..... of _.'_T _.._"'_'_/'_,'__ ...._ _,hlrh....
1 1
satisfy the yield condition defined in Section 2.
For a cylinder or pressure vessel, the stress components, (;_k,1% for
i '
each layer can be written
_(k) .(k) N1 + p!k) N2 + o!k) N6 + R(k) Ti : Li i i i
where the coefficients L! k) _(k). _(k) and R! k) have been
MN CM. Subroutine PARTWO considers the cases
computed in
i. N 1 _ 0, N 2 = N 6 = 0
2. 2N 1 = N2, N 6 = 0
3. N 6 # 0, N l = N 2 = 0
For a plate, the stress components (y(k) for each layer surface can be written
(;!k)l = I(k)i N1 + j!k)l N2 + S!k)l N6 + U!k)l M1 + Vi'(k) M2
+ w!k)l M6 + Z(k)l" T
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where the coefficients I! k},
1
computed in MN CM.
j!k) s(k), . (k), v!k) w!k) and Z! k) have beenZ ' i Ui 1 ' I I
Subroutine PARTWO considers the cases
I. N l # 0, N 2 = N 6 = M i = 0 l
I
2. N 2 # 0, N 1 = N 6 = M.I = 0
= -- 03. N 6 _ 0, N l = N 2 M i
4. M 1 # 0, N = M 2 = M6 = 0
1
5. M 2 # 0, N i = M 1 = M 6 = 0
6. M 6 # 0, N i = M 1 = M 2 = 0
i = I, 2 and 6
For the above cases, (y!k) reduces to an expression in 2 variables,
i
one of the variables always being T.
The terms (;!k), which are defined in the i-2 plane, where 1 and 2
i
represent the coordinate axes of the externally applied stress components,
are transformed into the x-y plane, x and y being the material symmetry












mn rn - n
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where m = cos 8, n = sin @ and 8 = the fiber orientation or lamination
(k), (k) and (k) are also expres-
angle (radians) of the kth layer. Thus (7x (ly , (Is
sions in 2 variables.
as
The yield condition for each quadrant in the -_-, plane is given
Quadrant I: - K k-X-/k-Y--/
Quadrant 2: _-r - r_ _-T]_-_-/ + + 1
Quadrant 4: r4 k_k_-T/+ _-7 + = 1
X X' X' X
where r -
l y, r2 = -_-, r 3 - y,, r 4 = _ and X, Y, X', Y' and S are
defined respectively as XA(K), YA(K), XP(K), YP(K) and S(K). But since
(;%kl'_ and (Y%kl'' are expressions in 2 variables, their signs cannot be deter-
x y
mined, and hence (y(k), o(k) and(I(k) are substitu:ted into the yield condition
x y s
for each quadrant, thus obtaining 4 quadratic equations of the form
_(k) 2E... + FA: k-( ) + GT 2 - 1 = 0
1 1
where E, F and G are constants and A(k)1" = NI' N 2, N 6, M I, M 2 or M 6
For each input value of temperature, the four quadratic equations are
(k)
solved by the quadratic formula and the, _s°luti°ns are used to compute (_x
and _(k). From the signs of (;(k) and crlkl, it is determined which yield
y x y
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condition should have been used and the corresponding solutions are assigned
to the quadrant associated with this yield condition.
Thus, a solution which represents a computed value of N I, N 2, N 6
M1, M 2, or M 6 is valid if the quadrant to which it has been assigned is the
same quadrant as that of the yield condition which it satisfies.





KQR defines a data control card.
KQR = 1 implies return to the main
program.
KQR = 0 implies that Subroutine PARTWO
is to continue reading data.
KQR = 1 permits using the main program
without entry into Subroutine PARTWO.
LL defines the particular case under
consideration.
For a Plate:
LL = 1 implies N 1 _ 0
LL = 2 implies N 2 _ 0
LL : 3 implies N 6 _ 0
LL = 4 implies M l _ 0
LL = 5 implies M 2 _ 0
EL -- 6 implies M 6 _ 0
For a Cylinder or Pressure Vessel:
LL = 1 implies N 1 # 0
LL = 2 implies N 6 _ 0













JK is a format control that defines which
quadratic equations are to be printed.
JK = 1 implies cases N 1 or M 1
JK = 2 implies cases N 2 or M 2
JK = 3 implies cases N 6 or M 6
For case 2N 1 = N z, choose JK = 2
NM is the number of input vaiues of
temperature.
XA(K) is the axial tensile strength (psi) of
the kth layer.
YA(K) is the transverse tensile strength {psi)
of the kth layer.
YP(K) is the axial compressive strength (psi)
of the kth layer.
YP(K) is the transverse compressive strength
(psi) of the kth layer.
S(K) is the shear strength (psi) of the kth
layer.
TITLE is an alphanumeric description of the
case under consideration.
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A. 3.2 INPUT DATA CARD LISTING
Card No. Parameter Data Field Format
KQR, LL, JK I-3 I1
NM 4- 5 I2
2 to P T 1-72 F12.6
Note: Card No. P = 2 + [N___] where NM is the number ofinput values of
temperature and [ ] represents the greatest integer function.
P + l to Q XA 1-72 E12.6
Note: Card No. Q = (P + l)+ [_]
Q + l to R YA 1-72 E12.6
Note: CardNo. R = (Q + I)+ [N___]
L u j
R + 1 to S XP 1-72 E12.6
Note: Card No. S = (R + i)+ [-_]
S + 1 to T YP 1-72 E12.6
Note: Card No. T = (S + 1)+ [-_]
T + i to U S I-7Z E12.6
Note: Card No. U = (T + I) + [_-_]
U + I TITLE 1-72 12A6
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For a cylinder or pressure vessel:
For each layer the quadratic equation obtained from the appro-
priate yield condition for each quadrant in unknowns T and N.
1
or M i, i = 1,2 or 6.
(3)
Solutions of each quadratic equation for input values of tempera-
ture and the appropriate quadrant to which these solutions belong.





A solution is valid if the quadrant to which it belongs agrees with
the quadrant of the quadratic equation which it satisfies.
A complex solution is represented by -. 77777777 E-77. A
complex solution implies that no real values of N. or M. will
1 1
satisfy the yield condition, i.e., the temperature stresses have
already resulted in failure of the laminate.
PROGRAM LISTING
At the end of this appendix is a listing of the Fortran statements which
make up the program MN CM, its supporting Subroutine RW MATS and Sub-
routine PARTWO.
A. 3.5 SAMPLE PROBLEM
The sample output presented at the end of this appendix is that
obtained for a two-layer, angle-ply cylinder, all layers intact, where
O = 15 degrees. Subroutine PARTWO considers the case N 1 ¢ 0,
N z = N 6 = 0.
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Since the anisotropic stiffness matrix C is symmetric, only six of its
coefficients need be printed. Also, since the stress components of a cylinder
are not a function of M i, only the coefficients of N1 and temperature are
printed. Typical output format for a flat laminate plate is as shown in a
previous report, NASA CR-Z24. For a cylinder, the coefficients of the stress
components are given per layer since, within each layer, the stresses are
uniform. For a plate, the coefficients of the stress components are given for
each layer surface, as illustrated in NASA CR-Z24.
Using the method outlined in Paragraph A. 3, those solutions which
represent the correct values of N 1 in the sample problem for the given values
of temperature are as follows:
(1) For Compression - solution 2 of the quadratic equation
given for Quadrant 2.




MN CM - MAIN COMPOSITE MATERIALS PROGRAM
(PLATE)
CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS
OF N1, N2, N6, M1, M2, M6AND
TEMPERATURE
I
_fNITE Z AND THE COEFFICIENTS 1
OF' NZ, N2, N6, M1, M2, M6AND
TEMINERATURE
[REAO'NPUT"AT,I
ANISOTROPIC STIFFNESS MATRIX, C






CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE
THERMAL FORCES AND THERMAL MOMENTSJ
4,
NO I ,SLPP:_;I YES
(CYLINDER OR PRESSURE VESSEL)
CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS JOF N1, N2, N6, AND TEMPERATURE
A, A*, A' AND THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE THERMAL FORCES





I WRITE THE COEFFICIENTSOF N1, N2, N6 AND TEMPERATURE
SUBROUTINE RW MATS
I MATERR:OI
i ALCULATE THE INVERSEOF MATRIX Q













I COMPUTE THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFORMATION JMATRIX FOR _ = THE A (K) I
1,
I REPEAT TO B FOR J = I, 2 I
FOR A PLATE SUBROUTINE PARTWO NO LPP = 17 1IS EXECUTED FOR EACH LAYER SURFACE j IS
'1
i STORE THE COEFFICIENTS COMPUTED [
IN MN CM OF THAT VARIABLE




STORE THE COEFFICIENTS COMPUTED
IN MN CM OF THAT VARIABLE DEFINED
FOR THE INPUT VALUE OF LL
4,
STORE THE COEFFICIENTS OF
TEMPERATURE COMPUTED IN MN CM ISTORE THE COEFFICIENTS OFTEMP RA URE COMPU ED IN MN CM|
CONSTRUCT A MATR_rX OF THE STORED
I COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF O'. (k), C[..(k), (
AND o_k)By MATRIX MULTIPLICATION OF • ITHE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX WITH THEC_/_TRUCTED MATRIX
6
CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE 4
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS OBTAINED FROM ITHE YIELD CONDITIONS
6










SUIIFACE, THE QUADRATIC E_liATIO#/S,
THEIR SOLUTIONS FOR EACH VALUE
OF TEMPERATURE AND THE
ASSIGNED (aUADRANT NUMBERS
I ;
CONSTRUCT A MATRIX OF THE STORED i
WRITE THE QUADRATIC EQUATIONS, THEIR |
SOLUTIONS FOIl EACH VALUE OF JTEMPERATURE AND THE ASSIGNEDQUAORANT NUMBERS
A
GO TO TART
I FOR A CYLINDER OR PRESSURE ]
VESSEL SUBROUTINE PARTWO
IS EXECUTE0 FOR EACH LAVER






























































COMNON THETA(SO) eNtTR( 315 ) ILPP eLL, PCNOI3,56 *2 ) ,RB(3*50e21 e
X PCHT 13,50.25, PCNTR 13150w21 *PCROI 3,50,2I,PCItT (3,50.2( *
X PCNTR I 3, 50,2 ) ,RCI 3,50,2(*PCT( 3_50o21 *R$13.2) ,ROI3,2I tXAI50I
X *S( 501,XP1501 ,YAI SO), YF1505.CVSI4 I,CVP_4) ,CTS IN) *NN,
K SOLId, 50,2 J*T (501 ISIG_R( 2( ,SIGIqY( 2(, IQULD(4, 50.21 *FR_(3,50I,
X CN013, 50)*CNTRI 3.50I,CNTI 3.501.PRC(3. SO),CT(3_50) *TITLE (105
X tJR*ZI551
DIMENSION ALPHA( 3.505,H1501.A(3,35 eRI 3,3 ) ,D13,31 *C 13.3.501 *
X HS(SO) tHC150 I,ANI 3,65 ,Xl 3,51 ,ASTARI3*3)*SSTAR(3,3I i
X HSTARI 3, 31 gDSTARI 3,31 *OFR[ 13,3)tBPR( (3,35 *APR113.31,
X $UII131505, TSUN135 * TROD(5) ,RNT 135 *RMT (5)*SASR 13 |,
X OSUIql S,5S I,CSUMI 3_50,2 I
I REAO 18.21 N*THTA,LPF*J,RR,LKL
2 FORMAT 112,FS.2,211*F12*6,111
N • NO. OF LAYERS
MAXlIqUR VALUE OF H ISpMy'L 50THTA IIqFLIES ANGLE -
LPP " I IMPLIES FNESSUR_ VESSEL 0_ CYLINOER
LPP • 2 1(4PLIES Ft.LTE
J " I IMPLIES CROSS-PLY
J • 2 IMPLIES ANGLE-PLY
J • 3 IMPLIES GEHERAL LAHINATE
RN " CROSS-FLY RATIO
LKL • 0 IHFLIES ALL LAYERS INTACT
LKL • 1 IMPLIES ALL LAYERS OEGRADEO
RE&DIS,61 IHIKlj K " 1.141
6 FORIAAT(6F12,65
REAO(8,7) (C( 11 lwK 1.611,2,KI,C(2,2*K( ,C(3*I*KI *CIS,2,K) ,C(3,3wK)
X ,Nil*N(
? FORMAT I6E12*6(
READ(8*T) I 1ALPHA11tKl* I'lwS),lC=loN)
READ 18,T((THETRIR), KsI*NI
TOTAL • 0.0
nn IT K • I,N
_2_;,Xl . ccl,2.Ri
CI29_K) • C(S*2*KI
11 TOTAL m TOTAL ,t fl|KI
1111 •-TDTALI2*
RM'N_'I
DO 12 K • 2eMIq
12 Z(K) _ 2(K-11 • HIK-I)
[F (J *EQ* 21 GO TO 300
IF IJ .EQ. S) GO TO 600
WRITE(Se2OOJ RH*NoM
200 FORMATIIHIe)?Xe9HCROSS'FLY*4ReSI'U4 =FS°SfSXtITHALL LAYERS INTACT/
X 50X*I2,1X, t2HLAYER5 IN = |2.1H51
GO TO 215
600 NRETE(5,6255 N*N
625 FORiqAT(LHI,ALXILSH_ENERAL L&MiHATE,4KI|THALL LAYERS INTACT/
X 51XeI2tlX,lZHLRYENS IN 8 1201H))
GO TO 215
300 IF (LKL .10* 15 GO TO 212
WRITE (5.2105 THTABNeN
210 FORMATIIHI.SSX,gHANGLE-PLYIAXeRHTNETA u FS*2,1X*?HDEGREES.AXt



























































52X, I2,1Xe12HLAYERS IN • 12elH))
AGO TO 215
212 WRITE (5,2141 THTA, NIN
214 FORMAT(IHIe53XegHANGLE-PLY*AX*OHTHETA • FS.2,1XeTHDEGIIEES,ARe
X 19HALL LAYERS DEGRAOEO/
X 52R,12*lX,12HL&YERS (tt - 12,1H11
210 WRITE 15.2201
220 FORMAT(/1HOelXeSHLAYERg2X_HTHICKNESSe2XeI4HCOOROINATES OF/
X 3X,SHNO*,SXe9HOF LAYER$e2X,14HLAYEA SUiU:ACESeISXe26HCOEFS. OF STIFFNESS MATRIX_IAXeZTHCOFFSo QF THERMAL EXPAN
XSION/
X 9X, OH( INCHES ) e 6X, 8HI INCHES)*22X_ |7HI10÷6 10*/IN*SO. I _22Xe
X 21HI L0-6 IH*IIH.IDEG.F*III
X IX, 1HK,6X eAHH(K) e5X,AHZ(K ) eAR e6H2 IK_l I eSX, 6HC ( 1 _ 11 e 3Xs
X 6HC ( I e 25 _ SAn 6HC ( 2,2 ) *)X,AHC ( 6,1 ), 3X_6HC 16,2 ) e 3X_ 6HC(6,65 eZXe
8HALPHA ( 1 ), 1X, 6HAL PHA ( 2 ) • lX, IKtALPHA 16 )//)
XNRITE (5•2255 IK.HIK hZlR ).ZIK*X) .G(1 •l_R( _Ci 1•2_K) *CI2_2•K1.
X CIS, IeKI•CISe2,KI•CISel•K(,ALPHAII_KIeALFHA(Z•KI•ALPHAII,R)
l •K'IeN)
225 FoIuqAT ( 3X • 12 e3X *OPF_. 4. OFF* 4•OFF9o 4 _ -61q_q* 4 e-SPF9,4 _-6PF9 * • *
"6PF9.4_ -6PF°4,-6PF.A*6PF9* 4 * 6PFg .4• 6PF 9.4l
00 10 K • I*N
HSIK) • ZIK'l_l)oe2 - 2(K1*e2
10 HCIK) • 2(KA_I)eoS - 21KIeoS
O0 20 i - 1_3




00 30 K • leN
All,J| • AlJeJ) '_ C||eJ_R) • H(KJ
5(l_JI • Bile J) • CII•JeKI • HS(KI





O0 35 I " 1•3
00 35 J • 1*3
15 AN(I•J) A(hJ)
33 O0 38 i = 1,S
DO 30 J " _6
38 kH(l_JI - 0.0
0O 39 | • 1•3
39 AN(I•I_'S) • 1,0
IF IL .10. 15 GO TO $4
CALL MATS (AN•X_)eSelqATERR)
IF IMATERR| 32,32•31
31 WRITE 15,35 IIA|IeJ)_ I • 1_05_ J • 1•31
3 FORMAT ILHO•ZQHAt&TRIX k IS S|NGULAitI/(SI-GEFR.4IJ(
GO TO 1
32 CALL F4tqAJqu (S•)_3•X•EtOSTAR)
O0 40 I " 1•3


































































00 4S 1 = 1.3
00 4S J • 1.3
45 AN(IeJ( = O$TAAI|*J¢
L • 1
GO TO 33
34 CALL MATS (AM*OPR|*3t3*MATERR)
[F (MATERR( 36*36J13
13 MRITE (5*5) ((OSTARIIwJ(* | • 1.3)* J w 1.31
5 FORMAT ¢IHO*24HMATRIX DSTAR IS $INGULARI/(3I-6PFR*A(((
GO TO 1
36 CALL FAMAMU I3,3t3*6STAR,OPRI,BPRI)
CALL F4MAMO (3t3m3. BPRIeHSTARtAPMII
CALL FAMSB {3,3,ASTAM*APRI)
DO 50 i " 1,3
O0 50 K = 1AN
SUM(IrK) 0.0
DO SO J m Iw3
SO SURI(*R) " $UMi¢*K) • C(¢*J,K)eALPHA(JeK)
00 60 ¢ " 1,3
TSUM(I) • 0*0
TADO(() • 0*0
00 $5 K " IeN
TSUN(I) • TSUM(|( • 5UMII*KIeH(K)
55 TADOI|) - TA00113 • 5UMII+K)aH$IK)
RMT(|) • TSUMII)
60 RMTI|) • T600(1)12.
IF (LPP *E0* 21 GO TO 100
00 70 K • |IN




00 70 J * 1.3
CNOII*K) * CNOII*K| • C(IgJ*K)*ASTARCJ*I)
CMTiI*K} • CNTIhK( • C(hJeK}*ASTARIJ*5)
70 CMTRIIIK)* CNTRiIeK( • CIIoJ*K)eASTARIJ* 5)
00 90 I • 1.3
5ASRIE) = 0.0
00 qO J " 1,3
gO SASR(|) SASRIII _ ASTARI|*JIeRNT(J(
D0 115 K • l*M
00 I15 I - 1.3
CIII,K! - 0.0
00 110 J • 1.3
110 CTII*K) • CTII*K) V C([*J.K)'SASRIJ)
113 CTIZ*K) • CT(|eM) - $UMI|eK)
GO TO 700
100 00 75 K " L*N
00 75 l 1,3



































































DO 00 K • 1,N
O0 EO I " 1.3
00 RO J • 1.3










PC_7( (*K,23 • FCM7( 1,K,2)*£1 |,J,K)IlRPRI CJ,2(*ZIK•I)eOFRI I J,2( !
$0 PCMTRI I,K,23 • FCMTMI |*K*2)+G ( ¢ ,J,K)*(RFRI ( J,3)•ZlK+l)oDPRl( J,33 )
MR= M* 1
O0 120 K • I,MM
00 120 1 • 1,3
DSUM(I,K) • 0.0
00 120 J • 1.3
120 DSUMII,K( • OSUM¢I*K( • IAPRIII*J) * 2(K)*BPRI(I*JI(*MNT(J) *
X (BFRICI,J) • 2IMI*OPRI¢I,JI)*RMT(J)
00 140 K • l*M
00.0 , " .01'5.oCSUM( [*KIll
CSUM(I+K*Z) • 0*0
00 130 J " 1,5
CSUM(I,K*I) - CSUM(I*K*I| _ CII,J,MIeOSUIAIJ*K)
130 CSUIqII+K*2) * CSUMII*K*2) • C(I*J*K|eOSUMtJ*K•I)
PCTII*K*I) • CSUMII*K*I) - $UMII*K(
140 PCTII,K,21 • CSUMIhK,2( - 5UM(I*KI
TO0 t_RITE(5,2iO|
230 FORM6T(II/IHOtlSX,IH&,51X*SHA**2TX*THA PREME,12X,22HCOEF. OF 7HERM
_AL FORCE/
X IOX,IAH(IO•6 LA.IIN.i,IAR*IAMILO-A IN.ILB*I*IEX*
X 14H( 10-6 IM./L6* ) *1IX. IAMIL3*/IN. IOEG.F* Ill)
HA11"E(5*2353 (A(I,1),A( 1,21.6 (1.31 *ASTAR( I *I)*ASTAM(|*2(*
X ASTAR( [,3),AFRI ( (,I)*APA| ( I t2)*APAl ( 1.5( * [*RNT( I ) *|Jl*33
235 FORMAt( ¢X,-bPFI0.A,-6PFlO.4**6PF10*A*2X*bPF10.4,bPFlO.4,
X 6PF10.4, 2X,bPF10.4,6PF10*4*6PF10*4*SX, 1HM,
X |1,3H-7 , IX,OPF8.4(
NRITEI5*240(
240 FORMAT(/1HO,15XIIHRI31XI2HB•,57XtTMR PRIMEI12X,23HCOEF. OF THERMAL
x MOMENT/
X IZX,IOH(IO•6 IN*)*22X*lOH(10•O IN, I*21X*I2HIlO-6 I/LB.I*IAX*
X 12HILO.IOEG,F,(II|
MRITElS,2451 (R( l, I 1,5( 1.21.II l I,SI*3STARI 1.I |*BSTAA(I*2(*
X 1ISTAIII I,S),6pt( ( i,l I,BPRI I 1,2),RPRI I 1,3) .1 ,ART( l ) *1"1,31
245 FORMAT ( IX* -6PFIO*AI-APF |0.AI'6PFIO.412X*OPF 10*4. OpElO'4'
X OFF IO.4*2XIbPEIO.A*APFIO*A*GPFIO*4*SXI IHM*
X I 1,5H-T , IX,OPF8.A)
MRITEI5*250)
250 FORiAATII|MO*AtX*2HH*/A4X*IOH(IO•O IN*l//|
MALT( I 5.2S5) (MS¢'AA( l*l I*HSTAAI 1.23 *HSTAM( ¢ .31 *l•l*3l






















































IF ILPP .EQ. 1) GO TO 40O
WR!TE !5,2T0!
27O FORMAT!/IHO,6X,1HZ,RX,6HSTRESS,3X,11NOOEF. OF N1,2R,LIHCOEF. OF N2
X ,2X,II_OEF. OF NG,2X.IIHCOET. OF N1,2X,ILV_OEF, OF M2,2X,




O0 5OO R - I,N
WRITEIS,2TS! K












205 FORRATI/INO,30X.6NSTRESS,3X*11NCOEF* OF NI,2X,IIHCOEF* OF N2.2X*
X 11HCOEF. OF N6,ZX,14HOOEF. OF IEMP./
X 29X,9HCOMRONENT,AR,?HII/IN.),6X,TNII/IN.|,6XeTHII/IN.|.AX,
ESHILR,/IN*SQ./F°!2/)
XO0 55O K - I,N
WRITE (5,290) K

























































T 00 15 J'1.ll
8 IF (AII.J)*EO*O*O) GO TO 15









13 00 14 KeJJ*MN
14 A(|,K)mAI|tK)-ReA!JtK)
!5 £O_T!NUE
iF !(AB5(A(N*N)!-I*0E-10)*GT*O*Q) GO TO 17
16 CONTINUE
100 FORMATI26HQ ELERENTII2_IH, I2t|H)I















































































































1 READ IB,2} KQReLL,JK,NM
2 FORMAT (311,121
KQR - O IMPLIES SUBROUT|NE iS TO CONTINUE READINGKQR - 1 iMPLIES RETURN TO THE MAiN PROGRAM
C LL IMPLIES CASE UNDER CONSIDERATION
C FOR PLATEE LL- I IMPLIESNlRD,EQUAL,O0.O
C LL 2 IMPLIES M2 NOT EQUAL TO O.O
C LL - 3 IMPLIES N6 NOT EQUAl TO O.O
C LL " 4 IMPLIES ML NOT EQUAL TO O,O
C L1 S IMPLIES M2 NOT EQUAL TO O.O
LL • 6 IMPLIES M6 NOT EQUAL TO 0.0FOR CYLINDER
C LL • I IMPLIES NE NOT EQUAL TO O*O
LL IMPLIES N6 NOT EQUAL TO O.O
2
LL - 3 IMPLIES 2N1 • NZ
C JK " 1 IMPLIES GASES M1 OR MI
JR • 2 IMPLIES GASES N2 OR M2JK 6 IMPLIES CASES N6 OR M6
C NM - N0. OF INPUT VALUES OF TEMPERATURE
C MAXIMUM VALUE OF MM * 50
IF IKOR .EO. 1) 00 TO 10
READ (6,6I (TIKI, Kml,NM)
REAO (efT) (XAIKIt Kul,N)
READ (It7) (YAIK(, K-|,N)
READ (E,T) IXPiKI, KuI,N)
READ (E,TI iYP(K)m KmI*N)






303 FORMAFiIHI, IXt|HZ,SX,22HAXIAL TENSILE STRENGTH,ZX,ZbHAXIAL CONP







WRITE (5,309) ISIKlm K m |,NI








































































































TM(313J - TM(1,1) - THE1*2)




FORMAT(/IHO,S2X,QH-- LAYER tl2,3H --/I
O0 5RE - 1,2
IF ILPP .EO* 11 GO TO 801
GO TO 16011602,603,604,605,606) t LL
DO 610 - 1,3
MD(I,K,J) • PCN0(I,M,J)
00 TO 622
DO 612 • 1o3
ROII*R,J) • PCNF(l*MtJI
GO TO 622
DO 614 " 1.3
MDII,K,J) • PCN|RIJ,K,J)
GO ro 622
DO 616 • lm3
RDiItK,JI - PCMO(I,R,J)
GO TO 622
DO 618 " 1,3
RDII,R,J) - PCMTIIIK,J)
GO TO 622
DO 620 • 1,3
RE(I,K,J) - PCMTRII,K,J)
DO 6E4 • 1.3
RCII*K,J) • PET(IrK,J)




IF IJ *EQ* 21 GO TO sgB
GO TO (EO2tRO4iOOblm LL
DO elO 1 • 1.3
PAR(IlK( • CNO(I*KI
00 TO BIT
DO Q12 I - 1,3
RNB(I*K) - CNTRII*KI
GO TO El/
DO SlAI - 1,3
PRO(l,RI • *5*CNO(I*Ki • CNTIItKI
DO Olq 1 • 1.3
PRCIhK) - CTII_KI




0115 627 CArL F4MANO¢3,3,2tYMmRStRO!
0116 SL I RO(l,l)ol2
0117 $2 - RO¢Iol)DRO(2,I|
0118 $3 • RDI2,1)Io2
0119 S4 • RD(3oID-o2
0120 $5 • 2oeRO(l,l)oRO(102)
OL21 $6 x RDII,2)oRD(211! + ROliolI-RDI2o2)
0122 S? - 2oORO!2,])oRO!2t2!
0123 $Q _ 2oIRO¢3,_DQRO&312!
0124 $9 • ROilo2Jto2
0125 SIO • RO!lt2)mRO!2,2)
0126 $11 • RO!2t2Deo2
0127 Sl2 • ROi3t2)o_2
012R R1 • XA!KIIYAiK)
O12q R2 XP!K)/YA!K)
0130 R3 • XPiR!IYPiR!
0131 R4 XAiK!IYP¢K!
0132 SQ m SIR!•D2
0133 YAS - YA(K)ae2
0134 X_S i XAIK)QI2
0131 YPS ¥P¢R!oo2
0136 XPS • XP!Klot2
0137 XY " RA!K)tYAIK)
0138 XPYP - RPIKIoYP!K!
0139 XYP _ RAiK!_YP(KI
0140 XPY • XP(K!6YAiK!
01_! CV$!L) • S1/XAS -S2/|_llXY)+ S3/YAS + $_1$Q
0142 CVS!2! • SLIXPS -$21|R2oXPY)_ S31YRS + $41$Q
0143 6VS¢3! m $|/XPS -$2/|&31XPYP)_ S31YPS ÷ S41SQ
0144 CVS(4) • SI/XAS -$21|A41XYP)+ 531YP$ + $41$Q
014S CVP!L! • S$1XR$ -S6/|RloXY)+ $71¥A$ + S815Q
0146 CVP!2) • SSIXP$ -S61(R2JXPY)+ STIYAS + SRISQ
0147 CVP!31 - $51XPS -S6/|R3oAPYR!+ $71YP$ • S81$Q
0148 C¥P(4! • $S/XA$ -$61|R41XYP) + STIYPS + $81S0
nl_q CT$!I! s $9/XA5 -SlO/(RltX¥)+ Sli/¥RS + 5121SQ
0_52 CFS|4) - $91XA$ -$101|R_oXYP)+ $118YP$ + SL_ISQ
0153 O0 640 i i 1,4
0154 O0 640 JL • _tNR
0155 OISC •!CVP(I)_TqJt!)_o2 - 4.eCVS!l)o¢CT$!lDoT|JL)lO2 - 1o!
0156 634 IF (OISC °lTo 0°0) GO TO 636
0157 $OtlitJL,l_ m !-¢VPIi!_T!JL! + $QRTiDISC)!/12ooCVS¢|))
0158 $OL(!,JL,2! s I-CVP(|)_TIJL) - SQ_T!OiSC))II2°oCV$(I!!
0159 GO TO 639
0160 6_6 $OL(i_JL,I| • T£NP
0161 $0111,_L,2i TE_P
0162 63¥ O0 64O IL • 1o2
0163 $!CA4XII_! • ROiltl)mSOLIloJt,lL) + RD!I,2!_T|JL)
0164 $1GRY(IL! E RO|2tl!tSOLiltJLolL) + RO!2_2)_T!JL)
C165 iF ($1G_X|!L! °GE. 0o0 oLeO° SIGMY|[L) .GEo 0o0! GO TO 6_2
0_66 I_ ($1G_R(LL! °iT• 0,0 oA_Oo $[GNY(it! oGT° 0o0! GO TO 64_
0167 IF ISIGMX|!L! °LT. 0°0 °ANO° $1GMYglL! oLT° 0°0) GO TO 646
0168 iQOAO(I_Jt,|L! - 4
0169 GO TO 64O
0170 642 IOUAOgltJL,|L) • l
OITl GO TO 6_0
FORTRAN % PROGRAM PARTWO
0172 644 !QUAOli,Jt°IL! - 2
0173 _0 TO 64O
0_74 6_6 l_AO(l,JL, IL) - 3
0175 640 CONTINU£
0116 IF !J oEO. _) GO TO 711
0177 iF (LPF oEQo 1! _0 TO 115
OIT8 NR|TE 15,712! l!K)
01_9 _2 FOR_TL_X,4_Z - •FRo4)
0180 GO TO 7_5
01_! 71! WRITE (5o713! Z|K_I)
01_2 713 FORMAT(IHlt3Xt4_Z • mFR.4)
0183 715 O0 ?IF I _ _,4
0184 IF qtPP °EQo l! GO TO _q
0185 iF |LL oGTo 3| GO TO 721
O%86 7_9 WRITE (5t720) [tCVS(I),JKtCVPii)_JRtCTS!I!
0187 72O FO_MATiIHOtS4X,HOUAO_ANT tJl//
0188 X 26X,E|3o6o_HINt|I,40_2 • EI3o6_2NmNmII,3HoT • E13°61
018q X 13_F_2 - I • 0/1!
0191 _21 WRITE !5,7251 [oCVSi|)oJRtCVPiI!_JK,CTS!IF
0192 725 FO_MAT(IHOtS_X,90QUAORANT ,11/I
019_ X 26X,E_o6e2HIM_il,4H_e2 , £_3o6v2H'_ll,3_oT • E_3.6o
0174 X 13HQTOt2 - 1 ° _lJ!
O_S 723 WR_l_•721)
0196 727 FORRAT_qX,I_HT£_P£RATURE,13X,IOH$OtUTiON 1,8XtRH_AORANTtTX•
0197 X IOHSOLUTION 21BX,RHQURDRANT!
0198 X LOX,RHIO£Go F)II!
0199 O0 71e JL • ltNM
0200 _RIT£(5_?29!T(JL|tSOLIhJL,1),|QUAD(i,JL,I)tSOL(ImJL,2!I
020! X IQUAOiI_JL_2!









COMPUTER OUTPUT SAMPLE PROBLEM
ANGLE-PLY THETA " IS.GO DEGREES ALL LAYERS INTACT
2 LAYERS IN = 2)
LAYER THICKNESS COCROINATES OF
NO. OF LAYERS LAYER SURFACES COEFS. OF STIFFNESS MATRIX COEFS. OF tHERMAL EXPANSION
I INCHES) ( iNCHES | ) 10+6 LB./IN.SQ. ) | 10-6 iN./IN./DEG.F. )
K HIK) ZIK) 2(K('1) CiL,I) CI1.2) CI2.2) C(6,1) C(6,2) C(6t6) ALPHAIli ALPHAI2) ALPHAi6)










AI 6 PRIME COEF. OF THERMAL FORCE
)10-6 IN./LB.) 110-6 IN.ILO. I ILB./IN.IOEG.F.I
0.1623 -0.0666 O. 0.IS47 -0*0666 -0.0000 N1-T 37.6855
-0.0486 0.3810 O. -0*0666 0.3812 -0.0000 N2-T 33.1780
O. O. 0.6583 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.7205 N3-T 0 •
Be B PRIME COEF. OF THERMAL MOMENT
I10,0 IN.) 110-6 11L0.) ILE.IDEG.F.)
0o0000 0.0000 -0.03T8 0.0000 -0+0000 -0.3265 M1-T -0.0000
-0.0000 0.0000 -0.0053 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0661 M2-T -0.0000






0 De 0 PRIME
i10+6 L6.1N.) 110+6 LO.IN.I (10-6 IILO.IN.I
0.6118 0.0777 -0.000© 0.5594 0*0684 -0.0000 1.8561 -0.5595 0.0000
0.0777 0.2266 -0.0000 0.0684 0.2269 -0.0000 -0.5595 4.5769 0.0000
-0.0000 -0.0000 0.1266 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.1157 0.0000 0.0000 6.6662
STRESS COEF. OF HI CQEF. OF N2 COEF. OF 146 COEF. OF TEMP.
COMPONENT I II|N.) i 1/iN.) (IIIN.) |LR.IIN.SQ. IF.i
-- LAYER I --
SIGRA l 1.0000 -O.GOG¢ -0.7633 O*
2
-0.0000 1.0000 -0.1312 O.
6 -0.1511 -0.0213 1.0000 -2.6548
-- LAYER 2 --
SIGMA | 1.0000 -0.0000 0.7633 O.
2 -0.0000 2.0000 0.1312 O.
6 O.ISll 0.0213 1.0000 2.6548
2 AXIAL TENSILE STRENGTH AXIAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH TRANSVERSE TENSILE STRENGTH TRANSVERSE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
)iN| (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI)
-0.5000 0.150000*006 0.150000_006 0.120000_005 0.200000,005







































CASE N[ NOT EQUAL TO O,O
-- LAYER I --
QUADRANT 1
O.ER812O-OOg*NEee2 -O*S|4332-OOEeNIeT 0*652516-007*T**Z - I " 0





0*755994*005 4 -0.701312_005 2
0.782016_005 4 -0.672653"005 2
QUADRANT 2
0*188120-009*N1**2 -O*SLAS32-OOEeNIeT O*6SES1E-OOTeTu*2 - I " 0
SOLUTION I QUADRANT SOLUTION 2 QUADRANT
O.672653*OOS _ -O.78EOlb*OOS0.701312÷005 -O.755994*QO5
O.71SSIE*OOS 4 -O.T42653*OOS 2
0.729092*005 4 -0*729092*005 2
0*755q94,005 4 -0°701312*005 2
O.?E2OlA*OOS 4 -0*672653"005 2
QUADRANT 3
O.iBTTq6-OOqeNIee2 -O.S24414-008eNieT O°ST42OE-OOTeTee2 - 1 • O
SOLUTION I QUADRANT SOLUTION 2 QUAONANT
0.672656,005 4 -0.784355,005 2
0.701493*005 4 -O*757343*OOS 2
0.715683*005 4 -O,74360E*OO5 2
0*729722*005 4 -O.TZRT22*OOS 2
0,757343*005 4 -0.701493"005 Z
0.784355*005 A -0*672656*005 E
QUADRANT 4
0*187796-009*N1**2 -0.526414-008*N1*T 0.574208-007*Tee2 - I • D
SOLUTION I QUADRANT SOLUTION 2 QUADRANT
0.672656*005 4 -0.784355÷005 2
0*701493*005 4 -0.757343"005 2
O.TISb83*OOS 4 -O.74360B*OOS 2
0.729722*005 4 -0.72972E*005 2
O*TST34StOOS 4 -0.701493_005 2































-- LAYER 2 --
QUAONANT 1
O*|RE|2O-OO9*NI**2 -O.5i4SS2-OOB*NIIT O.6SESI8-OOTeT**2 - I " O
SOLUTION I QUADRANT SOLUTION 2 QUADRANT
0.672653÷005 4 -O.7eZOl6*OO5 Z
D*TOLSIE+OOS 4 -0*755994*005 2
0.715312*005 4 -0*742653*005 2
D*TENOgE*oo5 4 -0.129092*005 2
0.T55994,005 4 -0.701322*005 2
0.782016÷005 4 -0.672653,005 2
QUAORANY 2
O.IB6120-O09eNIe*2 -0.514332-008*N1*T 0*6525i8-007*T**2 - I * O
SOLUTION I QUADRANT SOLUTION 2 QUADRANT
0.672655.005 _ -O.TEZO16*OOS0*701312*005 -0.755994_005
0.715312_005 A -0.7A2653"005 2
0.729092,005 4 -0*729092*005 2
0.7SSgq4÷OOS A -O.?OIS12*OO5 2
0*782016*005 4 -0.672653_005 2
QUADRANT 3
0.187796"009eN1**2 -O.S244|4-OOEmNIeT O.S7420E-OO71TIe2 " I " O
SOLUTION I QUADRANT SOLUTION 2 QUADRANT
0.672656_005 4 -0.784355,005 2
O*TC14qS*OOS 4 -0.757343_005 2
0.715663*005 A "O*74360E*OO5 2
0.729722*005 4 "O.TZqT22*OOS 2
O.;STSA3*OO5 _ -O.TOIA_3*OO5O*7iA355*OO5 -0o672656*005
QUADRANT 4
0,157796-009*N1"'2 -O.SEA414"OOE*NIeT O*ST420E-OOT*T**2 - | " O
SOLUTION I QUADRANT SOLUTION 2 QUADRANT
0*672656÷005 -O.T|ASSS*005
O.TOl_RS+OO5 _ -0.757343*005 1
0,7|5685*005 -O°T45AOitOOS
O.72RTZ2*OOS _ -0.T29722*005
0.757343*005 A -O*TOIAqs*cO5 2
O*784355*OOS 4 -0.672656"005 2
APPENDIX B
A RELAXATION METHOD OF SOLUTION OF THE LONGITUDINAL
SHEAR PROBLEM FOR A DOUBLY PERIODIC RECTANGULAR ARRAY
OF ELASTIC INCLUSIONS IN AN INFINITE ELASTIC BODY
B. l INTRODUCTION
The solution of the problem outlined in Section 3 has been formulated
using a finite difference representation and a numerical relaxation procedure
designed for high-speed digital computer operation. The finite difference
approximations of the partial derivatives contained in Equations (55) and (56)
make use of irregular grid spacings in both coordinate directions, as indi-
cated in Figure B-l. This is an important feature of the solution in that it
permits the use of close grid spacings in regions where it is desired to
determine stresses very accurately, e.g., in areas of high stress concen-
tration where stress gradients are very high, while permitting a coarser
spacing in less critical regions. This permits a given degree of accuracy
with a minimum amount of numerical computation and computer storage
capacity.
The matrix-inclusion interface is located in the grid array in the
fo!!owjng manner. If a grid line in the y-direction intersects the matrix-
inclusion interface at a given point, then there must be a corresponding grid
line in the x-direction which also intersects the interface at the same point,





I I I il I i
z _z
II il It II II II II fl
B. 2 FINITE DIFFERENCE. REPRESENTATIONS
The finite difference representations of the partial derivatives are of
the following forms:
(1) First Irregular Central Differences.
5w [ _ 1 [a 2 2 2i,j al a3 (al + a3) 3 Wi+l,j + (al - a3) wi, j 2 ]- a 1 Wi_l,j
_w ! _ 1 [a2 2 2a 2 a 4 (a 2 + a4) 4 wi, j+l + (a2 a4) wi, j
li, J
(2) Second Irregular Central Differences.
I
_2w I
a 1 a 3 (a 1 + a 3) 3 Wi+l,j
a 2 a 4 (a 2 + a 4) 4 wi, j+l
- (a 1 + a 3) wi, j + a 1 wi-l,j ]
"1
(a 2 + a4)w. + a2 -1]1, j wi, j J
(3) First Irregular Forward Differences.
I 1 [22 2al a9 (a 9 - al) w. + a 9
I i, j (a9 - al) 1, j wi+i, j
_w [ _ I r 2 2 2
_-1 a 2 a L-(alO - a2) w. +i, j 10 (a10 a2) 1, j alO wi, j+l
2 j+2]a wi,
(4) First Irregular Backward Differences.
(Continued on next page)
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Ez '_ 1 (all a3) w. - a 1 w i + a 3a 3 all (all a 3) 1, j 1 -1,j wi-z,
i,j
_- a 4 alZ (alZ - a4) a12 a 4) wi, j - alZ wi, j_l + a 4 wi, j_
i,j
The terms a 1 through a12 represent distances measured from the point (i, j)
at which the difference form is being expressed (point 0 in Figure B-2 to
surrounding points (numbered 1 through lZ in Figure B-Z). Node points
5 through 8 are not actually used in the longitudinal shear problem, since
they are associated with partial derivatives of the form OZ/OxOy which do not
appear in the formulation. The subscripts on each displacement term, w,








II 3 0 1
7 4 8
I-2 I-i I+i 1+2
Figure B-2. Node Identification Numbering System
NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
Central differences are used in representing the equilibrium equation,
Equation (56). In representing the boundary condition equations,
Equations (58) and (60), and the interface continuity equation, Equation (63),
it becomes necessary to use either forward or backward differences in order
to remain within the first quadrant of the fundamental region.
The fundamental region is bounded by the grid lines 3 <_ i < m,
3 <_ j <_ n (see Figure B-I). The computer storage array is bounded by the
grid lines 1 < i < m + 2, 1 < j < n + Z, the two additional grid lines
exterior to each side of the fundamental region being used only for indexing
purposes in the program.
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The maximum total grid array size has been established as 33 x 33
and the minimum total grid array size must be 9 x 9. Thus, if the total grid
array size is (M + 2) x iN + 2), i.e., an array with M + 2 grid lines
parallel to the y-axis and N + 2 grid lines parallel to the x-axis, where
9<_(M + 2) <_ 33, 9<_(N + 2) < 33, then the usable grid node array size is
(h4-2) x (N-2) because of the indexing grid lines exterior to the fundamental
region.
For amaximum total grid array size of 33 x 33, the usable grid array
size is therefore 29 x 29, and for aminimum total grid array size of 9 x 9,
the usable grid array size is 5 x 5.
The main control program Lt)N_bHEAR begl,_b by reading the input
data from the punched data cards. The program first reads and stores the
physical aspects of the problem including grid node array spacing, location
of nodes which lie on the inclusion interface, the sine and cosine of the angle
which the normal to the interface at each interface node makes with the
x axis and the material properties of the inclusion and matrix. Next a code
number (MFI) is given to each node which identifies it as being located either
in the matrix (MFI=l), in the fiber (MFI=2) or on the interface (MFI=3). An-
other code (KNT) is assigned to each node indicating the type of equation to
be satisfied at that node, i.e. (equilibrium, interface continuity, or bound-
ary) and also the difference representation used for that equation, i.e., for-
ward, central, or backward. There are a total of 17 different node types.
With this information, the program generates the coefficients of the
difference representations of the equilibrium, interface, and boundary
equations. The coefficients for the interior equilibrium nodes are stored in
the two-dimensional (33, 33} arrays E1 through E5. The interface coeffi-
cients are stored in the single subscript (70) arrays C1 through C29 and the




All of the coefficients for each node equation are stored in the
computer core, thus eliminating time consuming recalculation or tape access
during the solution process.
The remainder of the main program logic controls the flow between
subroutines to affect the desired solution.
B. 4 SUPPORTING SUBROUTINES
B. 4. 1 SUBROUTINE RSDLS
This subroutine calculates a residual at each grid node using the
existing displacement field and the difference representation of the appro-
priate equation at each grid node.
RSDLS will be entered NRD times, calculating a new residual at each
grid node, using the displacement field obtained from subroutine RLXLS {or
the specified input displacements when RSDLS is entered the first time). The
displacements existing at each grid node and its surrounding nodes are put
into the appropriate equation for that node and a residual is computed which
represents the extent to which the existing displacements do not satisfy the
equation. In the first entry to RSDLS at the beginning of the problem, the
only displacements existing are the unit displacements along one boundary,
all other displacements being set equal to zero. The result is that the
equations are trivially satisfied at each grid node except the first row in from
the displaced boundary where residuals are calculated. These residuals
create residuals at surrounding nodes during the solution process and thus
propagate the boundary displacement throughout the array.
B. 4.2 SUBROUTINE RLXLS
Subroutine RLXLS employs a systematic relaxation procedure
Isuccessive overrelaxation) on the residuals in the grid node array to arrive
at a set of displacements which are a solution of the difference equations.
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This subroutine is the portion of the program which solves the set of equa-
tions representing the problem, and as such is the key element in the relax-
ation technique.
Indexing from node to node begins in the row adjacent to the displaced
boundary and progresses toward the interior of the fundamental region. This
is done to transmit the boundary displacement most rapidly to the other
nodes. At each node, the KNT code is tested to determine the type of equa-
tion to be satisfied at that node. The coefficient in the difference equation
for the node multiplying the displacement at that node is placed in CAT.
The residual existing at each node represents the extent to which the
difference equation is not yet _,_tI_LL=u_ at *_*_,,,.,_..v_"'_'_ and thl.q_ _,rror is arbi-
trarily assumed to be entirely caused by an error in displacement at that
node. A change in displacement can be calculated which will cause the
residual at the grid node to be reduced to zero, thus satisfying the equation
at that node. Actually, the change in displacement is further increased by
multiplying it by a factor OMB, in effect "overrelaxing" the residual. In
theory,* the value of OMB can vary from 0< OMB< 2. The case of OMB< 1
is termed underrelaxation and OMB> 1 is overrelaxation.
An optimum value of the relaxation factor OMB has been found to be
about 1.75 for the present solution.
After computing the desired displacement change at the node and
actually changing the displacement value, the program indexes to the eight
surrounding nodes (see Figure B-Z). The residual at each of these nodes is
changed in proportion to the influence of the changed displacement on the
equation at the node point. This amount is the ratio of the coefficient of the
changed displacement to the coefficient stored in CAT. This process is
*Young, David, "Iterative Methods for Solving Partial Difference Equations
of Elliptic Type, " Transactions of the American Mathematical Society,
Vol 76, pp 9Z-lll, January-June 1954.
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repeated many times throughout the array until the residual at each node is
reduced to a value small enough such that subsequent relaxations would no
longer induce a significant change in displacement at any grid node.
At the grid nodes interior to the inclusion and lying on the x = 0 or
y = 0 boundaries, (IMM1, 3) and (3, INMI), a forward difference cannot be
taken which will always have all three points interior to the inclusion, For
this reason, the usual relaxation procedure has been replaced with an
interpolation-relaxation scheme at these points. At the end of each relax-
ation cycle, the displacement at these two points is calculated using a
Fortran Function Subroutine AINTPL. This library subroutine uses all of
the displacements along the boundary interior to the inclusion and by the
method of Lagrangian interpolation, which can accommodate the irregular
grid spacing, computes a new value for the displacement. The difference
between this new displacement and the previous one is then used to relax the
residuals at all affected surrounding grid nodes. Using this method, the
final displacement value is the result of interaction with surrounding nodes
and not the result of interpolation alone. This library subroutine can be
easily replaced with any Lagrangian interpolation scheme desired if AINTPL
is not available.
Q
Two exits are possible from Subroutine RLXLS. At the beginning of
each relax cycle, the total number of cycles already executed is compared to
the input value of NRX. When these are equal, control returns to the main
program. At the end of each relaxation cycle, the total number of cycles
already executed is compared to the input value of NRXBT, which is the
number of relaxation cycles to be executed before testing the stresses at
selected test points. When the number of relaxation cycles exceeds NRXBT,
the stresses TZX and TZY are calculated at the specified test points and
compared with the stresses existing at the end of the previous relaxation
cycle. If the sum of the squares of these stresses at all test points has
changed by an amount less than a specified percentage, read in as PCGPRX,
then control returns to the main program.
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Printed output from Subroutine RLXLS consists of an I and J node
index, displacement and residual for eachnodepoint in the array. Printout
occurs for the first (NCPRLX) number of consecutive relaxation cycles
following an exit from Subroutine RSDLSand every (NPRLX) multiple cycle
thereafter. Printout will also occur for the last relaxation cycle executed
when exit from RLXLS is a result of satisfying the condition of minimum
changein stress at the test points. At the endof each printout, a record of
the humor of test points which have not yet satisfied the percentage change
in stress condition, since testing began, is given.
B.. 4.. 3 SUBROUTINE STRLS
Subrou[in= _"_ " _ is =,_+_d...... after Subroutines no,_,'__"_ ¢ a "_ D I Xl.q
have been executed the specified number of times. STRLS then calculates the
average shear stress existing along the boundary having the specified unit
displacement. An effective composite shear modulus is calculated by multi-
plying the average shear stress by the proper quadrant dimension and
dividing this product by the unit displacement. Each displacement in the
array is then multiplied by the ratio of the average shear stress desired to
the average shear stress developed. This yields the desired displacement
field.
Using this displacement field, Subroutine STRLS then calculates the
shear stresses T and r and the shear stress resultant r =
_2 ,1/2 zx zy zxy2
(Tzx + azy _ at each node of the grid array. These are printed along with
the identifying I and J indices and the displacements.
At each interface node, where stresses can be calculated both in the
inclusion and in the matrix, a zero is printed. The interface stresses are
then printed on a separate page along with the effective composite shear
modulus. The inclusion shear stresses, r at L = 1 and r at L = NL,
zx zy
cannot be calculated and are printed as zero.
6
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TITLE is an alphanumeric description
of the particular problem under consider-
ation (up to 72 characters).
M and N identify the boundaries of the
fundamental region {see Figure B-l).
NRX is the maximum number of times
the program will execute Subroutine
RLXLS between successive returns to
Subroutine RSDLS.
NRD is the number of times the program
will enter Subroutine RSDLS.
IM is the number of the I coordinate grid
line at which the inclusion crosses the
x-axis, i.e. , at grid node (IM, 3). Grid
nodes are indexed in the program as
II, J).
IN is the number of the J coordinate grid
line at which the inclusion crosses the
y-axis, i.e., at grid node (3, IN).
NPRLX is an integer indicating that sub-
routine RLXLS will be printed at every








NCPRLX is an integer which indicates
the number of consecutive outputs of the
results of Subroutine RLXLS to be
printed, beginning with the first entry to
RLXLS, i.e., the first NCPRLXoutputs
of Subroutine RLXTS will be printed.
NL is the number of grid nodes lying on
the inclusion interface and includes the
grid nodes referenced in _'-- __c_+_= _¢
IM and IN {see Figure B-I).
Construct a line perpendicular to the
y-axis and passing through the grid node
referenced in the definition of IN and an-
other line perpendicular to the x-axis and
passing through the grid node referenced
in the definition of IM. These lines will
intersect at some grid node {c, d).
NMFI is the number of grid nodes con-
tained in the region exterior to the inclu-
sion and its interface node points, but
lying on or within the lines constructed
through point (c, d).
The grid nodes referenced in the defini-






















= l indicates that Problem 1
only is to be solved.
= Z indicates that Problem Z
only is to be solved.
= 3 indicates that both
Problems 1 and Z are to be
solved (combined loading).
NTP NTP is the number of test points
(1 < NTP < 10).
Note: Choose as test points only those grid
nodes which are interior to the
matrix.
NRXBT NRXBT is the number of times the program
will execute the Subroutine RLXLS before
testing the selected test points.
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KSYM = 0 indicates an unsymmetrical
inclusion or inclusion spacing. An inclu-
sion is unsymmetrical if, when rotated
90 degrees about its longitudinal axis, the
transformed inclusion does not occupy the
same space as the original inclusion.
KSYM = 1 indicates that both inclusion
and spacing are symmetrical.
_UIA_AAAO _AA _V_ .........
the test points used in testing the percent
change of stress per relax.
IJTP (2N-l) = I coordinate and
IJTP (2N) = J coordinate of the Nth
test point.
PCGPRX is the maximum percent change in
stress allowed at any of the test points, per
relax, before exiting from Subroutine
RLXLS.
HX(I) is the absolute value of the distance
between grid lines I and I+ 1.
HY(J) is the ....... '"^ of "_ n_-+ ....
between grid lines J and J+ 1.
GF is the shear modulus, Gf , of the fiber
(Ib/in. 2).




Param ete r D e finition
OMB
VF
OMB is the relaxation factor to be used.
0 < OMB < 2, with optimum convergence
usually being obtained for OMB near 1.7.
VF is the percent fiber content by volume
of the composite.
Note: VF is input for printout purposes
only and is not used in the
calculations.
MATRICES LI, LJ Associated with each grid node on the inter-
face of the inclusion is an L number. The
grid node referenced in the definition of IN
has an L number equal to 1, i.e., L = 1.
Proceeding clockwise along the interface
the next grid node has an L number equal
to 2, i.e., L = 2. Continuing as de-
scribed above implies that the grid node
referenced in the definition of IM has an
L number equal to NL, i.e., L = NL.
Matrices LI and LJ contain the I and J
coordinates respectively, of the grid nodes
on the interface of the inclusion where LI(N)
is the I coordinate and LJ(N) is the J
coordinate of that grid node whose L
number is equalto N, i.e., L = N.
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Matrices COST and SINT contain Cos@ n
and Sin@ n , respectively, where 8niS
defined as follows:
For an arbitrary grid node (I, J) on the
interface of the inclusion whose L number
is some value such that 1 < L < EL,
8 is defined as the angle between the
n
normal to the inclusion surface at (I, J) and
the positive x-axis.
Thus COST (L) = Cos@
n
SINT (L) = Sin0
n
For L = 1, i.e., the grid node referenced
in the definition of IN, O is defined to be
n
90 degrees which implies
COST (i) = Cos 90 ° = 0.0
SINT (I) = Sin 90 ° = I..0
For L = NL, i.e., the grid node refer-
enced in the definition of IM, @ is defined
n
to be 0 degrees which implies
..... !, 0COST %_) = Cos 0 °
SINT (NL) = Sin 0 ° = 0.0
TZXB is the desired average shear stress
(lb/in. Z) at infinity in the x-direction.
TZYB is the desired average shear stress
(ib/in. 2) at infinity in the y-direction.
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Parameter Definition
MATRICES MFII, MFIJ Matrices MFII and MFIJ contain the I and J
coordinates respectively of those grid nodes
referenced in the definition of NMFI. No
particular input order is required.
B. 6 INPUT DATA CARD LISTING
Card No. Parameter Data Field
l TITLE 1-72
2 M, N, NRX I-3, 4-6, 7-9
NRD, IM, IN 10-12, 13-15, 16-18
NPRLX, NCPRLX 19-Zl, 22-24
NL, NMFI 25-27, 28- 30




4 PCGPRX 1 - 12
5 to L HX(I) 1-72
where I = 3...M-l
NOTE:
the greatest integer function.













+ 1) where LJ represents
The maximum allowable





Card No. K = [_-_]
the greatest integer function.
value of K is L + 5.
EIZ. 6
+ (L + 1)where [Jrepresents
The maximum allowable
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Card No. Parameter Data Field
K+I GF, GM 1-24
OMB, VF 25-48
K+2 to J LI(L), LJ(L) 1-72
where L = I... NL
J+l to I COST(L), SINT(L) 1-72
where L = I...NL
I+l TZXB, TZYB 1-24
I+Z to LC MFII(K), MFIJ(K) 1-72
where K = I... NMFI







B. 7 OUTPUT OF PROGRAM
and
(1) Repeated input data.
(Z) Dimensions of first quadrant of the fundamental region,
where:
M-1
A = _ HX(1)
I=3
N-I





(3) If NKPROB = 1 or 2.:
(4)
(a) Results of the kth entry into Subroutine RSDLS
(b) Results of Subroutine RLXLS, NCPRLX consecutive times,
every integral multiple of NPRLX, and the last execution.
NOTE: (a) and (b) are printed consecutively for each value
of k where k = I...NRD. Output includes the I
and J coordinate of each node of the grid array
and the corresponding displacements and residuals
at each grid node.
If NKPROB = l and k = l, the residuals computed in
Subroutine RSDLS will be zero everywhere except at those
grid nodes in the M-I column at J = 4...N-l.
If NKPROB = 2 and k = l, the residuals computed in
Subroutine RSDLS will be zero everywhere except at those
grid nodes in the N-1 row at I = 4...M-I.
(c) Results of Subroutine STRLS for the particular problem
solved, i.e., Problem 1 or Problem 2.
If NKPROB = 3:
Results of Subroutine STRLS for Problems 1 and 2 combined.
Output will include:
(a) The I and J coordinates of each grid node and its correspond-
ing displacement w.
(b) The shear stress components TZX and TZY and the resultant
shear stress TZXY at each interior and boundary node.
(c) The shear stress components and the resultant shear stress
at each interface node for both filament and matrix.
(d) GX and GY, which are defined as the effective composite
shear moduli in the x and y coordinate directions,
re spectively.
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B. 8 SAMPLE PROBLEM
The sample solution presented at the end of this appendix is that of the
elliptical inclusion array shown in the upper left of Figure Z6.
On the first page of output is printed the title ELLIPTICAL INCLU-
SION and the other input data. The grid node array size of 15 by 15 is the
number of grid lines in the fundamental area. The computer solution uses
two grid lines outside this area and so M and N are input as 17. The quad-
rant dimensions A and B are merely the sum of the distances between grid
lines in the x and y directions respectively. The ellipse represented has a
major to minor axes ratio of 2:1 and a fiber volume of 70 percent. The input
values of matrix and inclusion shear modulus, relaxation factor, imposed
loads, and fiber volume are also listed.
Following this are the I and J coordinates of the ten test points at
which the change in stress per relaxation cycle is to be calculated. The
spacing between each grid line is listed under GRID SPACING. First, the
horizontal spacing HX (I) is given. The distance shown for I = 3 is the
horizontal distance from grid line 3 to grid line 4. Similarly, HY (J} is the
vertical grid spacing.
The first entry into Subroutine RSDLS results in zero residuals at all
grid nodes except those adjacent to the right boundary which is given a unit
displacement. In this row, the residuals are equal to 0.4958 x 1010. As the
effect of these residuals spreads throughout the array during the relaxation
process, they become progressively smaller.
The relaxation process was halted after 110 relaxation cycles when
all 10 test points recorded a change in stress of less than 0.05 percent per
relaxation cycle. At this point, the largest residual in the entire array had
an exponent of 105. This represents a decrease of 5 orders of magnitude.
The interior and boundary stresses are printed, followed by the
interface stresses. The stress concentration factor (as shown in Figure 26)
$
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is determined by the matrix interface stress at I = ii, J = 3, i.e.,
3921.1 psi, divided by the imposed shear stress of i000 psi, i.e.,
SCF = 3. 921. Next is printed the effective composite shear modulus in
the x direction of 0. 869 x 106. The shear modulus in the y direction was not
calculated since the example problem shown involved an imposed shear stress
along the x = a boundary only; Problem 2, i.e., an imposed shear stress
along the y = b boundary only, was not solved for in this example.
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LONGITUDINAL SHEAR PROGRAM
NO I ISKQR=O? F NO
,_ YES
PROVIDE INITIAL DISPLACEMENT I
OF THE PROPER BOUNDARY I
CALL SUBROUTINE RSDLS
, ,i,
I WHirl:. NODAL POiN_ COORDINATE:>, i






I SET KPROB = 1 FOR NKPROB = 1 OR 32 2









I buui_bARv AiwD iNTERFACE NODES I
,i,
I WRITE INPUT DATA AND QUADRANT DIMENSIONS J
SUBROUTINE RSDLS
SUBROUTINE RLXLS
AT EACH NODE IN ARRAY - CALCULATE
NEW W DISPLACEMENT AND RELAX
RESIDUAL AT SURROUNDING NODES
NO _,
CYCLES COMPLETED WHEN NRXS > NRXBT. IS CHANGE IN STRESS
NRX ? AT ALL TEST'POINTS LESS THAN PCGPRX?
[,,Es _YESd WR,TENODALPO,NTCOORDINATES,I






I INVERT DISPLACEMENTS ]OBTAINED FOR KPROB = 1
KPROB = 2 II +
i CALLSUBROOTINESTRLS_
_l KPROB = 3, I
,I,
COMBINE NODAL POINT _"




t IS NRDS>NRD ? I
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W AND LEAVE IN
W STORAGE
_V
IS NKPROB = 3 ?
NO
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STRESSES, Gx AND GY
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2C2Q(,13,_).XF! 3_ X3),WSAVE 3_,_ ,TZXY,3_,_),
3C6(70),C7(_O),C_(Tq).C_(70),C_,)(_n),C_I(7(k),,_!_(_F),CI_(7_),CI_7(,





A R_LAX*TIO_ _OLt)?ION O; THE LnNG_TUO]N_L _w_ O_O_L_M FOx
C DOU_LY PEqIODZC _CTAN_ULA_ AR_y OF EL_S_IC I_JC_L_SIO_ i_ _
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%01 _E_D (8,208) TITLE
_EAU (8,201) M,N.W_X.N_O.IM.IN,N_LX.N_RLX,NI,N_rI,N_°_TP
1,NRXPT._SYM
IF (N_PRO_ o_0. _) GO TO 62
GO TO 61262 KPR0_ =
61 NTP_=NTP*2



























0016 REAO (8,2O2) (NX(1))I©_,MM%)
_r, 77 _ZAU (_,202) (_Y(J).J=_,NMI)
ti078 AsO.O
OO79 AzO.O
O080 DO 4_ I=3,_1
0n81 4_ A=A°HX(2)









n093 REA_ (8,_01) ((L_(L|,L,I(L})°Lzt,NL)
_094 READ (B°_02) ((CO_T(L),SINT(L)),L=%,NL)
Ong_ _E_U (8,2O2) TZW@°TZYB
O0_S DO J3 I=3,M
0O97 DO J3 J=INP_,_
0O98 33 M;I(I°J)=I
ong@ DO _4 Z=IMP%,N
0100 O0 _4 J=3,ZN
010% 34 MrI(I,J)=1
0102 O0 _5 ZI3,ZM
0103 DO _5 J_,IN
0104 39 MgI(I,J)#2






































































































































































QEAU (8,201} ((MFI](K),MFIJ{K)),KII, NMF])

























































































0311 U_ITE (_,207) (_JTP(IJ)o_J=I,NTP2)
0312 URITE (5,2091 ((I_HX(_}),Z=3,M_)
031_ _RIT£ (_,210) (_J_Y(J}),J=3_NMt)
03_4 3 N_X$=O
0315 NgO$=O
03_6 10 XF (NRDS-NR_) _°6_6
_3t7 _ _ (KPROB .£0_ 2) GO TO 52
0318 _F (KO_ ,_£o 8} G3 TO 63
0319 _1S=1-0
O32O O0 3O J=3,N
O322 Kgg =
O323 GO TO 6
0324 52 I_ (KO_ *N£° _) G_ TO 63
O326 O0 104 I=I,M




033t DO 51 Z=3oM
03_ KgR • 1
0334 63 CALL RSUL$
0335 N_DS=N_OSol
033? _R_TE(5_204)
0338 _R]TE (5_05} (([_°Jo_(_,J)tRE_(I,J)},J=3_N|_=3,M)"
0339 O0 46 _J=l,_O
0340 4& T2X_tt_J)=O*
0341 CALL RLXLS
















































IF (NKPRO_ ,NO. 3) GO TO 1
XF (KPROB ,[0o 2) GO TO h4





60 To _065 DO 66 • 3,M
DO b6 J = 3*N
66 W(I*J) = NSAVG(J,I)/FP1
KPROB = 2
CALL STHLS
64 KDROR = 3
DO b7 Z = 3oM
00 e7 J = 3.N





203 FORMAT (IMI,4RX,2INRESULTS Or RESZD NO, ,I?,SX,ITHPROBLEM NO,.ES/)
204 FORMAT {IN °41,6XpIMI,_X,tHJ,18x,THH,l_Xo RHRE_IDUAL.///)
20_ FOR_kT (IH mSX,2TO.OX.2E20.8)
206 FORMAT (EHI°3OX,5_HL O N G I T u O I N A L S H E A R _ N A L
i Y S Z S ,144.12AS,///,55X,lOH_NPUT DATAo//1,
245H GRIU NODE ARRAY SIZE =,I2,4H BY ,I_,l/,
321H gUAORANT OIMF_OION_ ,bX,3HA •.IFO°3,bX,SHB =,1F6,3, 14,
4OSH MATRIX SHEAR qOOULUS PSI =.1E12.4, II.
5OSH INCLUSION SNE&R MODuLus P$_ 1,1Gt2*4. I/"
645M RELAXAT£ON FADTOR (OMEGA BAR) =,IF6,3, I/,
745_ kVGRADG Zx ON[OR L_ODING AT ENFINZTy (PSI) =,IFR.2, I/,
645H AVERAGE ZY SMEAR LOANING Ar INFINZTy (PSI) •,1r9.2, I/,
945H PGRCENT FIBER gY VOLt)ME =,1F9o2 )
207 FORMAT (IH *//o244 TEST POINT CnORSINATES .//,_X*IH|*S_.IHJ,//o
1(DX,214])
208 FORMAT (12A6)
20q FORMAT (tH1,/I//,toN _TO SPACINR ,II,bXolHI*RX,SHHX(]),//,
I(3X,E4.SX,F12oO))


































































































































































































































































4203 DO 50 III= 2oKWMI
II • RRP2 o IZI
DO 50 JJJ • 2°KNM1






























































































208 GO TO (50*2082),8=R08
2082 CATSD7(J)
GO TO 1
209 GO TO (50*20921eK=R08
2092 CATIDXO(J)
GO TO 1
210 GO TO 12101,501,K_R08
2101 CATsDI(I)
GO 10 1
211 GO TO 12111e501,K=R08
2111 CATaDO(%)
GO TO 1




























OORTHAN 4 PROGRAM RLXLS
0115 3O 8N=KNTI_I,_J)
0116 00 10 1_01._0_1oK=_08
4'117 801 GO TO (_1.2,3,4,_o51,7,51.51,10°11,51,_',51,_'.51o_11,_N
f1118 302 GO TO 1_1°2,3,4,5,_,51o_,9,_1,_1,_1,51,_1°_1,_o_11o KN
0119 2 00 TO (22,?J,_4o20,St,51,51._l,211,KIJ
0120 21 W(I,J}'#(Z.J).R[W(IeJI_ONO/CAT
0121 G[WI%,JI "OFWII,J) o(1.0-n_l
0122 O0 TO 51
0103 22 REWIKIoKJ) ,OEW((I.KJI -8EWII.JI*OMBo_E4 I_I._JI/CAT)
_124 GO TO _1
0l_5 23 8EWIKI,_J) ,q[w(<ImKJI -R£W(IoJ)¢OMB_(£_ (KI,K_)/C_TI
0_26 QO TO 5_
0127 28 R[W(KI,_JI sSEWI<I.KJ) °REW([.J|*OM_(E2 IK_,_II/C_T)
0100 GO TO 51
0129 25 8EW(KI,KJ) =OEWI<I.KJ) -REWII,J)*OMB*(E3 IK,,KI)/CAT_
O130 O0 TO 51
0131 3 LzLNIKZoKJI
0132 O0 TO 1_2,3_,_4,3_,36,_7,30o39,311oKIJ
O133 31 WII*J)zWIIoJI-R_W(Z_JI_OM8/C AT
0104 REW(I,JI ,GEWII,J) _11,0-nMR)
01_5 _0 TO 51
0136 32 REW&K1,KJ) ,8EWr_I,KJ) -REW{I,JIQOM_(CV _L)/C_TI
0137 00 TO 51
0138 33 8[WIKIoKJI sREWI(IoKJI -REW(I,J)*OMH*(CIO(LI/C_TI
0139 80 TO 51
0%40 36 8EW(KX,KJI .OEWI_,KJ) -REWII°JI_OM8*(C7 It)/O*TI
0141 O0 TO 51
u_42 35 8EW(KI,RJI =REW{<I_KJI -R_W(I.JI*O_8_tCU (L)/C_TI
0143 O0 TO 51
n144 36 R£WtKI°KJI "8EW_<I_KJ) -R(W(I°J)tO_O*(C131L)/_TI
0145 _0 TO 5%
o148 37 8EWIKI._J} _Ew((I_KJI -GEW(IoJI*ORB_(CIO(t_/CJT)
0147 O0 10 _%
0148 38 R[W(KloKJ) IREW(_I_KJI -8[W(Z,JI.OM8*(Cll(L)/C*TI
0149 O0 TO 51
0150 38 R[WIKX°_J) 15EWI<I_KJI -R_W_IoJ)*OMB*,CI21L)/CAT|
0151 GO TO _1
nl52 8 LSLN(_I,KJI
0153 GO TO 142o4_,44°4_,51o47,48,49,411,8IJ
n154 41 W(I.J)IWII,J)-R[W(I_J)*OMO/C_T
0155 8CWtIoJI _Ew(I,JI Q(1.0*nMG)
(_168 GO lO 51
8157 42 8EW(KI,hJI "OEwI<I,KJ) -R(W(I,JI_OMBo_C20{L_/CITI
0158 00 TO 81
0159 43 8EW(KI°KJ) _R£W(<I,KJI -REW(I,J)_OMO.{CIO(L_/:A1_
0100 80 I0 51
O181 04 R[W(KIoKJ) _R£W(_T_KJ) -XEW(I,JI*OM_C7 IL)/CATI
01_2 00 To 51
0163 48 A[W(KIoKJ) .OFW(<T,KJ) -8[WII,JI_OMO,_C_ (L)/C^11
0164 00 10 _1
0165 07 R£WIKLoKJ) ,_FW(<],KJ) -R£W(I,JI_OMU*_CI_LJ/_TI
0166 GO T_} 51
0187 88 8EWIKIoKJ) ,RFW(_I_KJ) -_EW(%,JI_OM_,oC111L}/C¢TI
0180 GO TO 51
0169 49 REW(KI°KJI "_EW(_I,KJI °REW(I°JI*OXB*,C12(L_/CATI

































































52 REW(KI,KJ)=REw(K_,KJ)-REW(I,J)*_MG*( C9 (LI/CAT)
GO TO 51 ( nM (53 REWtKIoKJ)=_WtK_,KJ)-REw I,J). R_ " I_(L)/CAT)
GO TO 51
54 REW(KI,hJ)=_Ew(KI*KJ)-REW(I,J)*nMR$( C7 (L)/CAT)
GO TO 51
55 REW(KZ,KJ)=REW(KZ,KJ)-_EW(I,J)*nRB$( C_ (L}/CAT)
GO TO 51
58 REw(KZ,KJ)=_EW(KI,KJ)'REw(T.J)$nMRt(C13(L}/CAT)























76 ;;W(;I:;J' =REW (K,, KJ ' "PEw' I ......... C,_(L, .....
GO TO 51
GO TO 51




84 REW(KI,KJ)=_EW(K_,KJ)-RZW(I,J)$nMR*( 08 (J)/CAT)
GO TO 51
88 R_W(KZ,KJ)=_EW(K_,KJ)-REW(I,J)$nMR*( 09 (J)/C_T)





































































105 RE_(K_.KJ)=H_W(KY,KJ)-REW(_oJ)_nMR*( D2 (_)/C_T)
GO TO 51
189 R£W(KL,KJI=_EW(_I,_J)-REW(I,J)*n_*( O_ (111C,_T)
GO TO 51




113 REW(KI,KJ)=R£W(KT,KJ)-RZW(I,J)_nM8,( D_ (I)/C_T)
60 TO 51

















































0293 IF (NRXSoLE.N_XBT) QO TO 3005
0294 NPT'O















0311 r_ (PG_.LE oPCG_J _0 TO 30O2
0312 NPT.N_T*I
0313 300_ TZXYI(IJ}_TZX¥2(IJ)







0321 NRZTE (5,1041) N_X$_KP_O_
0_22 1041 RORMAT(IHI._9_,_ _ES_LTS OF _FLAX NO. ,I4,_.11_L£_ _0.°_3/)
_324 _042 FORMAT_IH ,//o_X,tHI._X,l_JoISX,IMW.18X,_£$_UIL.///.
0_25 I(3X_214o6X.2E_O._))
O326 _RITE (_o1043) NPT.PC_PRX
O327 LPRX • _RXS
032B GO TO 1001
0329 1003 _F (NRX$ .E_. LPRX) _0 TO 4O44
0_30 wRZTE (_o104_| N_XS_KPRO_
033_ wRITE (_,1042_ (((I,J°_(T,J),REX(IoJ)).j=_,N),I._,M)
0_32 wRITE (_,1043_ N_T.PCGP_X
0333 1043 ROR_AT(IH o///,_0.92H T_ST P_TNTS HAVL NOT YrT CONV_D T_ TH_




































































































































































IF (NKPROB .(O. 2) GO TO 10
RETURN














































































































IF (L.GI.2.ANo.L.-T.NLMI)O0 TO 19








































































































































































































































101 fORmAT (IH1,51X,_NIFHF_CE YT_E_5£S*/////,
236x*g. Ih _AT_TW.4OY,12WIN INCLU_(nN,//.
26X,%HI,3X.I_J*IIW,_HTZw,14X,3H;7Y,ItX,U'HL_UtI*NT*IIX,_IZW,14V,
102 r0R_T 11_ ,/1,34_ [rFrCTIVE C'_M_SIIE _hE_H _+nOhttl%°/llRH _XI,
21E_U,_,//,RH QY=*I[20*_)
RETURN
COMPUTER OUTPUT SAMPLE PROBLEM
L _ N G Z T U P I N A L S H E A _ A N A t Y S [ q
ELLIPTICAL TNCLUSION
INPUT DATA
GRID _ODE kRRAY SZZE =]5 DY 15
O_AD_ANT DIMENSZOMS k • 0.519 B = 1.000
MATRIX SHEAR MODULUS PSZ = 0,2O00*O06
INCLusiON SHEAR MDDULUS PSI = 0.4000_nq7
RELAXATION fACTOR (OMEGA BAH) = 1.750
AV£RADE ZX SHEAR LOADZNG AT ZNFINITV (PSI) = 1000.00
AVERAGE ZY SWEAR LOAOING AT INFINITY (PSI) z O.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 TEsT POINTS HkVE NOT YET CONVERGED TO THE SPEC_FIEC HIM[HUH CNANG_ IN ST_S PER _ELkX OF 8.05_PEmCENT
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INTERInQ AND BOUkDARY _TR¢SSES


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































11 22.764 O. 72.764 L. O. n.
4 1 28,140 15.379 32.56_ 613,_7 "6%,_7 n b$_.310
50.163 4B.653 69.S8_ 673._48 -103.4_ 639.073
100,0_0 95.271 %38.126 6_Z.9_e -162.49_ 651,_1_
7 _ 253.7_4 167.615 3_4,14n _A_.R_S -290.181 74a.845
8 & 56_.361 237.691 609.6OO 996.44_ -47_,147 %10_.9_
9 972.668 202.76_ 993._7_ 13_9 Z_9 -638,_n 147m.298
10 _ 155D.658 175.3_4 1_68.6_ 7 7_? "L:7 °626._ _6fl.Sn6
Zl 3 3921.1_6 5_.558 3971._4_ _ 921'1_9 O. 39_1.1_ _





A RELAXATION METHOD OF SOLUTION OF THE
TRANSVERSE NORMAL STRESS PROBLEM FOR A DOUBLY PERIODIC
RECTANGULAR ARRAY OF ELASTIC INCLUSIONS IN AN
INFINITE ELASTIC BODY
C. 1 INTRODUCTION
Yhe solution of u_ -'-- - _ " _^ ^*'^- _..p_-uu_,_J v_,,=u in .... 4 has '_,_ formulated
using a finite difference representation and a numerical relaxation procedure
designed for high speed digital computer operation. The finite difference
approximations of the partial derivatives contained in Equations (66), (67),
and (68) make use of irregular grid spacings in both coordinate directions,
as indicated in Figure C-l. This is an important feature of the solution in
that it permits the use of close grid spacings in regions where it is desired
to determine stresses very accurately, e.g., in areas of high stress con-
centration where stress gradients are high, while allowing a coarser spacing
in less critical regions. This permits a given degree of accuracy with a
minimum amount of numerical computation and computer storage capacity.
C. 2 FINITE DIFFERENCE FORMS
The finite difference representations of the partial derivatives are of
the following forms (where f represen£s eiL_,_=....... au or =_ v _o_;'--I-_-+...........
depending upon which derivative is being evaluated).
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II II II II II II II II[iiiFi i ,..2_5u..
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(1) First irregular central differences
5f ] _ 1 [a2i, j al a3 (al + a3) 3 fi+l, j +
'i, j a2 a4 (a2 + a4) 4 fi, j+l
2 2 _ a_l fi |(al - a3) fi, j -1, j J
(a Z - a 4) f. - a 2x,j fi, j-1 J
(2) Second irregular central differences
[
°_(_1 a3 ) axfi.l,j
.. a'l_ _ + _ _.
_'_ I i, J
- (a 1 + a3) fi, j
I 2 [a,f:
5Y2 i, j aza4(a2 + a4)
- (a 2 + a 4) f.1, j
(3) Second mixed irregular central difference
- a a4 fi+l, j+li, j laza3a4(al + a3) (az + a4)
+ (a2 - a4) fi+l,j fi+l, j-1
2 Z
(a 1 a 3)
ala2a3a4(al + a3) (a2 + a4)
+ (a2 - a4) fi, j
2
alaza3a4(a 1 + a3) (az + a4) -1,j +l
2 2 2 ]
+ (a2 - a4) fi-l,j - aZ fi-l,j-i ]
(Equation continued on next page)
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(4) First irregular forward differences
_f I - 1 [ 2 2 2
i,j ala9 (a9 - al) - (a9 - al) fi, j + a9 fi+l,j
_fl - 1 [ 2 Z Zi,j aZalO(alO - aZ) - (alO - a2) f'1'j + alO fi, j+l
(5) First irregular backward differences
2 ]
- a2 fi, j+2
_f _ 1 (all - a3) f" - al fi + a3
i,j a3all(all _ a3) _,j 1 -l,j fi-z,j
- a12 - a4) f. - a 1 + a 4
B-_ i, j a4a12(a12 - a4) z, j 2 fi, j-1 fi, j-2
The terms a 1 through a12 represent distances measured from the
point (i, j) at which the difference form is being expressed (point 0 in Fig-
ure C-2) to surrounding points (numbered 1 through 12 in Figure C-Z). The
subscripts on each displacement term identify the grid coordinates of that










I-2 I -1 I+1 1+2
Figure C.2. Node Identification Numbering System
Central differences are used in representing the equilibrium equa-
tions, Equations (66) and (67). In representing the boundary condition
equations, Equations (70) or (71), and the interface continuity equations,
Equation (69), it becomes necessary to use either forward or backward
differences to remain within the first quadrant of the fundamental region.
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C. 3 PROGRAM FORMULATION
The fundamental region is bounded by the grid lines 3 < i < M
3 < j < N (see Figure C-l). The computer storage array is bounded by the
grid lines 1 <i< M + Z and 1 < j < N+ Z, the two additional grid lines
exterior to each side of the fundamental region being used only for indexing
purposes in the program.
The maximum total grid array size has been established as 17 x 17
and the minimum total grid array size must be 9 x 9. Thus, if the total
grid array size is (M + Z) x (N + 2), i.e., an array with M + Z grid lines
parallel to the y-axis and N + Z grid 11nes p_tr_1-v, to _L,__-_x .........
9 <__(M + 2) <_17, 9 <__(N + Z) <_17, then the usable grid node array size is
(M - 2) x (N - Z) because of the unused grid lines exterior to the funda-
mental region.
For a maximum total grid array size of 17 x 17, the usable grid node
array size is therefore 13 x 13; and for a minimum grid array size of 9 x 9,
the usable grid node array size is 5 x 5.
Grid lines are located as desired in the fundamental area subject to
the following restrictions. Any grid line in the y direction which intersects
the matrix-inclusion interface must, at that intersection, cross a corre-
sponding grid line in the x direction such that the intersection is a grid node
lying on the interface. Also, a horizontal grid line must pass through the
point at which the interface crosses the y axis. Similarly, a vertical grid
line must pass through the point at which the interface crosses the x axis.
C. 4 FORTRAN PROGRAM
A listing of the Fortran statements which make up the main program
and its supporting subroutines is presented at the end of this appendix.
The main control program, called TRANSTRESS, generates the
equations to be solved at each grid node and controls the logic flow to the
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supporting, equation solving, subroutines. Initially the program clears the
locations used to store the u and v displacements, the u and v residuals
(REU and REV), and other storage locations which may have values from a
previous problem remaining in them. The program then reads the punched
input data cards. The first card read is an alphanumeric title card of 7Z
characters, which will be repeated on the printed output. The remaining
data cards supply the program with the physical geometry, imposed stress
conditions and control parameters of the problem, as detailed in
Paragraph C. 6.
The program then creates two grid lines outside of the fundamental
region on each side, which are to be used in indexing during the relaxation
process. A code, MFI, is assigned to each node, identifying it as lying in
the matrix (MFI = 1), in the inclusion (MFI = Z), or on the interface (MFI = 3).
Another code, KNT, is assigned to each node denoting the particular equation
to be solved at that grid node (i. e., equilibrium, boundary or interface equa-
tion) and the difference representation to be employed (i. e., central, forward
or backward). There are a total of 17 different equation combinations or
node types and thus KNT is a number ranging from 1 through 17.
The proper stress-displacement equation coefficients, listed in
Section 4, are then generated to produce a plane stress or a plane strain
solution.
At every interior grid node the equilibrium equations in the x and
y directions are combined into two equations, one of which eliminates the
u displacement at the node and the other eliminates the v displacement at
the node. The program then generates the coefficients of these equations at
each interior grid node, utilizing the grid spacing surrounding each node
and the proper stress-displacement equation coefficient. These coefficients
are stored in the two-dimensional arrays E1 through E32, which are in
common storage with the other subroutines. This eliminates the need of
recalculating any coefficient at any time during the solution process.
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The coefficients of the interface nodeequations are then generated for
eachnode lying on the interface. These are stored in the one-dimensional
arrays C1 through C38. The boundary equation coefficients are generated
and stored in the one-dimensional arrays D1 through DlZ. The program then
prints out the title, the inp_Jtparameters andthe problem description and
begins the solution.
The remainder of the statements in the main program TRANSTRESS
direct the logic flow betweenthe subroutines and store andmanipulate the
interim results to produce the desired solution. This portion of the program
is shownschematically in Figure 31.
C. 5 SUPPORTING SUBROUTINES
C. 5. 1 SUBROUTINE RESDTS
Upon entry into Subroutine RESDTS, the existing displacement field
is substituted into the difference equations generated for each grid node.
The extent to which these equations are not satisfied is termed the residual
at that grid node. The displacement field may be the initial unit displacement
given to one boundary with all other displacements set equal to zero. Or it
may be the displacements existing after a specified number of relaxation
cycles have been executed.
Two equations have been formulated at each grid node. One equation
is used to solve for the u displacement at the node and the other to solve for
the v displacement. The residual errors in these equations are termed
REU and REV, respectively. Using the existing displacement field, these
residual quantities are computed and stored for each grid node in the array.
Special equations have been formulated for grid nodes which interact
with surrounding grid nodes located across the matrix-inclusion interface.
These equations involve changing coefficients, as discussed in Subroutine
RELXTS. Most of the statements occurring in Subroutine RESDTS are
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required for computing the correct value for these coefficients before
calculating the residuals.
C. 5.Z SUBROUTINE RELXTS
Subroutine RELXTS systematically adjusts the displacements at
each grid node to reduce the residual at the node while calculating the
corresponding effect upon surrounding residuals. This procedure
(successive overrelaxation) is repeated throughout the array until the dis-
placements satisfy the difference equations.
Special equations using varying coefficients have been formulated at
grid nodes adjacent to the matrix-inclusion interface. These equations
involve the displacements at grid nodes across the interface. Because the
material properties of the matrix and the inclusion are different there is a
discontinuity in the slope of the displacements at the interface. The coef-
ficients of these displacements are adjusted at the beginning of each relaxa-
tion cycle to reflect an effective displacement which would exist if the
material properties were constant.
After calculating these coefficients, indexing is begun in the row
adjacent to the displaced boundary and progresses toward the interior of the
fundamental region. This is done to transmit the boundary displacement
most rapidly to the other nodes. At each node, the KNT code is tested to
determine the type of equation to be satisfied at that node. The coefficients
multiplying the displacements at that node in the difference equations for
the node are placed in CUAT and CVAT.
The residual existing at each node represents the extent to which the
difference equation is not satisfied at that node and this error is arbitrarily
assumed to be entirely due to an error in displacement at that node. A
change in displacement can be calculated which will cause the residual at the
grid node to be reduced to zero, thus satisfying the equation at that node.
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Actually, the change in displacement is further increased by multiplying it by
a factor OMB, in effect "overrelaxing" the residual. In theory*, the value
of OMB can vary from 0 < OMB < 2. The case of OMB < 1 is termed under-
relaxation and OMB > 1 is overrelaxation. An optimum value of the relaxa-
tion factor OMB has been found to be about 1.75 for the present solution.
After computing the desired displacement changes at the node and
actually changing the u and v displacement value, the program indexes to
the 1B affected nodes (see Figures C-2). The residuals at each of these
nodes are changed in proportion to the influence of the changed displacement
on the equation at the node point. This amount is the ratio of the coefficient
of the changed displacement to the coefficient stored in CUAT or CVAT. This
process is repeated many times throughout the array until the residuals at
each node are reduced to a value small enough such that subsequent relaxa-
tions would no longer induce a significant change in displacement at any grid
node.
Two exits are possible from Subroutine RELXTS. At the beginning
of each relaxation cycle, the total number of cycles already executed is
compared to the input value of NRX. When these are equal, control returns
to the main program. At the end of each relaxation cycle, the total number
of cycles already executed is compared to the input value of NRXBT, which
is the number of relaxation cycles to be executed before testing the stresses
at selected test points. When the number of relaxation cycles reaches
NRXBT, the stresses (fix in problems 1 and 3 and {yy in problem 2) are
calculated at the specified test points and compared with the stresses
existing at the end of the previous relaxation cycle. If the stresses at all
test points have changed by an amount less than a specified percentage, read
in as PCGPRX, then control returns to the main program.
Printed output from Subroutine RELXTS consists of an I and J node
index, u and v displacement and residual for each node point in the array.
',"Young, David, "Iterative Methods for Solving Partial Difference Equations
of Elliptic Type, " Transactions of the American Mathematical Society,
Vol. 76, pp 92-111, January- June 1954.
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Printout occurs for the first (NCPRLX) number of consecutive relaxation
cycles following an exit from Subroutine RESDTS and every (NPRLX)
multiple cycle thereafter. Printout will also occur for the last relaxation
cycle executed when exit from RELXTS is a result of satisfying the condi-
tion of minimum change in stress at the test points. At the end of each
printout, a record of the number of test points which have not yet satisfied
the percentage change in stress condition, since testing began, is given.
C. 5.3 SUBROUTINE STRSTS
Subroutine STRSTS is entered after Subroutines RESDTS and RELXTS
have been executed the specified number of times, the main program,
TRANSTRESS, having properly scaled, combined and stored the displacement
fields from the three separate problems.
Subroutine STRSTS calculates Crx, Cry, a z and Txy at each node in the
array. To conserve computer core storage, these quantities are stored in
the two-dimensional arrays previously used for the equilibrium equation
coefficients. Using these stresses, the principal stresses{Yl, CyZ' Cr3 are
calculated. Also computed are 0, the angle between the x axis and the
principal stress direction, and the yon Mises sum defined in Paragraph C. 8.
These are printed along with the identifying I and J indices, u and v dis-
placements, and a heading defining the imposed load conditions.
At each interface node, where stresses can be calculated both in
the inclusion and in the matrix, a zero is printed. The interface stresses
are then printed on a separate page along with the effective composite
elastic moduli and thermal coefficients. The stresses in the inclusion
at the point where the inclusion crosses the x and y axes cannot be cal-
culated and have been arbitrarily printed as zeros.
C. 5.4 SUBROUTINE SIGMAB
This subroutine is called by the main program, TRANSTRESS, to
calculate the average crx and {yy stresses existing along the x = a and y = b
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boundaries for each of the three intermediate solutions. The necessary
arguments are transmitted through the CALL statement.
C. 5.5 SUBROUTINE PART
Subroutine PART is called by Subroutine STRSTS and Subroutine
SIGMAB to calculate the partial derivative of u or v with respect to
x or y. The CALL statement transmits the necessary arguments and
indicates the difference scheme to be used, i.e., forward, central or
backward.










TITLE is an alphanumeric description of the
particular problem under consideration (up
to 72 characters).
M and N define the grid lines bounding the
fundamental region at x = a and y = b,
respectively (see Figure C-I).
NRX is the maximum number of times the
program will execute Subroutine RELXTS
between successive returns to Subroutine
RESDTS.
NRD is the number of times the program
will enter Subroutine RESDTS.
IM is the number of the I coordinate line
at which the inclusion crosses the x-axis,
grid node (IM, 3).
Grid nodes are indexed in the program
as (I, J).
IN is the number of the J coordinate line at








NPRLX is an integer such that subroutine
RELXTS will be printed at every integral
multiple of NPRLX.
NCPRLX is an integer which indicates the
number of consecutive outputs of the results
of Subroutine RELXTS, beginning with the
first entry to RELXTS, i.e., the first
NCPRLX outputs of Subroutine RELXTS
will be printed.
NL is the number of grid nodes lying on the
inclusion interface and includes the grid
nodes referenced in the definitions of IM
and IN.
Construct a line perpendicular to the y-axis
and passing through the grid node refer-
enced in the definition of IN and another
line perpendicular to the x-axis and passing
through the grid node referenced in the
definition of IM. These lines will intersect
at some grid node (c, d).
NMFI is the number of grid nodes contained
in the region exterior to the inclusion and
its interface node points, but lying on or
within the lines constructed through point
(c, d}.
Note: The grid nodes referenced in the de-
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NTP NTP is the number of test points
(1 < NTP < 10).
Note: Choose as test points only those grid
nodes which are interior to the
matrix.
NRXBT NRXBT is the number of times the program
will execute Subroutine RELXTS before
testing the selected test points,
KPSP5 KPSPS = 0 ................. program ...-11
execute the case of plane stress.
KPSPS = 1 indicates that the program will
execute the case of plane strain,
lq7
Parameter Definition
KSYM KSYM = 0 indicates an unsymmetrical
inclusion or inclusion spacing. An inclu-
sion is unsymmetrical if, when rotated
90 degrees about its longitudinal axis, the
transformed inclusion does not occupy the
same space as the original inclusion.
KSYM = 1 indicates that both inclusion and
spacing are symmetrical.
MATRIX IJTP MATRIX IJTP contains the coordinates of
the test points used in testing the percent
change of stress per relax
IJTP (ZN-I) = I coordinate and
IJTP (2N) = J coordinate of the
Nth test point.
PCGPRX PCGPRX is the maximum percent change
in stress allowed at any of the test points,
per relax, before exiting from Subroutine
RELXTS.
MATRIX HX HX(I) is the absolute value of the distance
between grid lines I and I + 1.
MATRIX HY HY(5) is the absolute value of the distance
between grid lines J and J+l.
EM EM is the modulus of elasticity, E m'












EF is the modulus of elasticity, Ef, of the
filament (Ib/in.2).
ALPHAM is the coefficient of thermal
expansion, 01m, of the matrix
(in./in. /deg F).
ALPHAF is the coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion, _f, of the filament
(in./in./deg F).
PRM is the Poisson's ratio, Ym' of the
matrix.
PRF is the Poisson's ratio, _f, of the
filament.
OMB is the relaxation factor to be used.
0 < OMB < 2, with optimum convergence
usually being obtained for OMB near 1.7.
VF is the percent fiber content by volume
of the composite.
Note: VF is input for printout purposes
only and is not used in the
calculations.
T is the uniform temperature change (plus
or minus)from that temperature corre-
sponding to the zero thermal stress state
(deg F).
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Parame te r Definition
_vI_ATRICES LI, LJ Associated with each grid node on the inter-
face of the inclusion is an L number. The
grid node referenced in the definition of IN
has an Lnumber equal to 1, i. e., L = I.
Proceeding clockwise along the interface,
the next grid node has an L number equal
to Z, i. e., L = Z. Continuing as describ-
ed above implies that the grid node referenc-
ed in the definition of IM has an L number
equal to NL, i.e., L = NL. Matrices
LI and LJ contain the I and J coordinates
respectively, of the grid nodes on the
interface of the inclusion where LI(N} is
the I coordinate and LJ(N} is the J
coordinate of that grid node whose L
number is equal to N, i.e., L = N.
M_ATRICES COST, SINT M_ATRICES COST and SINT contain Cos{}
n
and sinen, respectively, where e is
n
defined as follows:
For an arbitrary grid node (I,J) on the
interface of the inclusion whose L number
is some value such that 1 < L < NL,
e n is defined as the angle between the
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Par am ete r Definition
normal to the inclusion surface at (I, J) and
the positive x-axis. Thus
COST (L) = COS {9
n
SINT (L) = SIN {9
n
For L = I, i.e., the grid node referenced
in the definition of IN, {9 is defined to be
n
90 degrees which implies
COST (i) = [;Oa 90 ° = 0.0
SINT (1) = SIN90 ° = 1.0
For L = NL, i.e., the grid node refer-
enced in the definition of IM, {9 is defined
n
to be 0 degrees which implies
COST (NL) = COS 0 ° = 1.0
SINT (NL) = SIN 0 ° = 0.0
SIGXB SIGXB is the desired average normal stress
(lb/in. 2) at infinity in the x-direction.
SIGYB SIGYB is the desired average normal stress
(lb/in. Z) at infinity in the y-direction.
MATRICES MFII, MFI3 MATRICES MFII and MFIJ contain the I
and J coordinates respectively of those
grid nodes referenced in the definition of
NMFI. No particular input order is
required.
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INPUT DATA CARD LISTING
Card No. Parameter Data Field Format
1 TITLE








5 to L HX(I)
I = 3..... M-I
Note: Card No. L
L+I to K
1-72 12A6
I-3, 4-6, 7-9, I3
10-12, 13-15, 16-18, I3
19-21, 22-24, I3






[_-_] + 5 where [ ] represents
The maximum
EIZ. 6
the greatest integer function.
allowable value of L is 7.
HY(J) 1-72
5 = 3...N-1
Card No, K = [_] + (L+I) where [ ] representsNote:
the greatest integer function. The maximum value
ofKis L+3.
K+ 1 EM, EF, ALPHAM 1-36 EIZ. 6
ALPHAF, PRM, PRF 37-72 EIZ. 6
K+2 OMB, CHI, T 1-36 El2.6
K+3 to J LI(L), LJ(L)
L = 1.... NL
1-7Z I3
J+l to I COST(L), SINT(L)
L = 1.... NL
1-72 EIZ.6
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Card No. Parameter Data Field Format
I+ 1 SIGXB, SIGYB 1-24
I+2 to LC MFII(K), MFIJ(K) 1-72
K=I... NMFI
C. 7 OUTPUT OF PROGRAM
(1) Repeated input data
(2) Dimensions of the first quadrant of the fundamental
region, A and B, where
M-1
A = _ HX (I)
I=3
N-1





(a) Results of the kth entry into Subroutine RESDTS
(b) Results of Subroutine RELXTS, NCPRLX consecutive
times, every integral multiple of NPRLX, and the
last execution.
Note: (a) and {b) are printed consecutively for each value
of k where k = 1...NRD.
Output includes the I and J coordinates of each node of the grid
array, the corresponding displacements in the u and v directions,







0, (a) and (b) are as described for Problem i.
I, the RESDTS and RELXTS Subroutines are
Problem 3
(a) and (b) are as described for Problem 1.
Results of Subroutine STRSTS for Problem I and Problem 2
are combined to obtain the desired solution for specified
values of_ and_ with T = 0, i.e., no temperature
x y
effect being included.
Note: Subroutine STRSTS will not be executed in {4) if
SIGXB and SIGYB are both equal to zero.
Output will include:
(a) SIGXB, SIGYB, and Temperature (T = 0)
(b) The I and J coordinates of each grid node and the
corresponding u and v displacements.
(c) The stress components at the interior and boundary
nodes, i.e., SIGMA X, SIGMA Y, SIGMA Z and
TAU XY.
(d) The stress components at the interface nodes for
both filament and matrix.
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(e) The principal stresses at the interior and boundary
J.
nodes, i.e., SIGMA I, SIGMA 2, THETA , and the
yon Mises sum.
(f) The principal stresses at the interface nodes for
both filament and matrix.
(g) EX and EY which are defined as the effective
composite elastic moduli (1b/in. 2) in the x and y
directions, respectively.
(h) ALPHAX and ALPHAY which are defined as the
effective composite thermal expansion coefficients
(in./in./deg F) in the x and y directions,
respectively.
*Theta is defined as the angle (degrees) measured from the positive x-axis
to the direction of the maximum principal stress axis.
':';:'The yon Mises sum represents a 2-dimensional yield criterion which is
defined as follows:
(a) For a plane stress solution, i.e., if KPSPS = 1
Z Z
yon Mises sum = (Yl (Yl (YZ + (YZ
(b) For a plane strain solution, i. e., if KPSPS = 2
z z)yon Mises sum = (I - V+lJ Z) (Yl - (I + ZV- 2V (71
+ (1 -v v z) cr_
where _ is Poisson's ratio.
a Z
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(s) Results of Subroutine STRSTS for Problems 1, Z, and 3
are combined to obtain the solution for T _ 0, _ =
x y
Note: Subroutine STRSTS will not be executed in (5) if
temperature, T, equals zero.
= 0.
Output format is the same as described in (4)
(6) Results of Subroutine STRSTS for Problems 1, Z and 3
are combined to obtain the solution for T, (r--x, and Y
all non-zero.
Note: Subroutine STRSTS will not be executed in (6) if
either temperature, T, is zero or if SIGXB and
SIGYB are both equal to zero since this would be
a repetition of (5) or (4), respectively.
Output format is the same as described in (4).
C. 8 PROGRAM LISTING
Included at the end of this appendix is a listing of the Fortran state-
ments which make up the transverse stress program, TRANSTRESS, and its
supporting subroutines.
C. 9 SAMPLE PROBLEM
The sample output presented at the end of this appendix is that ob-
tained for circular elastic inclusions with a fiber to matrix modulus ratio
of Zl.5 to 1 anda fiber volume of 40 percent. The imposed loading consists
of an average component stress a--x at infinity of 1000 psi, an average com-
ponent stress _ at infinity of zero psi and zero temperature change. The
Y
solution is for an assumed plane stress condition and is the result after
150 relaxation cycles.
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The effective composite modulii, EX and EY, are equal since the
inclusion shape and spacing is symmetrical in both coordinate directions.
Program refinement is being continued in an effort to eliminate cer-
tain limitations encountered with the present solution. Particular emphasis
is being directed toward improving the equations developed to allow the re-
laxation process to extend across the inclusion-matrix interface. This will
eliminate the need for variable coefficients which in the present method
must be calculated each relaxation cycle. The particular method presently
used of combining the equilibrium equations into a form best suited for
unequal grid spacing also has one disadvantage. In this form, certain terms
are lost from the equations when equal grid spacing is used and can result






I CLASSIFY GRID NOOES AS TOMATRIX, FIBER OR INTERFACE POINTS I
I CLASSIFY GRID NOOES AS TO NOOE TYPE(SEE FIGURE OF GRID NOOE ARRAY). J
i cALCULATECO"TA"S_CURR'"O'BTHEI
EQUILIDNIUMEQUAT,_SA. THESTRESS-UISPLACEMENTR LAT,ORSF NCASES_
PL NE STRESS AND PLANE STRAIN,
RESPECTIVELY.
THE E COEFFICIENTS OCCURRING IN THE RESIDUAL
EQUATIONS DERIVED FOR EQUILIBRIUM POINTS
CALCULATE FOR EACH GRID NODE ON THE INTERFACE THE C COEFFICIENTS
IOCCURRIRG IN THE RESIDUAL EQUATIONS DERIVED FOR INTERFACE POINTS I
I
CALCULATE FOR EACH BOUNDARY GRID NORE THE D COEFFICIENTS
I OCCURRING IN THE RESIDUAL EQUATIONS DERIVED FOR BQUNDARY POINTS J
I
I W_ITE,NPUTDATAANDQDAORA"U'ERS'ORSI
I CALL SUBROUTINE RESUTS _-_ NO
I NRDS = NRDS + I
I IRIT'ALIZEPRON_EM1I
IISNROS"RO:I YES
I WRITE NROS, KPROR, NQUAL POINT ICOORUI ATES, OISPLACEMENTS AND RESIDUALS
--IoALL SUBROUTNEREL_TSI I 'S'SVM:"I
J iNITIALIZE PROeI.EM 2 ]
ICALLSOUNQUT,RERE_DTS_ND IIS.° ..U,I '_S
YES
_ STONE NOOAL POINT UISPLACEMENTS I
I CALLSUORO_TINESIGMABI
L STOREAV RACESTRESSALONGTHE ]UPPER BQUNDAR_ND AVERAGE Ox STRESS
_ONC THE RIGHT BOUNDARY
I"ROS:RRUS__
I
I WRITE NROS KPNOB, NOOAL POINTCOORDI ATES, D SPLACEMENTS AND RESIDUALS I
_tCALLSU"QUT'NEREL_TSI I ,ST:O.O,I
_,RO
] INITIALIZE PROBLEM 3 I
I.e. TEMPERATURE ONLY
PROBLEM
ic._LS_NQUT..ESOTS_ ND IISND..ND,i _S
I .NDs: R.S* _
I WRITE ORDS, KPROR, NQUAL POINT
COORDINATES, OtSPLACEUrNTS ADO RESIDUALS I
_t CALLSU._T,NER LRTSI I
_ I COMBINE NOOAL pOINT OISPE.ACEMENTS
FROM PROBLEMS 1 AND 2 TO OBTAIN
A DISPLA rEMENT FIELD _qtERE LDAOIMG
IS IN THE X-OIRECTtON ONLY.
CALCULATE EX
I REINO[X PNOeLEM I DISPLACEMENTS AND
STONE AS PROaLEM 2 DISPLACEMENTS







{ :_:_ ATI_VIEERfllA_G;T6 SOuT:EoAS:;LONG THE I




STORE AVERAGE STRESS _LOmG THEALONG THE NIGHT BQUNOARY I
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4TRANSVERSE STRESS CONTINUED ?
(_ I COMBINE NODAL POINT DISPLACEMENTS





YES GO TO START
CALCULATE ALPHAX AND ALPHAY
iC...................I
;NO







ACROSS THE INTERFACE BOUNDARYFOR ALL NODES RELAXED
, .......;Eo,AT EACH TEST POINT YES II
CALCULATE PEG, i.e., PERCENT CALCULATE Ox
CHANCE IN STRESS PER RELAX AT EACH TEST POINT
IS PCG <- PCG
SUBROUTINE RELXTS
#




FOR ALL NODES RELAXED
ACROSS THE INTERFACE BOUNDARY
1
REPEAT I = M--B I REPEAT I = M--3
J = N--3 I J = N--3
INDEXING ON I,J IS SUCH THAT INDEXING ON I,J IS SUCH THAT
THE RELAXATION TECHNIQUE IS THE RELAXATION TECHNIQUE IS
CARRIED OUT ALORG THE COLUMNS, CARRIED OUT ALORB THE ROWS,
i.e. FROM UPPER BOUNDARY TO i.e. FROM RIGHT BOUNOARY TO
LOWER BOUNDARY MOVING FROM LEFT BOUNDARY MOVING FROM
THE RIGHT BOUNDARY TO THE THE UPPER BOUNDARY TO THE
LEFT BOUNDARY. LOWER BOUNDARY
STORE THE COEFFICIENTS OF Uij
AND/OR Vii OCCURRING IN THE
RESIDUAL EQUATION(S) DERIVED FOR
THE ABOVE NODE TYPE








CALCULATE STRESSES Ox, Oy, O'zAND "TxyAT EACH GRID
NODE USING FINITE DIFFERENCES ON THE DISPLACEMENT
FIELD
CALCULATE PRINCIPAL STRESSES G1 AND O"2, THETA AND
VON MISES SUM AT EACH GRID NODE
WRITE NODAL POINT COORDINATES, DISPLACEMENTS
AND STRESS COMPONENTS AT THE INTERIOR AND
BOUNDARY POINTS
I WRITE NODAL POINT COORDINATES AND STRESS
COMPONENTS AT THE INTERFACE POINTS FOR MATRIX
AND FIBER, RESPECTIVELY.
WRITE NODAL POINT COORDINATES, PRINCIPAL STRESSES,
THETA AND THE VON IV.ISES SUM AT THE INTERIOR AND
BOUNDARY POINTS.
I WRITE NODAL POINT COORDINATES, PRINCIPAL STRESSES,
THETA AND THE VON MISES SUM AT THE INTERFACE POINTS




CALCULATE THE AVERAGE O"x
ALONG THE RIGHT BOUNDARY
STRESS
CALCULATE THE AVERAGEO'vSTRESS I





CALCULATE CENTRAL, FORWARD I
OR BACKWARD DIFFERENCES I
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X_ _(17,i?).E 21LT*I7),E 3117._7),E _(17,17).E 5117°17)._ 6C11,17),











^ _LAXATION S_LUT[O_ OF tHE r_ANSVERSE STRESS PRO6L_M FOR A








lu_ _EA_ C8.208) TitLE
_ _,2_1) _*_*NRXoNRD_IM_IN*NPRLX,NCPRLX,NL,NMFI,N[P
C KPS_S_I FOR PLA_E STRESS KPSPS=2 FO_ PLANE STRAIN
C KSY_*O FOR UNSY_E_ZCAL ZNCLUSION OR |NCLUSION SPACING
_T_-_TP*2













































































































































































































































































































































_RIIE 1_,206_ TIILEBMN2o_2oA,BtOMBoSIGX_SIGVBtVF _E_EFtPR_oP_F,
XG_Ft ALpHA_P_AFoTtPCGPrX
194
x S ] S IIIIt|2A61III,S_xt|OHI_PUT okTAIlll.
Xq_H GRII nOO[ ARR&Y SIZE -1|214H BY ll2111|
x_|H _AOr_! OI_F_SIONS ,6x.3_A -olF6.3*6x,3H_ -*1F6.3, I1,
x_H Av_r^GE SIGuA x I_ADI_G AT INFInItY Ip$1_ -tlF_.2_llB
xA_ _vFPA_E SIGMA Y LnA_I_G AT I_FI_ITY IpSll o,_Fg.2tll_
x_H pE_CF_! FIBER BY vOLUMF oBIFg.2_II*
_SH PFISS_NS RATIO IN MATrIx .°|Fg.A_II,
x_H PCI_SC_S raTIo I_ FI_E_ .°lF_._BIIt
xASH _AERIx SHEAr _OULUS PSI -w_E_2._o I1_
x_SH I_CLUSIO_ S_C_R MO_UEUS pSI -olE|2°_t I1_
x_ T_Er_AL Exp. COEF. I_ MA_Ix II_IINIOEG F) .P1E_l._,ll_
x_5_ F_r_AL EXp. COEF. IN FIBER II_II_/DEG FI -tlE_|._/I*
x_SH T-A_BIENt TE_p - CURING TEM_ ID_GREES F! .,IFg°2tll°
_SH M_ OFLIA STrFSS 4! F_S! PTSIRELAxlpFRCENT_._IF_.Atll I




213 _rlIE (_207_ IIJTPIIJI°IJ-ItNTp2)
2_ FORmat IIH tZ/II._GH SoLuTION IS FoR pLaqE SF_AI_
_ Fnr_AT II_ o1111,3_1_ SDLUEIO_ IS FO_ pLA_F S_RESS I
_3_ FQR_E II_,llt_l! lEST pOI_E C_O_DI_aFES ollo6xglHl_xe|HJ°llt
xl3xl2zA)_
_9 FG_MA! (_Hl_llllBl_ GrID S_ACI_G _Ill6x*_HItSxlSHI_XIII*Ile
_I_x°IA°3x,F_2.SI)
_rlTC ISQ2|_.) (13,HYI3)IB_-3*NMI)
WRI1E I5 2|El IILI(L)tL_ILItCOSTIL)*SI_TILII_L'I_L)











































































































































































































8? IF (5]GXfl*EQ*O.C) GO fO 89
GO IU 88
89 IF 151GY_.EQ°G°C! _0 TO 99






_9 GQ I0 1
_OL FGR_AT 12413)
Z_2 F_N_AT (6E12.6)
2_3 FOR_A! (IHI,_gXtZIH_ESULT5 OF RESID NO* ,IZtSX,XIHP_OBLE_ NO*,[3/I
2_ FORmAt IIH o//,6X.IH[,3X,IHJ,19X,IHU,IeX, IHV.14XoIOHU RESIDUAL.
XlOX.ICHV _ES[DUAL,///I























XE lll7,1?).E 21t?_lT].t _I[?,I?I.E _IX/,I?),E 511?,IT)_E 611?.17)t

















































































































































































DO 10 _ • 4._MI











LEFt BOUNOARY 1 • 3
IF (MFI(S,INMt)._E.I) GO TO 5O3O
A! • _X(3}
aq • A1 ÷ HX(4)
Oe(IN_ll • (GF.(Ag.-2 - AI.*2} * GM*AI*.2)IIAI_Aq*(A9 - All}
CONtinUE
DO 2O J - 4,N_!
REVl3,J} • O?(J}_Vl3.J} , 081J)*Vl4.JI + 09(J}wV(5.J)
RIOH_ 80U_OARY ! •
REVt_,J) • 010(J}.V(M,J) • DIIIJ)*V(_NI,J! * O[2(J}*VI_2,J}
L_ER B_U_OAKY J • 3
IF (_FI([_MI_5).NE.I) GO TO 5O4O
AIO • A2 * HY(_)
02(1_1) • I_F.(AIO..2 - A2-.21 * G_. _Z..2)/IA2*AIO*(A|O - AZ}I
D3{iM_I} -_M.A_/(AIO.(AIO - A2})
198
5040 CONT|kU[
OC _0 I - 4,HM[
4O _EU_[.3) • _l(ll*l_([,_} + D2(ll.OIl,4} * 03tll*U([,5)
C UPPER 80UNWARY J • N


















































































































































































































































DO 60 L • 2,NLM|
I " l|(l)
J = LJIL)
REU(I,J) = CIIL)'U(I,J) + C_(L)'V(I,J) + (_(L)'U(I*I,J) ÷ C611)"
x U(hJ+l) + CE(LI-U(I-I,J) + C61LI.UII,J-I) * C7(I)"
x ull+2,J) + CBILI,UII,J+2) + CglLImU(I-2,J! + CIOIL)e
x ulI,J-2I + Clllkl-Vll+llJ) + CI2(LI-VII,J+II + ClT(l).
x Vll-l,J) + C|6(L)IVII,J-I) • ClSIl)IV(l+2_J) • C]61L)º
W Vii,J+21 * CIT(LI*V[I-2,J) + ClaPt)evil,J-Z) • CZgILI
60 REVII,J) • C2CIL),UII,J) + C21{LI°VII,JI + C22{L)'UII*I,J)
C2)(t)'UIhJ+l) C2_(llIU(I-I,J) * C25(L).U(I,J-I) +
C261L)°U(I+2,J) C2?IEI°UII.J+21 • C2BILI.UII-Z,J) •
C2qIL}.UII,J-2) C30 ILI-VII+I,JI • CT](LI*VII,J*[) •
C32(ll'VII-|,J) • CTJILI'VII,J-I) + CT_(t)*Vli+2,JI *
























x_ III/,Itl,F 7117t17),[ ]IlT,IFl,_ _II¥,III,E SIITtltI,E 6117,11I,



















































































































































































































































































































































IF _M_IE5.I_MI).N£.I) GO Tn 503C
_F _MFI(I_MI.5).NE.t) GO TO 50_
A2 • _Y_3)









































































































































































































6 _0 _(_3,$[,8_3,51,_1,$1,5|,51,5[,_1,_[L,5[,S_ I,K[J
_0_ _EVlKItKJ)'_EV(K|°KJ)-REVS *_NS*(D 61J)/CVAT)
GO _0 _1




































MATriX SIGX IS _TO_EO 1_ E_ _AT_IX
MATRIX SIGZ IS STO_EO I_ E? MATriX













IF _K_ °LT° 3! GO TO _3
LF IK_ .LT° 9) GO TO 3_
GO IG 3_






iF IK/_ .Lt. 3) CO TO 23
IF IK_ .LT. 9_ GO TO 3O




_lZ t_VCJ-ll ÷ HV_.J°2_
CALL PART 14,HX! 1-1! pAlitUI| pJ_ wUI I-l,J ItU! I-2_J) tPUXl
CALL PArT I_pI_Y_J-1)_AI2,V_I_J_tVlIBJ-I_tV(I,J-2_PVY_
CALL PART I_,HYIJ-I_,AI2tU( IBJ_IU_ It J-lieU! IiJ'2)tPUY_
CALL PART _HX||-I_,AI|,VI|,J_,VII~IBJItVlI'2_J_,P¥_)
_c, Xr_L_ = .*.._=,'_"U_" _ C._VY. _ - ._F
SIGYF_L_ = BF_ICF_PUX • PVY_ - FF
$1GZFIL! i DFQIPUX • PVYJ - HF
TXYF_LI = GFolFUY ÷ PVX_
AIOI I_YIJ_ • HYIdtl_
CALL PAR_ _2,HXI|_tA9tUII,JJtU|I_ltJItUII_ZtJ_tPUX_
CALL PART 12.t_YI,II,AIO.Ullo.I_tUII.,I_I_,UII_.I_Z|ePU )
CA_.L PART 12,HX_I|tAg,v_I_JltVlI_It,J)eV_I_'2,,II_PVXJ
IF IK_ °E_o 6! GO TO 26
IF (KN .EQ° 7 ! GO TO Z?
SLGVMqLI - BM_CM_PUX • PVYJ - F_
SIGZMIL_ OMe|PUX ÷ PVY_ - HM
I'XY_IL! = GN_IPLff ÷ PVX_
GO TO ICD
b GO TO 2 _,
Ptll(- PJRTIAL DERIVATIVE OF U _.11. TO X
PVX - PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF V W.R. TO X
_E CA_.ttOT COMPUTE PU_ 0_1 PVX
26 $1G_(LI " B_Q(PU_ • C_ePVY! - FN
SIGZM_L! = OMQ_PUX • PVY_ - H_
GO TO 1G_
7 GO TO Z_
PVY PARTIJL DERIVAI"IVE OF V W°R° TO Y
L = _IL
WE I;AI_O'I COMPUTE PIJY _R PVY
SIGYMINL| B_IC_I_PUX _" PVY! F_
SIG-'M|NL_ = D_IPUX ÷ PVYI - HM
TXY_I_L! G_JlPUY • PVXI
GO TO IOO
8 GO rtl 2
2O"/












10 GO TO Z












12 GO TC 24
28 ESII*JI - BE*APGX * CE*PVYI °FF
EA(I,J) - 8F*ICF*PUX * PVYI - FF
E?II,JI • 9F*IPUR • _VYI - HF
E&II,J) GF*IPOY + PVX)
GO ro lEO
;3 A9 - _Xlll * NRII_|I






14 All - HXII°II + HRII_21






15 A_! o HXII-11 * HXII°2I






_6 GO In 1GO
E _E C_N_T COMPUTE PUT OR PVY
;t GO TO _(O
C _E CAN_nT COMPUTE POX OR PVX
AO ESl_,JI - BD*IPU_ + C¢*PVVI - P_F
EBII,J) - BB*(CC*PUX • PQY) - F_F
ETII,JI - OO*IPGX + PVT! - HH
EB(l,JJ GG*iP_ PVXl
GO IO 1_0
45 ESC|,J) - R_*IPUX + C_,PVV) - F_
208
E6II,JI • 6P*ICk*PQX * PVVl - PM
E?I|*JI G_*lP_X • PUVI °HM
ESII*J) " GM'IP_Y * PVX)
1_0 G_NTIkUE
C FOR iNTERIOR POINTS
C THE VALUES OF SIGMA 1 ARE STORED IM E1 MATRIX
C THE VALUES nF SIGMA Z ARE STOREO IN E2 MATRIX
T_E VALUES OF T_ETA ARE St_EO Iq E3 MRTAJ X1HE VALUES OF THE VON RISES SUM ARE ST_EO IN EA MATRIX
GO 60 I-3,_
OC 6O J-3.N
IT I_FlIhJ) .EC. 31 GO TO 65
VTLS • .S.IESII_JI * EBII,J)I
VTZ_ - .5_IES_I_JI ° EB(I,Jll
RAOIUS- VTZ_**2 + E_II,JI**2
_AGlUS • SGRT(R_DIUSI





IF _K_SPS .EO° 2) GO TO 62
E4II,J) - E11I,J)**2 - ELII,JIIE211,J) + E211,Jl**_
GO In b(
62 IF IMFI(I,JI .EC. 2I GO TO 64
61SMI11 - 1. -PRP * PR_**2
S_I12 • 1. * 2.*PRP - 2._IPRMI_2I
IF I_FJIItJI DEC. 3I GO tO 69
63 E4iI,JI - SPITI_CEIlIoJ)*_21 - SRIT_*EIII,JllE21I,JI *
X SPITI*IE2(ItJI**Z)
GO TO 6_
64 S_111 - |. - PRF + PRED.2
SPIT2 I ° 2.1PRF - 2.*IPRF_o_I
IF f_FliI,J! .EC. 31 GO TO ?|
GO TO 63
65 L - LN(I,JI
FOR I_TERFACE PClMTS
_ATRIX
THE VALUES OF SIGMA I ARE STORED IM ¢| MATRIXTHE VALOIS OF SIGMA 2 ARE STORE0 IN C_ MATRIX
THE VALUES OF THEIA ARE STORED |M GS MATRIXTHE VALUES OF THE VON M|SE$ SUM ARE STORED |N CA MATRIX
C FIBER
THE VALUES OF SIGMA | ARE STORED IN C11 MATRIXIHE VALUES OF SIGMA 2 ARE STORED IN C12 MATRIX
C T_E VALUES OF THETA ARE STORED IN el3 MATRIX
C THE VALUES OF yON MISES SUM ARE STORED Ik C|4 MATRIX
VTZMS • .SIISIGR_IL) • SIGVMiL))
VTZMM * .5*IS|GXMIL) - GIGYMILII
RADIUS - VIZMM*_2 + TXYMIL)Ii_
RAG|US • $_RTIRADIUS)
C|(L) • V|_PS • RADIUS




VTZFS * ,5*(SIGXFiLI • S|GVFI_II
VTZEM i .5_ISiGXPILI - SIGYFILII
RADIUS • VTZFM*I2 * IXYFIl)ee_
RADIUS • SQRTIAAUIUSI
GlllC) - VTZPS * RADIUS




LF tKPSPS °EQo E) GO I0 6?
C4(L) = C1(L)''2 ~ C|tL|'_21L) • C2¢L)o"2
CI4(L) = ClltL)'o2 - C11(LItCIZ(LI + C121L)e_2
GO TO 60
67 GO TO 61
69 C4(L_ = SMITI_ICI|L)'I2_ - $MIT2tCIILllC2(L| + $MITI*IC_(L)o.Z!
GO TO 64































_0_ FORMAT (IH t35Xt38H $IR_$S CO_PO_EN_S - INTERFACE POINTS.JIlt/*
138X,9_IN MATRIXe63XlBHJN FIBERI/It
Z6X+[Hi+3X+LHJ,qX+THSIGM& X,6X+?H$|G_& Y,6X+TH$|GM& ZsSXtB_ T&U X¥




40Z FO_AT (IH _36Xt49HPRINCIPAL STRESSES - IN_ERIO_ AND BOUNOARY POIN
_rSt//I/It




403 FORMAT I_H ,_6X,37Fm_I_CIPAL STRESSES - INIERFA_E POINISIS/Ill,
_SX,9_IN MA_RIX._3XB8HI_ FISERo/I.
26X_IHIe_XjI_J,gXlTHSIG_A 1,6Xw 1HSIOMA 2. TX_SHT_ET&,6X.9HVON NISE$




_05 FORMAT (IHI,_4X+35H • • • • STRESS CO_OITION • • • • tl/q
XSO_B_H AVERAGE COMPOSITE SIGMA X (P$1) =tlF_loZ.l.
X_OX_|H AVERACE COMPOSITE SIGMA ¥ IPSI| =+|Fllo2t/_






















































fCOMPUTER OUTPUT SAMPLE PROBLEM
TRANSVERSE STRESS ANALYSES
SAMPLE PROBLEM CIRCULAR INCLUSION
GR[O NODE ARRAY SIZE "13 BY 13
QUADRANT OIPENSIONS A " Z.400 0 " 1.400
RELAXATION FACTOR ICREGA BAR! " 1.700
AVERAGE SIGPA X LCRDIRG AT INFINITY (PSI) " 1000.00
AVERAGE SIGma V LOADING AT INFINITY IPSII • O.
PERCENT FIBER BY VOLUPE 40.00
YOUNGS _ODULUS E IN _AIR|X IPSll • 0,1000÷007
VOUNGS ROOULUS E aN FIBER IPSI) - 0.2151+008
POISSONS RATIO IN MATRIX 0.3000
POISSONS RATIO IN FIBER 0*3000
MRTRIX SHEAR ROOULUS PSi - 0.3046*006
INCLUSION SHEAR RDI_JLUS PSI - 0.8271_007
THERMAL EXP. COEF. IN MATRIX (INIINIOEG FI • O.
THERMAL EXP. COEF. aN FIBER (IN/IN/DEG FJ - O.
_RX DELTA STRESS AT TEST PTS/RELAXlFERCENTJ- o.
INPUT DATA


























COS AND SINE THETA AT INTERFACE NODES
I J COS SINE
1_ O. 1.000000,30597 0.95204




B 5 0.88213 O*ATl01
B 4 0.95204 0.30597
10 3 1.00000 O.
211






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































12 4 - O.12 3 _" O.
12 6 O. 0.
12 7 O* O.
12 E O* O*
12 9 O. O*
12 10 O* D.
12 11 0 * O*
12 12 O* O.
12 13 0° C+.
12 14 O* O.
12 15 O. Oo
13 3 O* O*
13 4 O* D.
13 5 O. O.
13 6 O* O.
13 7 O* O.
13 8 0. O.
13 9 0. O.
13 10 O* O.
13 11 O* O*
13 12 O. O.
13 13 O. O.
13 14 O* O.
13 15 O* O.
,+ 3 ,_. ,_.14 4 . .
14 5 O. O*
16 6 0* O*
L4 7 O* O.
14 8 O* Oo
14 9 O. O.
14 I0 O* O*
1_ 11 0. O°
1+1 12 O* O.
14. 13 O. 0 .
14 14 O* O.
1+1++ o. o.15 0.10000000+001 .
•-5 _ O.10000000+O01 O*
1.5 5 0.10000000+001 O.
1.3 6 v * ++._,_C _,C_ : _C "++ n
15 ? O* I0000000+'001 0.
1.$ 8 0.10000000+001 0 *
15 9 O* I0000000.001 O*
15 10 0.1000(,DUO*DO1 O.
13 11 0.10000000+001 O.
15 ;+2 O* 1COOCO00*O01 0 *
13 13 0.10000000<+001 O.
15 ;+4 0.100013000+DO1 G.





















































































RESULTS OF RELAX NO. 130 PROBLEM NO. |
U V























































0.12367040-001 -0.28111174-001 0.254127?9*000 -0.16218576*001
0.30564767-001 -0.65358360-001 -0.10262968-00| -0.9_963616_000
3.56086530-001 -0.64309961-001 0.63533_09-001 -0.17502380.001
0.72665523-001 -0.78136633-001 -0.37682891_000 -0*50105332+000
0.78246830-001 -0.82049875-001 -0.40373664*001 -0.34294762÷001



























































































0.23?29226÷000 -0.32154¥31,000 -0.13675853,000 0.19662301*000
0.33718950,000 -0.31659516*000 -0.95267628-001 0.20893588-001
0.385055TR÷000 -0o|0507332,000 -0*12133113*000 D.34494)653 _000
0.61272327+000 -0.96619618-001 -0.15627059*000 0.|0683989*003
0*63738930,000 -0°866161?3-003 -0.95?23961-003 0oE3680393*003
0.46174787*000 -0.73361680-001 -0.61563097-006 0o8&563863*000
0.48604732,000 -0.56196663-001 0.53353317-003 0o53667139"000
0.S06696?5,000 -0.28791387-001 0o92195981-001 0.36363607*000
0.51176581*000 O* -0.29669002-001 Oo
0.48246310-002 Oo 0.30351280*000 0.
0.30006951-001 -0.81541373-001 0o64860628,001 -0.66761T63"001
0.666E1658-001 -0.10466399*000 -0.36688487,001 -0o13871733"003
0.26760665÷000 -0.1373253?*000 0*33599026-00| -0.26813669-002
0.367T7293,000 -0.16228362*000 0o62236961-001 0.66636267-001
0.44859241*000 -0.13113360*000 0.10472418,000 -0.633626?6-001
0.68835836*000 -0.11932677,000 0.11836858*000 0.49686223-001
0.51151970*000 -0.1095¥1|0,000 0.11817?20"000 0.30330844,000
0.53229567+000 -0.98210926-001 0*12756376*000 0.91036670*000
0.35297187,000 -0.53263629-001 0.12561940*000 0.69323866*000
0.57380369+000 -0.61635262-001 0*11368967*000 0.64982066*000
0*58994191*000 -0.32815173-001 0.73312133-00| 0.36110?00*000
0.39606425+000 O* -0°31883887-001 O.
0.32522066-001 O. 0o36118861,000 0.
0.3?792631-001 -0.67616061-001 -0.46?64607+001 -0.11625310,001
0.19297726*000 -0.12290835,000 -0.28328000-001 0.22876989,000
0.36883121,000 -0.13438361,000 -0.362392E9-002 0.303203T3-001
0.45058475*000 -0*15654120*000 0.33256489-001 0.64321092-001
0.52000796+000 -0.16083273,000 0.10111106*000 -0.309?2336-001
0.55635133,000 -0.12772810,000 0.|6960059,000 0.33616363-001
0.57676016,000 -0.|1¥12563,000 0*15023522*000 0.68920331*000
0.39294727*000 -0.10689635*000 0.17527169,000 0.80?53333*000
0.61111037*000 -0.88395871-001 0.186T0383,000 0.810082 LI*O00
0.82968819*000 -0.65808246-001 0.16896333*000 0.61608319*000
0.64378312*000 -0.3506E383-001 0.13505866*000 0.31968921*000
0.64919114*000 O. -0.31824072-00| O.
0.45760919-001 O. 0.1?T385?0-001 O*
0.|4316965,000 -0.89612866-001 -0.11229241*001 0.36661229*000
0.28127836,000 -0.14036080*000 -0.11241570,001 0*62361739*000
0.41839460*000 -0.16699081,000 -0.81914391*000 0.44623128*000
0.50802413*000 -0.16226533,000 -0.60613623,000 0*62006999*000
0.56978622,000 -0.16695931,000 -0o35564251,000 0.25567196,000
0.600¥0434*000 -0.13303073*000 -0.Z$263216,000 0.30983311*000
0.61884113*000 -0.12188690*000 -0.192T3461,000 0.86405604*000
0.6351956|*000 -0.10910015*000 -0.24160653-001 0.8?965336*000
0.65156051*000 -0.92425563-001 0.19621136*000 0*6323208?*000
0.66815733÷000 -0.68411613-001 0.42673677,000 Oo 39311782*000
0.61109826+000 -0.36436165-001 0.518|4317*000 0.26060063*000
0*68599143*000 O* -0.32237356-001 O*
0.16999740*000 O. 0.16608637-001 O*
0.25338098.000 -0.10858363,000 o0.13225183,001 0.37209132*000
0.37228690*000 -0.156T4008,000 -0.12371373,001 0.54858¥88*000
0.690T1569*000 -0.17454369+000 -0.912T2026_000 0.6669363?*000
0.$6832692,000 -O.1694216O*OOO -O.66714862*O00 O.6395?65O*0OO
0.6222290?*000 -0.152733T4,000 -0.66?6?966*000 0.28739032"000
0.64934682*000 -0.13804269*000 -0.35813693*000 0.34969203,000
0.66529250+000 -0.12639070_000 -0.3026611?*000 0.¥6981640*000
O.67969619*OOO -0.1|307660_000 -0.92476013-001 0.T9275689,000
0.69413453,000 -0.95761561-00! 0.16484115_000 0.55115Y88"000
0.70180647*000 -0*70867911-001 0.39911579*000 0.32860623*000
0.72026T95,000 -0.37763104-00l 0.63443087,_00 0.16363173*000
0.72660182*000 O* -0.30639466-001 O*












































0.38573819+000 -0.12357420*000 -0*10300211*001 0.23993892*000
0*68056949*000 -0.16749890,000 -0*930|2126*000 0.36506228*000
0.57751444"000 -0.18304863*000 -0.69460000.000 0.31464896,000
0.64125825"000 -0.17672198*000 -0.32?88910*000 0.3218446_*000
0.68584131*000 -0.13870806,000 -0.34710302,000 0.21718815*000
0.70837186*000 -0.|4325642+000 -0.32279963,000 0.26191791*000
0.72165101*000 -0.|310867|*000 -0.25329260+000 0.60101916*000
0.73366664*000 -0*11722162*000 -0.1008T261_000 0.58316384*000
0*74373160*000 -0.99247194-001 0.11285043"000 0.39626671"000
0.75801487*000 -0.73433803-001 0.33030869*000 0.20863232*000
0.¥6T62747"000 -0.39107329-00| 0.49437433_000 0.933T4371-001
0.¥T126224"000 O. -0.28383711-001 O.
0.$0520606,000 O. 0*12082613-001 O.
0.$5T15736"000 -0*13507960*000 -0.66253253*000 0.88181318-001
0.62418073÷000 -0.17850902,000 -0.58043814"000 0.168581718000
0.6935398T_000 -0.19278921*000 -0.62012211*000 0.15028638*000
0.73936127*000 -0.18612357*000 -0.30340162*000 0.17561812"000
0.77161962*000 -0.16491203"000 -0.20574723*000 0.11135386*000
0*78T91904+000 -0.14371?97*000 -0.17297964_000 0.16910289*000
0.79T65867*000 -0.13602631*000 -0.15852915*000 0.36828566*000
0.80642294*000 -0.12160918*000 -0.683782|9-001 0.37247903*000
0.81523781"000 -0.10293299*000 0*8230T148-001 0.233|S322"000
0.02622846*000 -0*76|30002-00! 0.20063778"000 0.12060690*000
0.53127621*000 -0.60552513-001 0.31539936"000 0.63993579-001
0.$3394113_000 O* -0.22099911-001 O.
0.743T1593,000 O. 0o737944T7-002 O*
O.Tb883T36_O00 -0.14194359*000 -0.63791T32_000 0.23282066-001
0.60323323*000 -0.|8573783"000 -0.38268476"000 0.63037201-001
0.83921520*000 -0.19929689*000 -0.26718931*000 0.631631_1-001
0.56309839_000 -0.18950311*000 -0.19310702"000 0.32750532-001
O*DTqqg440*OOO -0.|6979783_000 -0.10S62096"000 O.622130Te*o01
0*5085g434*000 -0.15306269"000 -0.94306610-001 0.93991293-001
0.09368289*000 -0.13997579"000 -0.68480782-001 0.21261485*000
0.89630C84'000 -0.12512352*000 -0.3435388;-002 0.19125866*000
0.90295127'000 -0.10590142"000 0.83553305-001 0.|1391309,000
0.90770087_000 -0.78346661-001 0.161557T1'000 0.30975202-001
O.91142BTO*000 -0.41721132-001 0.22376866*000 0.14716336-001
0.91283821*000 O* -0.12859822-001 O*
O.IOOOOGOO+001 O. O*
0.10000000"001 -0.16493911.000 O.























I TEST POINTS HAVE _O1 VET CONVERGED TO THE SPECIFIED #INI#UE CHANGE IN STRESS PER RELAX OF 0o P38CENT
214
AVERAGE COMPOSITE SIGMA X IPSII = I000.00
AVERAGE COMPOSITE SIGM6 V IRSII . O.
TERP. (AMGIENT - CURING) IOEG. F) O*
STRESS CONPONENT5 - INTEM|OR AND BOUNOARy POINTS










































































































1143.515 -1619.877 _.2007.366 -1393.662 .
2328.975 -692.219 0.








































































































































































561.600 -37.8T5 0. 115.816
533.506 -28.577 O. 94.601
515.335 -22.168 0. 73.701
501.956 -18.476 O. 52.729
492.S31 -16.744 0. 31.853
487.450 -16.460 0 . 14.518
485.558 -16.230 0. -0.000
-349.870 -3874.769 O. 0.000
63.302 -3528.528 0. -93.782
831.206 -2380.475 0. 226.952
O. O. O. O.
78T.678 -24.235 0. 155.972
656.883 22.257 0. 115.172
609.271 60.123 0. 90.199
581.962 47*937 0. 75.326
558.798 54.017 0. 60.997
537.525 58.911 O. 45.799
518.577 62.620 O. 29.290
505.1Z3 64.677 O. 13.918
500.668 67.309 O. -0.000
2689.863 -5350.254 0. 0.000
469.322 -3287.130 0. 1220.199
0. O* O. 0.
997.116 37.226 0. 129.721
805.005 62*4_ 0. 116.961
692.485 90.788 0. 88.803
641.133 103.106 O* 71.453
61%*812 109.431 O* 60*546
586.066 114.644 O. 69.990
561.150 119.290 0 . 38.544
537.050 123.35T 0. 25.512
519.188 126.075 0. 12.456
513.310 130.021 0 • -0.000
o. _ o. _.O. * O* .
1258.044 59.448 0. 94.506
989.499 68.354 O* 112.152
818.S01 101.164 O, 98.551
708.693 125.224 O. 75.857
656.210 136.104 O. 61.694
625.9¥7 141.947 O* 52.$99
599.139 146.891 0 • 43.749
572.771 151.472 0. 34.077
546.b96 _55.T07 O* 22.B71
$26.920 158.722 0 . 11.293
520.461 163.256 O. -0.000
C. O. O* O.
1531.622 157.878 O, 5,005
1250.993 91.738 O. 79.055
991.999 97.522 O* 100.122
826.T29 123.950 O* 87.439
718.003 145.54Z O. 6T.811
665.019 153.003 O. 55*420
634.290 161,469 O. 47.400
606.845 166.363 O* 39.$64
579.681 170.954 O. 30*966
$52.545 175.332 O. 20*923
$31,T41 IT8.539 O. 10.389
524*973 183.413 O* -0.000
1703.805 157.357 0 • 0.000
1509.298 135.246 O. 35.813























































































































993.811 118.577 O. 89.998
836.214 143.376 O. 77.067
726.431 163.676 O. 59.654
673.066 173.660 O. 49.062
661.906 179.289 O* 42.043
613.923 164.394 O. 38.180
586.058 188.907 O* 27.632
887.999 198.468 O. 18.766
536.309 196.878 O. 9.355
829,278 202.070 O. "_O*OO0
1657.214 68°078 O* 0.000
1488.666 111.578 O* 45.343
1238.136 109.395 O. 77.263
997.680 135.187 O. 77.803
862.183 161.194 0. 65.130
735.087 181.400 O. 30*663
681.332 191.472 O. 41.398
649.735 197.227 O. 35.519
621.209 202.289 O* 29,775
592.642 207.209 O* 23.450
563.677 212.039 O* 15.988
541.126 215.702 O. 7.998
533.844 221.239 O* -0.000
1613.598 -9.583 O. 0.000
1467.828 87.098 O. 62.055
1235.168 109.226 O. 62.437
1002.828 147.380 O. 59.303
850.942 177.066 O. 48.607
744.246 198.596 O. 37.677
690.046 209.262 0. 30.767
657.979 215.379 O. 26.396
628.885 220.785 O. 22.153
599.597 226.071 O* 17.482
869.715 231.305 O* 11.936
546.303 235.307 O* 3.996
538.778 241.247 O. -O.OOO
1581.602 -57.287 O. 0.000
1451.533 68,171 O. 24.445
1233.542 106.031 0 • 34.340
1007.935 153.986 0. 32.097
856.268 187.747 O. 26.062
751.693 211.262 O. 20.049
697.097 222.784 O* 16.680
664.649 229.382 O. 16.130
635.098 235.215 0 • 11.869
605.238 240.924 0. 9.380
574.639 266.595 0 . 6.429
550.562 250.964 O. 3.229
542.657 257.253 O. -0.000
1561.496 -77.644 O* -O*OOO
1441.004 59.705 O* -0°000
1233.167 104.895 O. -0.000
1011.842 187.045 O. -0.000
863.147 192.419 O* 0.000
756.260 216.570 O. 0.000
701.158 228.315 O* O.OOG
668.314 235.019 0 • 0.000
638.326 240.932 O. O.O00
607.943 246,712 O. 0.000
576.712 252.640 O. 0.000
552.063 2560824 O* 0.000
544.169 263.236 O. 0.000
• • * * STRESS CONDITION * * * *
AVERAGE COMPOSITE SIGMA X (PSI! 10OO.O0
AVERAGE COMPOSITE SIGMA ¥ (PSI) " O.
TEMP. IAR61EMT - CURIMGI IOEG* FI 0*















SIGMA Y SIGMA I TRU xv
IN FIBER








-0.000 O. O. O. O*
315.980 4208,321 939.775 O. -342.019
199.134 2316.853 278.776 O. -750.983
227.651 1466.305 362.717 0 . -363,770
182.824 567.066 -713.028 O* 703.130
173.029 774.453 -1723.917 D. 1102.169
12.419 779.40| -3968.108 O. 2070*228
0.000 O* O. O. O.
216
• • • - _I_ES_ CGNDIIIO_ * - - •
AVERAGE COMPOSITE SIGMA X IPSI) - 1000.00
AVERAGE CONPOSITE SIGMA Y IPSII . O.
TEMP. IANBIEN7 - CURINGI IDEG. FI O.























































































































































































583.004 -59.479 -10.566 378107.236
549.001 -A4.072 -9.302 327539.627
525.258 -32.071 -7.668 293769.706
507.242 -23.765 -5.728 269914.164
494.516 -18.728 -3.565 254158.119
487.868 -16.858 -1.669 246524.092
485.558 -16,230 0.000 243910.282
-349.870 -3874.769 -0.000 15180580.120
65.749 -3530,975 1.495 12704267.737
847.165 -2396.A3_ -4.022 8490755.323
O. O. O. 0.
816.610 -53.167 -10.509 713095.767
677.138 2.C02 -9.974 457164.828
623.224 26.170 -8,793 372783.340
592.384 37.516 -7.877 330102.315
566.064 46.751 -6.793 296150.280
541.869 54.568 -5.417 267030.489
520.252 60.745 -3.682 242769.360
505.562 64.238 -1.808 227243.807
500.668 67.309 0.000 221499.188
2689.863 -5350.256 -0,000 50252037.471
830.877 -3648.685 -16.505 17036868.828
n. o. o. 0.
1C1_346 20._90 -7.566 1008528,785
822.987 44.477 -8.742 662681.D23
705.318 77.986 -8.223 468566.925
650.460 93,7?6 -7.437 370894.592
619.006 102.237 -6.7?6 330335.272
591.30B 109.402 -5.987 296926.205
564.487 1t5.953 -4.948 266636.267
538.617 121.789 -3.516 239343.086
519.583 125.681 -1.813 220460.125
513.310 130.021 O.O00 213651.661
O. O. G. 0.
O. O. O* 0 •
1265.550 52.042 -_.481 1538215.283
I002.957 54.896 -6.B43 953877.849
831.794 87.871 -7.682 626811.549
718.39A 115.523 -7.288 _46466.C65
663.427 128.886 -6.673 371240.989
631.627 136.298 -6.131 331440.C87
603.333 142.697 -5.475 298278.734
575.510 168.738 -4.595 267735.800
568.029 156.376 -3.336 239566.019
527.266 188.376 -1.755 219586.325
520.461 163.256 0.000 212563.455
O. 0. O. O.
1531.640 157,860 -0.209 2129055.656
1256.360 86,372 -3.883 1477385.166
1003.069 86,452 -6.309 926906.691
837.A45 113.234 -6,987 619308.578
725.926 137.619 -6.664 446006.468
670.982 169.839 -6.141 3?2129.279
638.998 156.764 -5.669 332717.937
610.370 162.818 -5,092 299682.208
582.014 168.621 -4.308 269033.611
553.702 17A.175 -3.165 260481.426
532.046 178.23A -1.685 220011.524
524,973 183,413 O.O00 212949.640
1703.805 157.387 -O.O00 2659606.566
1510,231 134.316 -1.692 2098992.981





















































1002,970 109.419 -5.811 908176.855
842.707 134.881 -6.289 614682.339
732.727 15E.381 -6.OOA _46339oBZ0
677.840 168.886 -5.558 3735|1.197
_5.696 175.499 -5.151 334403.885
616.784 IBI.333 -_°649 3O146O.763
587.971 186.993 -3.961 270T29.726
55B.gBZ 192°505 -Z.939 Z41893.gA8
536.566 196.620 -L°S¥B Z21063.1B1
529.278 2O2.O7O 0.000 214016.235
1657.214 65.O76 -0°000 264ZT48.375
1490.157 110.C87 -|.884 2068639.954
1243.400 104.130 -3.898 1_2E410.078
10G4.444 128.223 -3.115 896553.433
848.352 ISS.0Z4 -5.413 61ZZ18.¥27
739.645 176.841 -5.163 4_E54E.88B
684.8C6 187.998 -4.796 375559.849
652.5O6 194°456 -4.461 336693.414
823.314 Z00.184 -4.O45 3038|6.797
594.064 205.788 -3.469 273009.174
564.403 211.314 -Z.598 243_37.671
541.32Z 215.505 -1.407 Z22814.230
533.844 221.23_ 0°000 215828.91E
1613.598 -9.5B3 -0.000 _ELgZs2.329
1469.10B 85.818 -1.743 2039365.881
IZ38.EZO 105.773 -3.164 1414334.19Z
1C06.920 143.29B -3.947 B?O[3Z.IB2
85_.430 173._76 -4.104 611871.339
746.8O8 196.034 -3.911 _49751.2Z5
692.00Z 207.3O3 -3.644 378381.4?O
659.548 213.810 -3.40! 339TOO.Z64
63O.O84 219°586 -3°098 3O6866.?53
600.414 2Z5.254 -Z.67A 275990.ZOR
570.13T 230.883 -Z.021 246728.057
546.418 235.19Z -/.I04 225373.16B
538.778 241.247 0o000 Z18503.364
1581.402 -5?.2BE -0o000 Z594708.A05
1451.964 67.74O -1.012 Z014434.025
1234.59_ 104.973 -1.753 140_634.694
IC0_.140 1_2.76I -2.1A9 887541.Z26
_59.27_ 186.735 -2.Z23 612712.921
T52._36 210.519 -2.1Z2 452O?5.9O4
697.667 222.214 -1.984 381O86.96O
6AS.lOT Z28.gZ3 -1.8_T 34Z51_.359
635.450 234.aEt -1.699 309TIA.41T
_5._80 240.683 -1.474 _78805.281
574.765 246.469 -1.122 Z49440.207
55O.597 ZSO.90_ -0.617 Z2796Z.A72
542.857 257.253 O.CO© 221221.304
1561.496 -77.644 O°CO0 236354O.O93
1441.004 59.7O5 O.CO0 19940Z1.304
1_33.16T 104.895 0°000 14O2351.787
1011.8_ 157.045 0.000 B89581.615
863.147 192.419 -0.000 61596_.483
756.24O Z16.570 -0.000 455O22.246
7C1.158 228.31_ -O.OO0 383665.27!
668.31, 235.019 -0.000 344810°661
638.326 2AO.93Z -0.000 311715.63B
6O7.943 246.712 -O.EO0 280474.948
5TA.TI2 ZSZ.4_O -O.CO0 250737°516
552.C_3 258.824 -0.000 2_8948.980
544.1E_ 263.236 -0o000 222167.956
• • • • STRESS CONO|TIOR * • * *
AVERAGE COMPOSITE SIGMA X IPSII - 1000.00
AVERAGE COMPOSITE SIGMA V CPSI) O°
TEMP. IAMBIEMT - CURINGI IDEG, El • O°
PRINCIPAL STRESSES - INTERFACE POINTS
I J SIGMA I
IN mATRIX
SIGMA Z [HETA VON MISES SIGMA I







-302.132 0.000 188638.702 O. O.
-352.119 °24.800 520437.115 4243.TZ6 904.369
-Z7T,210 -13.735 582949.831 2363.776 31.953
-L85.717 -13.285 881573.se7 LS63.L38 245=e84
-116o636 -9._OA 1192985.945 OTT.83B -1023.795
-7.248 -7.312 1683814.637 1191.160 -2140.624
Rl.016 -O.492 2212634.467 1557,808 -4726.515
ZTl.3qO -0,000 ZET613q.654 0. U=
EFFECTIVE CORPOSITE ELASTIC RODULI
EX • 0.2bZll_OOT
EY • 0,2_2TIe00T
EFFECTIVE COMPOSITE _HERRAL EXP. COEF* IIN/INIOEG, FI
ALPHA x • O.
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"The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall be
conducted so as to contribute . . . to the expansion of human knowl-
edge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space. The Administration
shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination
of in[ormation concerning its activities and the results thereof."
--NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958
NASA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
TECHNICAL REPORTS: Scientific and technical information considered
important, complete, and a lasting contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL NOTES: Information less broad in scope but nevertheless of
importance as a contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS: Information receiving limited distribu-
tion because of preliminary data, security classification, or other reasons.
CONTRACTOR REPORTS: Technical information generated in connection
with a NASA contract or grant and released under NASA auspices.
TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS: Information published in a foreign
language considered to merit NASA distribution in English.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information derived from or of value to NASA
activities. Publications include conference proceedings, monographs, data
compilations, handbooks, sourcebooks, and special bibliographies.
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PUBLICATIONS: Information on tech-
nology used by NASA that may be of particular interest in commercial and other
nonaerospace applications. Publications include Tech Briefs; Technology
Utilization Reports and Notes; and TechnoIogy Surveys.
Details on the avaiiabifity oF these publications may be obtained From:
SC!ENT!F!CAND TECHN!CAL !NFOR.MAT!ON D!V!SION
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Washington,D.C. _0546
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